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Abstract
Recent efforts to ensure the development of reflection in teachers have
concentrated on the processes and content of reflective thinking and action
during and after classroom teaching. The cerebral and cognitive dimension
of the experience of reflection has been emphasized to the exclusion of the
affective dimension. The phenomenological and longitudinal study of
reflection reported here traces the development of six teachers and one
teacher supervisor as they struggle to learn and deepen their understanding
of what it means to be reflective in both affective and cognitive ways. Within
the framework of an in-service Master of Arts in Teaching program for
experienced teachers, the study examines the relational and interactive ways
in which reflection can be taught within the supervisory relationship of the
teaching practicum. The findings of the study present three new
contributions to the field of teacher education and the literature of reflection:
the importance of the capacity to engage with and to sustain the process of
reflection, the relational and interactive dimension of learning and teaching
reflection, and the concept of the spheres of reflection.
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Chapter One
Re-Visioning Reflection
Although Dewey first outlined his understanding of the notion of
reflection in 1933, it has not been until the past fifteen years that the concept
and practice of reflective teaching has gained credence and widespread
discussion in the context of Western education systems. More teachers and
more teacher educators are understanding the issues of teaching through the
lens of reflection. Indeed, a recent publication has identified seven major
universities in the United States which teach reflection as a cornerstone to
their teacher education programs (Valli, 1992), while contributions from
Australian, European, and New Zealander authors report teacher education
programs in their countries which are aiming to develop teachers as
reflective practitioners (Hatton & Smith, 1995, Korthagen, 1985, Smyth, 1989).
The recent studies of reflection in education are missing an important
point, however. Perhaps because the subject matter is thinking and
reflection, the literature has tended to emphasize the cerebral, cognitive
dimension of the experience to the exclusion of the emotional, affective
dimension. I haven't worked with a single teacher who hasn't at least been
hesitant if not scared or uncomfortable to begin to examine her or his work.
The field has been looking at reflection through a monocled eye. The time
for binoculars or stereovision has come. The study of reflection reported here
takes this perspective.
After discussing the development of conceptions of reflection since
Dewey, and the research projects which have attempted to investigate
teachers learning to become reflective, I will present the perimeters of my
research as it relates to the literature and to my own passion for knowing

more about the processes of reflection. The flndings of my study show that
the affective and relational dimensions of reflection hold far more
importance in the process of learning to become or deepening one's skill as a
reflective practitioner than has heretofore been envisioned.
The Historical Development of an Understanding of Reflection
Dewey's original work. How We Think (1933), focused on the thinking
or cognitive processes involved when one reflects. Through the
investigation of reflective thinking processes, Dewey hoped to render them
transparent and thus, be able to train teachers to think reflectively. He
outlined a process of reflection which is conscious and systematic, by
generating a series of interconnected ideas and by examining the embedded
assumptions or conceptual frameworks present in those ideas, in relation to
specific practical classroom problems and with an aim towards solutions.
In the 1970's and 1980's, women teachers who were influenced by
Dewey, Piaget and others began to publish descriptions of their experiences
both in the classroom as reflective teachers and in discussion with other
teachers about the issues of teaching and learning. While they did not call
themselves reflective teachers, their work epitomizes what it means to be
aware and vigilant of all of the factors involved during and after teaching.
Pat Carini (1979), in her work at the Prospect School and in the North Dakota
Study Group, provides an example of a teacher and teacher educator who
embraces teaching as a life-long practice of investigation. Vivian Paley is
another woman who grounds herself in her teaching, in her commitment to
the growth of the hearts and minds of the children she teaches, and in her
fascination with what she learns from the students as they attempt to learn
the subject matter of her classroom (1981).

8Donald Schon's publication. The Reflective Practitioner (1983), brought
a new conceptualization of reflection to the professional literature on teacher
education. Schon's use of the terms "reflection-in-action" and "reflection-on-
action" set the academic world thinking again about reflection which is
intimately bound up in action, and reflection which is necessarily distanced
from action in order to gain greater clarity. A related subject of debate in
relation to Dewey's and Schon's work is whether reflective thinking simply
leads to a greater understanding of the situation or the problem at hand or
whether it demands a change, resolution, or solutions (Calderhead, 1989,
Noffl<e & Brennen, 1988, Colton & Sparks-Langer, 1993).
While some educators have discussed the processes of reflection i.e.,
the ways, the circumstances and the outcomes of reflective thinking, others
have been concerned with the content of reflection. What is it that should be
reflected upon - classroom activities, teacher skills, students' learning
(Duckworth, 1987, Grimmett & Crehan, 1990, Killen, 1989), or broader
ideological, systemic and epistemological issues (Carr & Kemmis, 1986, Elbaz,
1988, Nofflce & Brennen, 1988, Smyth, 1989, Zeichner, 1993)? Reflection is not
limited to an investigation of classroom practice. It can - and some argue
should - deconstruct and reframe issues of schooling, privilege and power in
order to address a commitment to social justice in education.
In an attempt to address the content or foci of reflective thinking. Van
Manen's (1977) levels of reflection are often cited. The three levels, as he
gleaned them from Habermas (1973), are technical, practical and critical
reflection. Technical reflection is concerned with efflciency and effectiveness
of strategies to achieve certain goals, and the reflection does not include
questioning or criticizing the goals one wished to achieve. Practical reflection
includes a discussion of the strategies, outcomes, goals and assumptions.

Critical reflection includes all that is discussed in the levels of technical and
practical reflection, but emphasizes additional considerations of the moral
and ethical dimension as well as locating the analysis of action within wider
sodo-historical and politico-cultural contexts (Noffke & Brennan, 1988,
Zeichner & Liston, 1987).
A number of research studies have attempted to explore the
effectiveness of teaching pre-service teachers to reflect. Most rely on
definitions of reflection from Dewey and Schon and use Van Manen's three
categories of reflection to describe students' development of reflective
abilities. Some have used oral interviews as a means of assessing reflection,
asking teachers to recall teaching situations in an effort to capture both
simulated reflection-in-action and broad reflection-on-action (Noffke &
Brennen, 1988). Others have used a variety of writing tasks and reflective
journals (Sparkes-Langer & Colton, 1991). General conclusions are that most
student teachers can and do develop technical and practical abilities to reflect,
while few show evidence of critical reflection.
A recent study at the University of Sydney (Hatton & Smith, 1995)
sought a clearer definition of reflection to be used as a tool for assessment of
students' abilities to reflect. The research was based on data gathered from
writing assignments of 60 students' reports and self-evaluations for the
teaching practicum in a pre-service, four-year secondary Bachelor of
Education degree. The authors began with a broad definition of reflection
borrowed from Dewey: it involved "an active and deliberative cognitive
process. ..which take[s] into account underlying beliefs and knowledge" (p. 34)
The nature of the written assignments meant that students engaged in
reflection on the actions they had taken during their practicum. Within this
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type of reflection, the authors found that the students used what they called
descriptive, dialogic and critical ways to talk about their actions (p. 48-49).
There were two kinds of descriptive writing - one that was not
reflective and one that was. When student described events that occurred
with no attempt to provide reasons or justifications for events, their writing
was not judged as reflective. Reasons or justifications for described events,
and the recognition of alternate viewpoints led the authors to classify this
writing as reflective. Writing which was a dialogic type of reflection showed
an ability to step back from the events or actions, simultaneously offering
reasons or justifications and alternative perspectives. It is dialogic because it
indicates a kind of discourse with the self in order to understand what has
happened. Likewise, it may recognize inconsistencies in its own rationale or
critique. Critical reflection incorporated all of the above and its analysis was
located in, and influenced by multiple historical and socio-political contexts.
Thus, much has been written on the conceptual nature of reflection -
its time frames, contents, and outcomes - and some research has been
conducted to examine the development of reflection over time. However,
the relational nature of the development of reflection in teachers, which is
alluded to in the Noffke & Brennen and the Hatton & Smith studies, has yet
to be examined. Such an examination needs to include the teacher's
relationship to herself and to the process of reflectivity. While one aspect of
the affective dimension of reflection - a feeling of vulnerability - is often
mentioned in passing (Ayers,1989, Canning, 1991, Colton & Sparks-Langer,
1993, Hargreaves & Tucker, 1991 Wagner, 1987, Wildman & Niles, 1987),
studies have not been undertaken to inquire into how it feels to attempt to be
reflective.
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A Study of the Affective Dimension of Reflection
The study reported here is a phenomenological and longitudinal
examination of six women teachers and myself, a teacher educator, as we
learned what it means to be reflective. The six teachers were graduate
students in the summer Master of Arts in Teaching (SMAT) program at the
School for International Training (SIT) in Brattleboro, Vermont. I was their
advisor and supervisor for the Interim Year Teaching Practicum which took
place over a ten-month period of time. They were all experienced teachers
and at the time of the study had taught between three and thirteen years. I
had been a teacher and teacher educator for twenty one years. By analyzing
their reports and my reponses to them during the practicum, as well as the
transcripts of all phone conversations and supervisory conferences, and my
reflective journal, I was able to understand what it means and how it feels to
learn to become reflective.
I sought to understand the experience from the teachers' perspective as
well as from my own by undertaking to examine my practice as a supervisor
and teacher educator reflectively at the same time that I was examining the
teachers' development of reflectivity. What emerges is a relational and
interactional understanding of reflection. Relational because reflection was
developed through our extensive conversations, in person, on the phone and
on paper. The conversations were external when involving two or more of
us. There were also internal conversations sometimes in the midst of talking
with another person and sometimes when writing in a journal.
The interactional understanding of reflection was grounded in the
experience of the teachers' impacting me directly about my teaching and
supervisory practice, and my impacting them directly about their teaching
practice. Through our relationship, as we learned to be reflective from one
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another, we expressed fear, excitement, anger, compassion, self-doubt, self-
confidence, guilt, and gratitude. These expressed feelings, as well as the
processes of our thinking, taught us something new about ourselves, our
learning of reflection, and the integration of reflection into teaching.
By re-visioning reflectivity as a thinking and feeling process, the study
began at the beginning by asking the following questions. What is it like to
examine oneself, one's teaching, one's professionalism in light of the
students' learning, the school's expectations, the teaching profession and
society? How does it feel and what helps or hinders the process of learning to
be reflective? The findings highlight three spheres of reflection in which we
can learn to function: thinking reflectively, teaching reflectively, and
practicing reflectively.
Most of us needed to learn the distinction between thinking
reflectively and criticizing ourselves. We had to learn to reflect on our work,
the students' learning, the textbooks and curriculum, and the school context
from a place that recognized and embraced both our thoughts and our
feelings, without tearing ourselves apart, and without taking sole
responsibility for situations. Learning how to think about and talk
reflectively was an important step, and it was learned in conversation with
another person and with ourselves. One of the teachers in the study, Gloria,
puts it this way:
And it's very impjortant to the activity we are doing now to talk about what
hapfjened because I was writing and I wrote things in my notebook last week but
somehow I tend to be too polite with myself or sometimes too rude with myself.
But talking and listening to you and listening to myself is very important.
(3/11/91)
Teaching reflectively meant starting to understand students' responses
and finding multiple ways of working with them in the moment or over
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time. For several of us this meant a shift from getting annoyed or upset with
students because they weren't doing what we expected them to do, but rather
beginning to see the reasons for their actions and responding in ways that
moved them forward in their learning. Some of us could also begin to see
why we were annoyed or upset in the first place. The following text from a
report written by Gina illustrates an example of reflective teaching:
The class was dragging and I wanted to see if they all understood the
vocabulary. Having individual Ss come up to point and others to say it got the
class more involved - also, 1 could confirm if their lack of oral response was
because they didn't know it. At this point the class energy picked up - they
were helping each other, more actively participating individually and as a
whole group in reading and pronouncing. Ss in front were listening and pointing.
Sometimes I find it hard to read the "no response" mode - sometimes it's because
they are just plain tired, other times bored, other times they don't know the
n\aterial. (10/92)
The Other component of teaching reflectively was the development of
a systemic analysis of classroom situations. Most of us assumed sole
responsibility for what happened in the learning environment and therefore,
it was necessary to first understand this level of personal conditioning. Once
we could see the knee-jerk response of, "It's broken and I have to fix it," we
could then begin to assign responsibility for situations in our teaching to
other people and systems.
Another sphere of reflection is practicing reflectively. By this I mean
embracing reflective teaching as a life-long practice. When a teacher is new to
the concepts and implementation of reflection in her classroom, it doesn't
feel smooth and it often feels like an extra burden on top of all the other
demands of teaching. Time, effort and patience are required to continue to
persevere in learning how to integrate reflection into teaching in a seamless
and useful way. Many but not all supervisory dialogues, ones which I will
define later as reflective conversations, helped in the integration of reflection
into the teachers' lives. The self-self reflective dialogues in journals were
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another way of continuing a relational approach to learning and deepening
one's practice of reflective teaching. At one point in our conversations,
Sabina talked about an evolution in her commitment to teaching and
reflection as a way to continue growing as a teacher Her comments are in
plain text and mine are in bold:
Yeah, see I think I've just been satisfied, kind of complacently satisfied a lot,
one reason being, that I've done this in class a few times now, it feels
cony^ortable enough, it's nice to have something in your life that feels easy
Svure.
and comfortable. And that I get energized fronx So it hasn't made me be as
critical. I used to be very nervous around teaching, very anxious. And it's nice
that I'm not feeling that way anymore.
Oh, yeah, you've certainly come a long way.
But being anxious, also gives me the motivation to really analyze and look at it
very clearly, cause you don't want it, you're afraid it's going to bomb, you have
that hanging over you, so I mean I used to really work out my lessons, go in, get
it very neat...
That really helps, when you're at the begirining stages, yeah. But now I think
the motivation to analyze and critique can come from a different place than
from this place of anxiety.
Yes. To build up my skill level, to be as good a teacher as I can be. I feel
motivated to just want to improve myself, and not feel, well, this is good
enough. (1/28/93)
Sabina's comment of "I feel motivated to just want to improve myself indicates a
turning point where she might take on reflective teaching as a practice.
In the chapters that follow, I will illustrate how the affective,
interactional and relational dimensions of reflection were present in our
work during the practicum. The notion of spheres of reflection mentioned
above as thinking reflectively, teaching reflectively and practicing reflectively
will be developed in the final chapter. First, however, the design, methods
and context of the study will be given as well as an overview of each of the
participants in the study.
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Chapter Two
The Design, Context and Methods of the Study
Focus of the Study of Reflection
The focus of this inquiry began as a fascination with my experience that
some teachers understand and initiate reflection in their teaching easily and
others do not. My initial question then was why this is so and what are
factors that inhibit reflection. I was therefore more interested in those who
had difficulty and in uncovering the reasons for it.
As mentioned in Chapter One, I found that the professional literature,
presented the development of reflection in linear and logical ways, a prime
example of which can be found in Colton & Sparks-Langer (1993). The
intellectual stuff of reflectivity seemed to be explicated in great detail while
the affective dimension of the task was overlooked. In other cases,
reflectivity was presented as a political activity (Smyth, 1989, Zeichner, 1993,
Zeichner and Liston, 1987).
While the experience of reflection does clearly include intellectual and
cognitive processes which can shed light on the political dimensions of
teaching as a practice and as a profession, it seemed clear to me from the
teachers I knew, including myself, that a basic emotional ease and willingness
to investigate one's own motivations and teaching were fundamental
prerequisites before a teacher could engage in reflective thinking. In other
words, a teacher would need to want to look at herself as well as all of the
other factors in her teaching, and she would need to be able to receive what
she perceived in ways that would make a difference in her subsequent work.
If these factors were not present, I assumed a teacher would not be willing or
even able to develop a reflective teaching practice. The emotional ease and
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willingness to investigate one's teaching seemed to indicate a teacher's
capacity for reflection.
Thus, my definition of reflection at the beginning of the study centered
on an interest and willingness to investigate the impacts of teaching on
learning and learning on teaching, after which next steps for that particular
class would be generated. This definition of reflection was operationalized by
the questions I asked the teachers to write about in their journal after a class:
"What went well? Why? What didn't go well? Why? What did my students learn and how
did I know they learned it? What needs to happen in the next class? What did I learn about
my students, about language learning, or about teaching in this particular class?" (See
Appendix, Requirements of Practicum, p. 184) .
Most teachers I had worked with previously needed to begin to make
this process conscious by taking time for reflection after class. By practicing
reflection-on-action after class over a period of time, sometimes several
months or longer, I found that reflection-in-action could take place as one
was teaching. The reduced time gap between reflection-on-action and
reflection-in-action usually occurred with teachers who were the most open
to the process of reflection, who understood and experienced its benefits.
A pilot study (Stanley, 1993a) of classroom teachers as they engaged
with and attempted to develop their capacity for reflection in their teaching
revealed the interconnectedness of thoughts and feelings. The development
of reflectivity for the six teachers involved in the pilot study meant
acknowledging their feelings and finding a way to integrate them as much as
it meant cognizing their thoughts and investigating them. The results of the
pilot study encouraged me to continue my research into the issue of the
capacity for reflection. The present study built on the results of the pilot
study.
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Methodology and the Research Questions
This study is both qualitative and phenomenological since it seeks to
understand teachers within the context of their activity (Strauss, 1987) from a
grounded theory perspective (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). However, it is also
based on feminist theory in the following ways.
Feminists have sought to research and understand the emotional and
relational dimensions of reality that traditional male researchers have
excluded (Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger and Tarule, 1986, Gergen, 1988,
Gilligan, 1982, Jordan, Kaplan, Miller, Stiver and Surrey, 1991, Reinharz,
1992). Because this study foregrounds these dimensions of the teaching and
learning of reflectivity, it undertakes a feminist analysis of reflectivity. The
emotional dimension of women's experiences means their personal feeling
responses to any given situation. The relational dimension represents the
ways in which women connect, learn and grow through interaction with each
other (Belenky et al, 1986, Jordan et al, 1991).
The assertion that all knowledge is situated and partial has led many
qualitative researchers and in particular feminist researchers to question the
notion of scientific objectivity (Harding, 1991, Lather, 1993). This assertion
has several implications for a feminist qualitative research design. First of all,
it begs the question of subject and object in research. A feminist metatheory
of research methodology (Gergen, 1988) recognizes that the researcher and the
researched are interdependent. Because of this, it becomes problematic to
"other" (Fine, 1993) those who are being researched. The researcher is part of
the research because she is directly affected by and sometimes mirrors those
she studies (Maher and Tetreault, 1993, Paget, 1990). Hence, feminist
researchers attempt to reduce if not eradicate any hierarchical relationship
between the researcher and the participants in a given study.
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Another implication for research, suggested by the assertion that all
knowledge is situated and partial, is that research cannot be value-free. The
researcher's world view inherently influences her questions, hypotheses,
research design, choice of participants, data analysis and conclusions. Rather
than struggling to try and attain mythical objectivity, feminist research
recognizes the values and assumptions which shape the researcher and the
study, thus rendering what would be seen a weakness in scientific analysis, a
strength in feminist analysis.
The above assumptions which drive feminist research scholarship also
shaped the evolution of this study and the research design as it evolved after
the preliminary pilot study. Because of my belief in the equality and
interconnectedness of the researcher and the participants in the research, I
sought a context for the study which would directly involve me and an
investigation of my work as much as it did the teachers and the investigation
of their work. Sandra Harding (1987) calls this "locating the researcher in the
same critical plane as the overt subject matter." (p. 8) The difference in my
research design from what Sandra Harding suggests, however, was to make
my work as much the overt subject matter as the teachers'.
With the above considerations from feminist theory in mind, I decided
to initiate a longitudinal study of reflectivity within the context of
supervision. While it had been argued that reflectivity cannot be taught or
learned within the context of supervision (Copeland, Birmingham, De la
Cruz, Lewin, 1993, Feiman-Nemser and Floden, 1986), I did not agree. I had
already known previous successes in helping teachers develop reflectivity
within the supervisory relationship, and I wanted to carefully investigate
how this happened both for me and for the teacher. Only two other studies
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(Grimmett & Crehan, 1990, Nolan & Huber, 1989) had examined the teaching
of reflection during supervision.
Since 1983, reflectivity had been touted in the literature as a must for
classroom teachers, but I found little evidence of teacher educators choosing
to "study up" (ibid) and subject themselves to the same level of scrutiny they
were requiring teachers to do. Therefore, my research design attempted to
address some of the gaps in the literature on reflectivity, teacher education
and teacher supervision.
At that point, three research questions emerged as central to this
research project. The first v\Aas why do some teachers succeed in developing a
reflective practice and some do not? Second, could reflectivity be taught and
learned within a supervisory relationship? In other words, would a
relational approach help in the development of reflectivity? Finally, the
third question emerged about my own practice as a supervisor of teachers.
What could the teachers teach me about reflectivity and my skill in working
with them, as I observed their work and tried to shape my responses to them
in ways to help their development of a reflective teaching practice?
The Broad Context of the Study
The study is situated within the summer Master of Arts in Teaching
(SMAT) Program for experienced teachers of second languages at the School
for International Training (SIT) in Brattleboro, Vermont. The summer MAT
program is an in-service program which only accepts teachers who have full-
time teaching positions. The teachers attend an eight-week intensive
summer of course work, return to their regular teaching positions, participate
in a ten-month teaching practicum on site at their home schools, return to
SIT for another eight weeks and then complete their degrees by writing a
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Master's thesis. Other requirements for admission into the summer MAT
program include a BA, two years of full-time teaching experience, interest in
and knowledge of experiential learning and a commitment to intercultural
understanding.
Phases of SMAT
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close to fifteen years. While our program is known worldwide within
English as a Second Language (ESL) and English as a Foreign Language (EFL)
communities, it is virtually unknown in the greater U.S. educational
community.
Secondly, as stated earlier, I was looking for a research design and
hence a research context in which I would be a participant in the research
along with the teachers. By doing so, I was combining a personal action
research project within the context of asking teachers to execute one. Thus, a
tenet from the feminist theory of the interdependence and constructivist
nature of the researcher and the researched was addressed in a new way.
Finally, most of the literature on reflective teaching and supervision
has been placed within the context of pre-service teacher education. The in-
service teacher presents an equally fascinating challenge for the teacher
educator. Because she^ already has several and sometimes many years of
teaching experience, the in-service teacher has established certain ways of
teaching that she is often reluctant to relinquish. Experience in and of itself
puts the in-service teacher in a unique position in her capacity to know
intuitively what works in her classroom. However, she has rarely
investigated the factors leading to her successes. Reflective teaching can be
the most useful vehicle for experienced teachers to begin to examine their
own practice and decide what is needed to continue their professional
development in a way that builds on intuitive processes while developing
analytical ones.
The research is lodged within the context of the summer MAT
program and its Interim Year Teaching Practicum. A detailed description of
^ Throughout this text, the pronoun she will be used in reference to the teacher.
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the Practicum is included in Chapter Three since it was in that specific aspect
of the summer MAT program that the research took place.
The Choice of Participants
Because I was interested in the supervisory relationship as a vehicle for
learning and teaching reflection, the research project was conducted during
the Interim Year Teaching Practicum segment of the summer MAT program.
I wanted to find teachers who would agree to work with me as their
supervisor and would also agree to be part of the research. The supervision
choices were made administratively based on the strengths, needs, schedules
and availability of both teachers and supervisors involved in the summer
MAT program. From the ten female teachers I was assigned to supervise
over a three-year period, I approached seven of them about their interest in
participating in this research project. I had begun to supervise three of the ten
teachers before the research design of this project had been finalized. I did not
have the recorded data of the first supervision visits with those three women
and because I wanted complete documentation of the entire lYTP and
supervisory visits, I had to eliminate them from the study.
The seven teachers with whom I was able to gather data from the
beginning of their work with me in the lYTP agreed to be part of the research.
Of those seven, I chose six of them, mostly because of their racial or ethnic
diversity, and because of the variety of their responses to reflectivity. Each of
the six women also highlighted different aspects of relationship in a
supervisory context and its influence on reflection.
The participants agreed to be part of the study at three distinct junctures
in the research project. They were first asked after we were initially assigned
to work together when I met with them in Brattleboro, Vermont at the end of
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the first summer of course work. At that time, I presented an overview of the
research to my supervisees and each woman decided if she wanted to
participate or not. As stated above seven out of the seven women I
approached to be part of the study agreed to do so. I made it clear to them that
their participation in the research project was optional and not at all
connected to their receiving a pass or fail for the Interim Year Teaching
Practicum.
When I arrived on site in their hometowns and at their schools, I
asked the teachers again if they were willing to participate before setting up
recording equipment for our pre and post observation conferences. I did this
because in some cases, there had been a time lapse of up to six months
between our initial meeting at SIT and the supervisory visit. After gathering
all of the data over the three-year period, I did a preliminary analysis of all
seven women and decided to eliminate one woman because her data did not
expand the knowledge or theory of reflection in significant ways.
Member checks were conducted at two points. In September 1994,
1
wrote to each of the six teachers sending them rough draft copies of several
initial chapters and an informed consent form. I wanted each participant to
have the opportunity to understand the study in much greater detail than I
had explained previously. I also wanted them to verify the narratives
presented in Chapter Four for accuracy. Again, each of the women agreed to
be part of the study and to continue to participate by reading forthcoming
chapters. They all commented on Chapter Four and I have included the
information they sent into the text.
I took this level of care and precaution with each of the participants in
confirming their willingness to participate in the study because of the power
differential between the teacher/supervisor and student. I attempted to use
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every means possible to control for an abuse of power. Therefore, I let
enough time lapse between the end of our supervisory relationship and the
phone call in January 1993 - between six months and three years - for the
participants to shift from the supervisory relationship to the teacher-
researcher one.
As stated earlier, the study has been designed in ways consistent with
feminist theory. The choice of participants was also influenced by a feminist
viewpoint. In choosing to document women teachers' development of
reflectivity and the relationship between a woman supervisor and women
teachers in that process, I sought to document women's experiences "as
resources for social analysis [with] implications for the social structures of
education, laboratories, journals, learned societies, funding agencies - indeed,
for social life in general" (Harding, 1987).
The Longitudinal Natiu:e of the Study
The study was longitudinal in several ways. First of all, as stated above,
the Interim Year Teaching Practicum takes place over a ten-month period of
time between the two summers of course work in the summer MAT
program. Therefore, for each of the six teachers involved in the study, there
is documentation of their development of reflectivity over a span of ten
months. Emotional and relational factors which influenced their capacity to
engage in reflective teaching are analyzed. Since each one of the teachers
evolved her understanding of reflection in different ways, the research
documents some of the unique ways in which these women engaged in
reflective teaching. The data also traces the supervisory relationship as a
factor in the development of reflective teaching over a ten-month period of
time.
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Secondly, there was a three-year analysis of my own work and
reflective practice. In other words, I recorded my work with one teacher from
August 1990 to June 1991, with three teachers from August 1991 to June 1992,
and with two teachers from August 1992 to June 1993. The study therefore
documents issues and insights that arose for me, the supervisor and teacher
educator, over a three-year period. This aspect of the study highlights my
growing understanding of ways of knowing within the framework of
reflectivity; of ways in which the participants taught me about their learning
of reflectivity; and consequently of ways to teach it which take into account
issues of power, authority and diversity.
The Data Collection and Analysis
The data was collected not as part of a separate research project, but
rather as the normal communications and requirements for the interim year
teaching practicum. For the overview of requirements as submitted to each
student in August at the beginning of the interim year, see Appendix B. The
data consist of:
-reports required for the interim year teaching practicum, written
every two months by the teachers over the ten-month period
-my responses to those reports, sometimes in the form of a letter,
comments on the actual papers, or transcripts of phone conversations
about the reports
-transcripts of pre and post observation supervisory conferences
gathered during the intensive on-site visits
-my reflective journal on my practice as a supervisor written over the
three years
The reports, my response to the reports and the transcripts of the supervisory
conferences constitute the data for the ten-month longitudinal study of each
teacher. My responses to the reports, the transcripts of the supervisory
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conferences and my reflective journal constitute the data for the three-year
longitudinal study of my supervisory practice.
The data analysis first took place cumulatively as I was working with
each teacher. For three years, from 1991 to 1993, 1 watched six classroom
teachers and myself as we struggled with the complexity of developing a
reflective practice. The research design was complex, in that I was studying
the teachers and their development, as I was directly influencing that
development. Conversely, each of the teachers directly affected my skill as a
reflective practitioner and challenged my established systems of supervision.
Because these first rounds of data analysis were intimately connected with the
development of my own reflectivity, I will say that the data analysis at that
point was done from a practitioner's perspective.
In the second year of the study I began to uncover a pattern in my
practice as a supervisor that needed to change in response to difficulties
several of the women were having with reflectivity. Analyzing the data
directly influenced my work as a supervisor in the service of the teachers I
was both teaching and studying. Thus, in the third year of the study I did
change several aspects of my supervision procedures. Because of these
changes, I felt more successful in my work with the teachers during the third
year because of the understandings I had gleaned from the data analysis.
In the fall of 1993, when all of my supervisory responsibilities had
ended with the women in my study, I began a new level of data analysis. At
that time, I attempted to read and analyze the data from a research
perspective. The research questions of the role of emotions in a teacher's
ability to develop a reflective practice and the role of the relationship between
the teacher and supervisor to foster in the development of that reflective
practice became central in my approach to the data. Simultaneously, I
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remained close to the data in a way consistent with grounded theory (Strauss,
1987) in order to discover the perspectives that the data could reveal.
At that point, I hired a research assistant, Barbara Apfelbaum. I knew
that because my work was directly implicated by the findings of the data, I was
reading it with a particular level of interest and concern. While I embraced
the subjective bias I brought to the data as a feminist researcher, I
nevertheless felt the need for another person's analysis in order to compare it
with my own. Barbara and I each analyzed the data separately and compared
codes and frameworks. Through our discussions, a new vehicle for entry into
the data emerged.
By pursuing voice as a vehicle for analysis, I discovered a whole new
way to enter the data. Rather than coding and categorizing the data, I began to
read it with the intention of listening to the women's feeling voices, of
tuning my ear to hear their emotional responses to attempting reflective
thinking and teaching. Likewise, I began to hear our relational voice as we
negotiated the meaning of reflection, the teacher's capacity for reflection, my
reactions to her interest or resistance, and my ability to help her understand
and practice reflective thinking and teaching through dialogue. The third
round of data analysis consisted of reading for the feeling voices each of us
brought to the work of learning to be reflective and the relational voice that
we developed as teacher and supervisor engaged in reflective tasks.
This third round of data analysis was influenced by a feminist approach
to the data. By reading for voice, I adopted a way of relating to the data that I
had not done heretofore. Carol Gilligan, Lyn Brown and Annie Rogers
describe what it means to read a text for voice in Voices and Visions — An
Overview from A Guide to Reading Narratives of Conflict and Choice for Self
and Moral Voice (1988). Rather than exploring narratives of moral conflict as
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Gilligan et al were doing, I was trying to listen for the voice of engagement or
conflict with reflectivity and the capacity for reflection.
By engaging with the data in this new way, I was able to enter into it in
ways that seemed deeper and yet more detached than in my previous rounds
of data analysis. I found sections of the text where one or both of us were
engaged in reflecting on discreet or global events in the classroom, or discreet
or global events in our supervisory relationship. These were the sections I
read for the expression of a feeling voice in relation to the task of reflection.
First I attuned to the voices of each teacher in the supervisory
conferences, interim year reports, letters and phone conversations between
me and the teacher. Next I read for my own voices as expressed not only in
the above-mentioned data, but also in the reflective journals I had kept over
the three-year period. Then I re-read the supervisory conference texts and
listened for unique patterns of interaction and relationship which became
established between me and each teacher. A brief overview of the kinds of
feeling voices I heard in the third round of data analysis follows.^
Each woman expressed between ten to thirteen different feeling voices.
Five voices were shared by all of us: a values and feelings voice, a contextual
voice, a reflective voice, a voice which expressed the students' perspective,
and a relational voice which was embedded in the supervisory relationship.
It is important to note that there were many different and overlapping
categories in the feelings voices. Fear was expressed in some form or other by
everyone, as well as feelings and values of caring. Anger, self-doubt, guilt,
self-judgment, discomfort, and helplessness were present in the data, as well
2 In subsequent chapters the concept of voice will not be discussed as an entity unto itself, but
rather the interpretive findings of the study as a whole will be presented.
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as feelings of self-acceptance, interest and excitement, mutuality, self-
confidence, gratitude, love and compassion.
There were seven kinds of voices which were only expressed by
between two and four of us: voices of self-awareness, self-critique,
defensiveness, resistance, aversion to teaching, alignment with personal
authority, and alignment with outside authorities. Naturally, each woman
expressed voices unique to herself, most notable being those connecting to
ethnic or racial heritage, spiritual perspectives, or conceptual frameworks
gained from life experiences.
Finding the relational voice which emerged from the meeting of the
feeling voices of the supervisor and teacher was surprisingly easy. Segments
of the text jumped out for attention, either because they illustrated a flow of
connected and reflective communication, or because they represented
interactions of miscommunication and reactivity on both the teacher's part
and my part as the supervisor. In Chapter Six, I will discuss the relational
voice that each of the six teachers and I developed during the nine-month
teaching practicum.
Once the data was reduced to feeling voices and relational voices, I
began the process of cross-case analysis. For each of us, I re-read the reduced
data in the values and feelings voices, the reflective voices, and for those who
had them, the voices of self-awareness, self-critique, defensiveness and
resistance. These produced an inventory for each woman of the feeling
voices she experienced in relation to the development of a reflectivity. From
the relational voice, I selected the segments of conversations which most
significantly represented the supervisory and reflective relationship that had
developed between me and each of the teachers, and the ways in which
through dialogue, we were able to deepen the understanding of reflectivity.
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All of the above will be presented as the heart of the findings in relation to
the three major research questions in Chapters Five, Six and Seven.
Reliability
It should be clear as one reads the development of the research design,
the context of the study, the choice of participants, the phases of data
gathering and the analysis, that it would be impossible to replicate this study
in ways that replicability is classically understood in the qualitative research
paradigm. The research takes as a point of departure subjective experiences
and seeks to understand them as such, rather than as objective facts.
The kind of replicability that is possible with this study, however, is the
desired outcome of the research project. Other teacher educators may, upon
reading this account, seek to understand aspects of their practice and therefore
initiate a similar study within their institution of higher education and with
the students they teach. In this way, the process is replicable.
As outlined on pp 8 - 9 of this chapter, the longitudinal nature of the
study created triangulation within the process of studying individuals over a
ten-month period of time, and within the process of studying my own
practice as a teacher educator over three years. The students' application
essays, papers for several other courses, the ongoing reports due as part of the
requirements for the Interim Year Teaching Practicum, the transcripts of pre
and post supervisory conferences, and the transcripts of phone calls and
conversations throughout the ten-month practicum were additional sources
of triangulation. This kind of triangulation is also replicable.
As for the findings, I recognize that the study and data analysis are
infused with my values and biases. Globally, my race, class and gender affect
my analysis of the data. While the participants in the study share the same
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gender, and are all currently aware of being middle class, we do not share the
same racial and ethnic backgrounds. Neither do we share the same sexual
orientation or level of physical ability. Thus, I acknowledge that being a
White, heterosexual, able-bodied woman who was originally from a working
class background, gives me a perspective on the data that may not be the same
as that of each of the women in the study.
In order to address potential discrepancies between my analysis and
findings, and those of the women in the study, I conducted a second member
check after I had finished writing the first draft of this paper. The differences
between our interpretations bring a broader perspective into the discussion of
the findings. In some cases, I have integrated the women's comments
directly into the text and at other times, if the information needed specific
attention, I added it as a footnote. It is my intention that the final product be
reliable to women and men of diverse races, ethnicities, classes, sexual
orientations and physical abilities.
My values and biases, plus my position as one of the participants in the
study examining my work in relation to the teachers in the study all exerted
unique influences on the collection and understanding of the data. Such
influences may be seen as limiting the data and analysis or expanding them. I
contend that my insider position enriched the quality of the data and
subsequently the data analysis in the following ways.
Because we were all working within the context of the summer MAT
program and its Interim Year Teaching Practicum, we shared a common
discourse about teaching that allowed us to communicate more precise
meanings than an outsider, not familiar with the discourse, would be able to
capture. Likewise, Gattegno, Curran and Rogers, who have influenced me as
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a human being and educator, are all part of the curriculum of the summer
MAT program.
While participation in the study did not have any bearing on the grade
for the course^, the teachers did know that I was engaged in a project that
forced me to practice reflectivity in ways similar to those I was attempting to
teach them. Because of our dialogues which included my insights into
reflective practice as a result of my work with the teachers, I found them
particularly interested in discussing my work and progress as a reflective
practitioner alongside their work and progress as reflective practitioners. This
research design allowed for intense participation and interest on the part of
the teachers which may have been similar but different in a traditional
teacher-researcher relationship.
Finally, because I situate myself as a teacher first, as a teacher educator
second, and as a researcher third, I found that teachers in other projects I have
conducted (Stanley, 1993 a and b) have been able to speak with me using a
language that is familiar to and comfortable for them. The same kind of
teacher to teacher conversations are the backbone of this research project and
the data. All of the factors I list above - sharing a discourse and context,
sharing vulnerability in discussing my work and progress in the same frame
as theirs, and positioning myself first and foremost as a teacher - contributed
to the development of a deep level of trust among all of us as participants in
this study. Thus I would argue that my standpoint affected a level of
exchange throughout the project that influenced it in positive ways. It can be
^ In fact, all grades are pass/fail in the MAT program which eliminates to a certain degree,
the issue of grades per se. The possibility of failing, however, does contribute to issues of power
and authority within the supjervisory relationship. This did become a major issue with one of
the participants as will be seen in Chapter Five.
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assumed that an outside educational researcher would not have had access to
the depth and quality of exchange that was possible in this study.
Validity
Seven participants in the research project represent a respectable
sampling in terms of qualitative research and naturalistic inquiry, given the
quantity of data gathered and the thick description necessary for the data
analysis. While the possibility of generalizations are limited, it is still possible
to see themes and issues that have yet to be discussed in the growing field of
reflectivity in education. Since this study represents the first affective and
relational analysis of reflectivity, it will be a starting point from which other
studies can be generated.
The study examines the work of five Caucasian women, one Hispanic
and one Chinese woman. It would be extremely useful to design a study of
African-American, Native-American and other Asian-American teachers in
their development of a reflective teaching practice, as well as exploring the
transference of this epistemology to teachers in countries around the world.
Teachers in Canada, Europe, Australia, Israel and New Zealand are currently
documenting their work in this area, but African, Asian, Central and South
American, Middle Eastern and Eastern European nations have yet to enter
the conversation.
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Chapter Three
The Interim Year Teaching Practicum
as the Context for Teaching and Learning Reflectivity
While the entire SMAT program was the broad context for the study,
the Interim Year Teaching Practicum (lYTP) was the specific aspect of the
program where I worked with each of the participants as their advisor and
supervisor. It was during this ten-month period of time between the First
and Second Summers of the program when the teachers returned to their
home institutions and put into practice the global frameworks and
approaches to teaching that had been presented to them during the First
Summer's course work.
This chapter will outline the procedures that were followed with each
of the participants in the study. During the first and second years of the study,
the procedures were the same. A few variations were introduced during the
third year due to preliminary data analysis from a practitioner's perspective as
explained in Chapter Two. Thus, all of the standard procedures and
descriptions of the variants to those procedures will be presented here.
Pre-Departure Preparation
In the final weeks of the SMAT program, the teachers were asked to
establish specific personal goals which they felt could be explored within their
home teaching contexts. These personal goals were connected to the course
content of the First Summer of SMAT, but also needed to be applicable to and
feasible in the home institution. From the pedagogical, linguistic and
intercultural approaches to language teaching, the teachers were encouraged
to glean areas of further exploration that made sense to them personally, that
fit who they were as people.
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The task of goal setting was presented in a six-hour seminar on the
nature of the lYTP. This seminar included an overview of the requirements
of the course, an introduction to what it means to be a reflective practitioner,
an exploration of the concerns and questions students held with regard to the
IYTP,4 a panel of Second Year SMAT students who had completed the lYTP
and were willing to answer questions based on their experiences, and a
discussion of creating the link between SMAT and their home institutions
through the establishment of goals for the lYTP. The purpose of this seminar
was to allay students' fears or concerns, to clarify program expectations, and to
help them begin the transition between the academic and conceptual world of
higher education to the workaday environment of their home teaching
institutions.
Several days after the lYTP Preparation Seminar, the teachers met with
their supervisors. During the three years of the study, I followed the same
procedures for the initial contact with my supervisees. For the women
working with me, I held hour-long group meetings so that issues concerning
everyone could be discussed together. Then I held individual meetings of
approximately a half an hour with each teacher.
^ Each year, students have been concerned with failing the lYTP. Stories of Incompletes or
Fails for the lYTP are carried from the second summer returning students to the first summer
students. Since most course work in SMAT is created with language teachers in mind, and then
tailored to meet the needs of the specific population of students in any given year, it is rare for
a student to fail a course in either of the two summers' course work. Each year, however, out of a
class of approximately 35 students, at least one student fails the lYTP and several others
receive Incompletes. It could thus be said that although the application, interviewing and
acceptance process into the SMAT program is extensive and selective, it is actually in the lYTP
where the gatekeeping functions of the program are exercised. In the thirteen years of the
SMAT program's existence, two students have been coimseled out of the program, ten have
repeated the entire lYTP due to failing the course requirements, and numerous students have
been given Incompletes with extra assignments due in the fall after the Second Summer in order
to complete the course requirements. Approximately 275 students have attended the SMAT
program to date.
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Establishing Requirements for the lYTP
In the group meetings, I discussed my style of supervision, my
expectations for the supervisory visit, the requirements^ for the lYTP, and
systems of communication for the ten-month period. In the third year of the
study, due to experiences I had had in the first and second years of the
research, I also framed part of the presentation in the group meeting around
issues of power and authority in a collaborative supervisory relationship. I
recorded this presentation which became part of the data of this study.
During the group meeting, I distributed the syllabus and outline of
requirements of the lYTP. This document is found in the Appendix. The
following table, however, will outline the sequence of reports and the focus of
each report.
Report #1
beginning of October
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Report #5
beginning of June
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Reflective Teaching Jpwmal
The puqxjse of the journal is threefold. First, it asks you to take time after
each class to stand back and observe, describe and analyze your teaching, your
students' learning, and your process of learning teaching. Secondly, it will
provide you with useful information for writing your reports during the year. It
is an invaluable written record of your teaching and growth as it has unfolded
on a day-to-day basis for the entire year. Thirdly, it will provide useful
information for your ongoing professional development by helping you identify
areas of achievement and possible directions for future change. When I visit
you, I will ask you to share some of your writing with me.
Please keep your teaching journal for a selected class or classes on a regular and
systematic basis. Keep your lesson plan (goals, objectives, stepj-by-step
procedures), class notes (revisions, additions that occur during the class), and
post-class reflections together in one notebook. When you record your
impressions of how the lesson went, use the format suggested above for
analyzing the video lesson in Report 1. Add comments on how you felt about the
class, how the students seemed to feel, what issues came up. Address the
question: What did my students learn and how did I know they learned it?
Indicate what you think you need to do next in the following lesson. Also
conunent on your own learning of teaching in general and what you may have
learned specifically about yourself as a teacher. Include what you have
learned about language learning and about your particular group of students.
Some SMATs have found it useful to write the description - lesson plan and
class notes - on the left side of the page of a notebook and then put the
reflective comments on the right side of the page. In that way, both parts of
the process, the past, present and future can be seen together.
In the third year of the study, I decided to test my assumption that a
predilection for journal writing was necessary in order to gain the most from
keeping a reflective teaching journal. It seemed possible that skillful, even if
not extensive, journal keeping would help a harried teacher with an
impossible schedule rather than hinder her. Experiences from the second
year told me that keeping a professional journal was a skill that a teacher
could learn to do and to use wisely. Work with one of the women in the
second year of the study had revealed that although resistance to journalling
was great, the insights gained from it were even greater. I therefore resolved
to spend time teaching the teachers from the third year of the study how to
journal, making that an explicit part of my supervision visit.
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The Supervision Visit
The actual supervision visits were conducted in very similar ways.
Five out of the six women lived a far enough distance from SIT to require a
complete one-week, on-site visit. The sixth woman lived and worked twenty
minutes from Brattleboro and therefore received three visits extended over
the entire lYTP: one visit in the Fall, one in the Winter, and one in the
Spring. We also met several times throughout the year without actual
classroom observations as the focus of our work. Therefore, the frequency
and intensity of the supervision visit was different with the sixth woman,
than it was with the other five. The content and processes of our discussions
remained quite similar, however.
Of the five women who lived a great distance from Brattleboro, four of
them were on the West Coast of the United States and the fifth was in
Bolivia, South America. In the case of these week-long, on-site visits, I
arrived on the Thursday or Friday of the week before I would begin the actual
formal supervision period, which allowed time for me to become familiar
with the area or country I was staying in as well as to lose any effects of jet lag.
In the case of Bolivia, I also needed to settle into a new culture, and start
using my Spanish which is a third, but not totally fluent, language for me.
Each participant, whether near or far from Brattleboro, lived and
worked in a unique context. In the first few days of my work with a teacher, I
found myself assuming the role of an anthropologist as well as the role of
supervisor. It was necessary to understand each context, its particularities, its
demands, its rewards, and its systems in order to be of most use to the teacher
in that context. Likewise, I needed to begin to understand the teacher and her
ways of thinking, and her ways of relating to her students and her context.
Thus, the nature of my work as advisor and as supervisor for the Interim
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Year Teaching Practicum included the component of researching the
environment and the teacher before and during my work with her.
Having said this, it should be clear that while I remained focused on
helping each woman become a better teacher and a reflective practitioner, the
strategies that I followed for each woman were unique. Analysis of the data
reveals many similar themes that I discussed with each teacher. I will
mention just a few of these themes here: the consistency between their beliefs
and their actual classroom practice, their use of accuracy and fluency in any
given lesson, and their understanding and assessment of the students'
learning in any given moment. But the pacing and timing of the discussion
of any particular theme was determined by the teacher herself as were the
ways in which each theme emerged from within her actual thinking and
teaching practice.
This constructivist and relational approach to supervision, while
unique and specific to each teacher, also contained procedures that were the
same. These procedures included:
- lengthy discussions before visiting classes for the first time
- negotiated foci for observation
- observation of entire teaching days at a time
- detailed note-taking in two columns, simultaneously recording
descriptions of classroom actions and interactions as well as
thoughts, questions and suggestions which occurred in the moment
- post-observation conferencing beginning with the teacher's
experiences and impressions, then weaving in the supervisor's
impressions through dialogue
- examination of observation notes often done by the teacher on
her own
- conversation clarifying observation notes
- an option for the supervisor to teach one or two classes demonstrating
a particular approach or technique (all six women chose this option)
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- teacher takes observation notes on the supervisor as she teaches
- discussion of teacher's observation notes on the supervisor
- negotiation of goals for the duration of the lYTP, based on teacher's
interests and supervisor's input
For the four women in the first two years of the study, there was also a
session some time during my visit when we looked at a video she had made
of her teaching. As we watched the video together, we discussed aspects of
that particular class, the students, their learning, the techniques and approach
used to teach, the teacher's presence, and the verbal and non-verbal
communicative messages between teacher and student(s) and among
students.
In the third year of the study, I reviewed the teachers' videos on my
own which changed the procedures I had followed until then. However,
early on in the lYTP I had hour-long phone conversations with each teacher
about the video or cassette she had sent me as part of the first assignment.
The phone conversations were recorded and then sent to each teacher. Along
with each cassette of the phone conversation, I included a reflective
discussion of what I had learned about working with the teacher through
listening back to my conversation with her. I commented on our
interactional patterns and asked her for any thoughts or clarifications she
might have from her experience of the conversation, either while we were
talking or after listening to the cassette of the conversation.
The second new procedure, as mentioned earlier in this chapter, was to
work directly with the teachers' reflective journals. During the first and
second days of observation, I followed the standard procedures for note-taking
and discussion of observations as outlined on the previous page. However,
on the third day, I asked the teacher to take time after each class and to write
reflectively about the class, commenting on sections of the class that had gone
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well with a discussion of why and then commenting on sections of the class
that had not gone well with a discussion of why. When we sat down to the
post-observation discussions, we exchanged notes. I read the teacher's
reflective journal notes and she read my observation notes. We then
compared and contrasted them, discussing all of the issues present in both
sets of notes.
After the discussion of the class, based on our notes, I then initiated a
discussion about the teacher's style and skill of reflective journal writing. At
that point, I was able to help each teacher focus her reflectivity in ways that
would be most useful to her subsequent teaching practice. My suggestions
included ways to synthesize descriptive aspects of reflection, and then to
examine reasons for the particular actions and interactions in the class.
Finally, we discussed in detail ways to brainstorm for future action in the
classroom, based on the reflective writing and insights gained from the
process. The collaborative dialogues held with the teachers in the third year
about their style and skills of reflective journal writing will be discussed in
greater detail in Chapter Eight.
The information and descriptions contained in this chapter and the
next will complete the overview of the context of the study and the people
who participated in it. Chapter Five will begin the discussion of the findings.
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Chapter Four
The Participants in the Study
Who are we, the women in this study? Are we single, divorced,
married? Do we have children? What are our family backgrounds, our
ethnic and racial identities? How old are we? Where have we lived and
worked before? How do we juggle our personal lives and our professional
lives? How do the contexts of our jobs as teachers impact our lives?
The fabric and texture of each teacher's life emerged for me during the
intensive supervision visits. Documents like the application essay for
entrance into the MAT program, however, and papers written for two
courses. Culture and the Language Teacher and Approaches to Teaching
Second Languages provided important details and perspectives on each
person as well. Unlike the classical context of supervision where all of the
discussions and conferences take place in the school context, many of the
conversations between myself and the women I supervised took place in
their homes or apartments, in restaurants and cafes. We came to know one
another as we met in airports or as we drove to pick up children from day
care. Naturally, our conversations also took place within the buildings of the
schools where they taught - during breaks, before and after teaching, in
classrooms, walking down hallways, and in teachers' rooms.
Because of the intensive format of supervision where I was totally at
that teacher's disposition for a whole day or several days in a row, I blended
into her daily schedule, took on her routines and tried to understand her life
as a teacher and woman from her perspective. Being away from my own
home, husband and place of work allowed me to both suspend my life and
reflect on it from a distance. Interacting with other womens' personal and
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professional lives triggered an exploration of issues in their lives as compared
to mine, as well as issues that emerged through our interaction.
The following is a series of thumbnail sketches or snapshots which
capture a variety of aspects of our lives, our personal and professional
identities. As part of my commitment to a collaborative and feminist
research methodology, I sent this chapter to each woman in the study as the
first chapter for them to read. In that first member check, each woman
contributed something new which has been incorporated into the present
text. The teachers are arbitrarily presented in the chronological order in
which I supervised them. My personal background is given last. This order
will be used again in Chapter Five, which may be helpful for the reader as a
mnemonic device. At the end of this chapter, I also include a demographic
chart, again for reference by the reader to facilitate recall of each woman's
background as her story unfolds throughout the paper.
Gloria^
Gloria's life in Bolivia is extremely full, but the pressures do not come
from children or even necessarily from the particular school environment
she has chosen to work in. Gloria is single and takes care of her mother, who
is retired and aging. She is 39, and as the unmarried daughter in her family,
she is the one who will take care of her mother until her mother passes on.
Her sister and brothers also help in the care of her mother, but Gloria lives
^ Each woman in the study wanted her actual name used in my repMDrt on the research, which is
a testimony to our relationship and their connection to the study. However, two factors led me
to decide on the use of pseudonyms. First of all, the material reported is highly personal,
leaving the participants in a particularly vulnerable position in relation to any reader.
Secondly, since many of the readers of this text vdll be faculty and students of the MAT
program at the School for International Training, it is useful for the participants to retain
anonymity. Each woman chose a pseudonym for herself. Needless to say, I retain my own name
as author of the text and participant in the study.
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with her mother and therefore, is the most directly responsible. Gloria works
a double-shift at her school in order to make enough money to live
comfortably in spite of the shrinking Bolivian economy. In 1991, she was
making $500 a month for teaching eight hours a day, five days a week at a
private Jesuit school. Besides taking care of her mother and teaching up to
eight hours during the day, she also teaches evenings.
Gloria's family is middle class for Bolivia. She works with the elite of
her country who can afford to attend the private preparatory school where
she teaches during the day. Scholarship students are admitted to her school
as well. At night, she teaches less privileged students high school diploma
equivalency courses as her way of contributing to her class and to the people
of Bolivia at both ends of the spectrum. She has been teaching for 12 years.
Gloria is fiercely proud of her country and sees teaching English as a direct
way to educate the future generations to become more powerful in the world.
She is clearly identified with her womanhood and she is equally proud to tell
me that the Bolivian woman is "muy trabajadora." This means that the
women of Bolivia are the energetic ones, the creative and ingenious ones
who find whatever way possible to make a living for themselves and their
families in spite of the great odds that the economy sets for them.
When I visited the city in Bolivia where Gloria lives and works, I was
struck by the obvious visible race and class distinctions between the people
there. The most prevalent population is the Indigenous peoples. They stand
out on the streets of the city because of their dress. The men wear loose fitting
pants and tops, sometimes with colorful vests over them. One sees far more
women, however, and they catch my eye because they wear felt bowler-type
hats, and fix their hair in long braids down their backs. Their blouses are
simple, but their skirts are elaborate layers of lace and crinoline that stand out
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around them like 1950's prom gowns. Their skin is very dark, they are often
barefoot, and many of them sell chewing gum and candy, flashlights or combs
neatly displayed on the sidewalks in the business district of the city.
There are two other races and classes of people in Bolivia. There are
those of mixed blood, Mestizos, who are the offspring of marriages or
relationships between Indigenous peoples and Spanish colonialists. They
dress as middle-class people and seem to hold down most of the office
worker, policeman, and merchant jobs. The third race of people in Bolivia is
the White population. There are few if hardly any White people on the
streets of the downtown area where Gloria takes me for a ride. We find the
White people in a very wealthy and exclusive section of the city where all of
the large houses have high walls around them and people drive Mercedes.
Thus, class from the poor to the rich, corresponds directly with race from the
Indigenous peoples to the White population of European heritage.
Gloria herself is Mestiza, but darker skinned than her mother and most
of the teachers in the Jesuit school. The majority of the students in her school
are White or very light skinned Mestizo, and the principal is a White
Spaniard from Madrid. Gloria talked to me about the class distinctions in her
city, but not about the racial ones. She said that her mother and she live in
their little two-bedroom house in a neighborhood that keeps them close to
the people and the realities of their class.
Maya
Maya is divorced and raised her kids as a single mom for twenty years,
a fact she included in her application essay to the MAT program. Her
children are in their twenties, are married and live on their own. At 48, she
is now free to pursue her Master's degree as a single person, having fulfilled
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her primary caretaker responsibilities. She came to the MAT program after
applying for loans toward her own education. Maya matches the profile of
the Returning Woman (Tarule, 1988), a woman who returns to school after
many years of life experience which might include raising a family and/or
working in a number of different jobs and contexts in order to make ends
meet.
Because she lives alone, and because she usually works from seven
o'clock in the morning until well into the evening hours, Maya feels quite
lonely at times. She talks to me about wanting to have time for a social life,
or even some personal time for herself, but she can't imagine how to fit it in.
Her public school responsibilities require numerous reports and extensive
paperwork. Her class preparation is extensive both before and after teaching,
perhaps due to her relative newness to teaching. This is her second year
teaching in a public middle school and she had only taught for two years
before that in Spain. She spends a lot of time calling parents to talk to them
about their children because of problems she's encountered with them in
school. Ironically, Maya muses how she lives thirty minutes away from the
ocean, a place where she finds great comfort and joy, but she doesn't feel she
has the time for even a weekend trip to the beach for a walk. She knows it
would do her a world of good to get away from teaching and the context of
public schools, but she feels she needs to put in a lot of preparation time
during the weekend in order to be ready to face the week and the many issues
that arise constantly.
Maya lives in a comfortable little cottage out in the country, about a
half an hour's drive away from the school where she teaches. The school is
in an industrial neighborhood - there is a fish packing factory across the street.
Her students live in low-rent housing, mobile homes or camps that are
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connected to the large agricultural industry in the area. As the children of
Mexican migrant farm workers, agricultural field workers, and cannery
workers, many of them have no permanent home and no control over their
lives. If bad weather kills the crops in that area, the migrant workers will pick
up tomorrow and go off to work someplace else, taking their children with
them and out of the school system. Not all field workers are migrant,
however. Many of them elect to stay in the United States as their primary
residence.
Maya belongs to a different race and class from that of the students she
teaches. For the most part, she struggles to understand why they are in
school, why they are so restless, angry, destructive of school property,
undisciplined, inattentive. Although she speaks Spanish and has lived and
taught English in Spain and traveled in Mexico, nothing in her life has
prepared her for working with these students. She talked with the priest who
serves the migrant population to get another person's perspective on her
students' values and lives. He told her of increasing violence and alcoholism
in the homes. When she calls parents to discuss a students' problem in
school, she sometimes has difficulty in eliciting meaningful cooperation.
Maya is conscientious in her job as ESL instructor and truly hopes to make a
difference in the lives of her students. Most days however, she is disturbed by
the politics and bureaucracy in the public school system, the realities of her
students' lives, and the larger economic system in the United States which
helps create the situation she and her students find themselves in.
Gina
Gina is a third generation Chinese-American. She told me that there
have been times in her life when she felt more Chinese than American. Of
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the four children in her immediate family, she is the only one who is fluent
in Cantonese, having lived in Hong Kong and mainland China during Mao's
regime. Her parents were happy when she came back from Hong Kong and
could speak with her grandparents. When she was in her twenties and
thirties, Gina was a union organizer and did community development work
in Los Angeles with the Chinese there. Health issues, a general sense of
burnout, and a car accident led her to teaching English in another city in
California as a way to continue supporting the Chinese immigrant
community. She is now 40 years old and has been teaching for 13 years. Gina
is feisty and energetic whether she is teaching wrinkled, aging seniors how to
pass the U.S. citizenship test, or demonstrating how to build a house to young
male construction workers in English.
Just before Gina began the summer MAT program, she was granted
tenure in her adult education community college. Hundreds of people had
applied for the permanent position, including teachers who had taught part-
time in the system for up to fifteen years. Gina had less experience than that
in this particular community college, but she also had extensive experience in
other areas, and in teaching in other contexts. She will now be one of the few
tenured Chinese-American ESL teachers in a school with an exclusive
immigrant Chinese population of around 6,000 students, and where 60% of
the teachers are part-time. Her language skills, cross-cultural studies and
travel have certainly been factors in getting her a tenured position. Because
the competition was intense however, and because Gina knows the injustices
of the system, she felt conflicted about getting this job when she knows how
many others with more seniority didn't get the job.
While Gina was born in the States, she grew up with values consistent
with Chinese culture and was aware that she was not a member of the
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dominant culture. She suffered discrimination from children in grade school
when they chanted "Ching chong Chinaman" after her as she walked down
the street. The language at home was English since her parents, having had
to deal with an environment of sometimes subtle, sometimes blatant and
even hostile anti-Chinese discrimination all their lives, knew that speaking
English without an accent and assimilating into American culture was
important. They valued education and felt that it was one way to break
through racial barriers and succeed in American society.
Her college education at University of California/Davis opened up her
identity as a Chinese-American. At the same time, she extended her
awareness to an Asian-American identity, thus recognizing a solidarity with
other Asians who experience discrimination in American society. She now
prefers the term Third World as a way of referring to herself because it has
stronger political implications and includes all peoples oppressed by cultural
imperialism.
Gina began the MAT program with a heightened political awareness
due to her racial identity and her experiences as a Third World woman living
in the States. Workplace union organizing, her experiences in Hong Kong
and mainland China, and her return to the village of her grandparents where
she lived for a month and felt a connection with her peasant roots have
shaped her personal identity and political awareness. Many of Gina's
students are either peasant or working class Chinese who have come to the
United States to seek a better way of life. Her experiences in China have
helped her to understand her students' reality, and she believes she can make
a difference in their lives by teaching them ESL.
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Isabelle
Isabelle has two very young children, a two-year old son and a four-
year old daughter. She balances her participation in the MAT program and
child-rearing with her husband. Isabelle met her husband in China, when
they were both teaching at an institute for foreign languages there. They now
teach at a private, preparatory school in Massachusetts and have been there
for three years. The school provides on-campus housing, health care, nursery
school and even meals so that Isabelle and her husband can juggle their
parenting, jobs and her graduate school commitments in a supportive
environment. Nevertheless, when Isabelle's children are sick, she is the one
who stays home with them. And because there is a part of her that feels
guilty for pursuing graduate work when they are still so young, she makes
extra efforts to be with them. She has requested a work load that will allow
her to teach only in the mornings from 8 o'clock to noon. She then gets her
son from day care, picks up her daughter at kindergarten, brings them home
and feeds them, and spends time with them in the afternoons.
Between classes, Isabelle and I mused over our lives as teachers and
women in the United States. We spoke in French which is a fluent second
language for me and Isabelle's first language. She remembered her life as a
child when she lived in Brittany, France, close to the land and an agricultural
way of life. She remembered her parents whose lives revolved around the
seasons, the sun and moon, the planting, cultivating and reaping times. Life
was simple then. Now she feels she has no time, no quality time in her life.
Every minute is gobbled up with some obligation. She wishes there were a
better way to live more fully, feel more relaxed, be happy. For Isabelle,
returning to France, her homeland, would be a way of getting back in touch
with a less hectic way of life.
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The main focus of Isabelle's identity as a woman, is that of a mother, a
wife, a nurturer. Between discussions about learning, learners, problems
with students and specific linguistic areas, we talk often about the tensions
she experiences trying to carry on a professional life and be a responsible
mother to her children. She loves her children deeply, talks to them
endearingly in French and responds to them happily whether they speak in
French or English to her. At one point, she talked about how much she
would enjoy having another child, and at the age of 31, this would be an ideal
time to have another child. But budget and lifestyle won't permit it.
By teaching in a private preparatory school, and working mostly with
privileged children of wealthy families, Isabelle is aware that she does not
have to deal with the kind of issues she would have to deal with if she taught
in a public middle school. However, her teaching context demands a lot of
her time not only as a full time teacher during the days, but also as a dorm
parent, sports coach, and chaperone for a variety of functions. However, once
in her classroom, she can concentrate on French, and watch students actually
grow in their ability to speak, read, write and understand spoken French. She
is directly in touch with the subject matter of French, which allows her to stay
in touch with her identity, who she is as a cultural being. The living
environment of the private school also allows her to stay close to the
experience of parenting, her roles of mother, wife and caregiver.
Lenore
Lenore works in an adult education program for refugees and
immigrants of many diverse nationalities in California. Her job is stable, she
is tenured, her working conditions are fairly supportive, and her students are
a primary focus of her life. She's been teaching for 12 years and is 43 years old.
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Lenore lives alone. Her mother and two sisters live on the East coast. She
lives in a house she and her husband bought before they were divorced.
Lenore takes roommates from time to time, but her dog and cats are her most
constant companions. Several of the families of students in her classes, one
Chinese and one Mexican, invite Lenore to dinner at their homes as often as
once a week.
Lenore may be comfortable with and seek out peoples of other cultures
because she herself "was born into a family of two different cultures and was
raised with respect and admiration for both." (MAT application essay, 9/91)
Her father's parents and he himself spoke English as a second language,
having come from Russian and Polish Jewish background. Lenore's mother
was of Anglo-Saxon descent, and hers was a family of Universalist ministers.
During her childhood, Lenore connected with a Unitarian-Universalist youth
camp and found great happiness and caring in that context. In her thirties,
however, she reconnected with her Jewish heritage and now is part of the
synagogue and has taught in the Hebrew school in her community. Lenore
has lived her cross-cultural experiences here in the United States through her
parents' lives, her own life, and now the lives of her students.
Lenore and I talked about many things when we worked together. Her
work with political and economic refugees in the area of literacy is part of her
commitment to social justice. She feels that by teaching her students to read
and write in English, which for some of them is something they cannot do in
their native language, she is giving them the skills they need to move out of
the position of exploited people.
The context Lenore teaches in supports the belief that education can
and will change lives. Her refugee students attend classes in the same
building where Americans take courses to obtain high school diplomas and
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technical computer expertise. When her students have reached an advanced
level in their linguistic ability, some of them take the diploma equivalency
and the computer courses also. Signs on the bulletin board as you enter the
front door of the school building bespeak a philosophy of change:
"Knowledge is power," "A misty morning does not signify a cloudy day," and
"You can do anything if you work hard and stick to it."
After we had worked together for ten months and had in fact
completed the evaluation of her Interim Year Teaching Practicum, Lenore
and I began a more intimate level of conversation about her physical self.
Lenore is about five feet, two inches and weighs around three hundred
pounds. She was frank and open with me about assessing her weight as a
disability in her daily life. However Lenore feels wonderful when she teaches
her refugee students because they don't see her as disabled. Since they have
not yet accepted the Western cultural value of thinner is better, they accept
her and love her completely for the warm, caring, and helpful person that she
is. Thus, the concrete advantages of Lenore's job - the salary and benefits
package, her colleagues and the actual teaching situation itself - are balanced
by the emotional advantages - feeling accepted for who she is, feeling
competent in her work, and feeling that she is contributing to the welfare of
her students and society.
Sabina
Of the seven of us, Sabina and I were initially the two who were
married without children. One week after I visited her in February, however,
Sabina moved out on her own and, at 39, decided to separate from her
husband. Clarity about her sexual identity and about her professional identity
were emerging simultaneously. Her decision to pursue a Master's degree was
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connected to her desire to separate from her husband and gain independence.
For the last four months of the Interim Year Teaching Practicum, Sabina
adjusted to living on her own again.
Moving West and traveling were Sabina's ways of learning about
herself and maturing in the world. Living in Mexico and Japan for extensive
periods of time, Sabina learned about cultures and languages firsthand and
the anthropologist in her explored new territories. Her background includes
a Russian Jewish heritage which is a source of her ethnic identity, but not her
spiritual identity. Since 1980, Sabina has been a student of Zen and she is
connected to a Zen community in her area. One of our conversations in the
car as we drove out to the school where she teaches in the evenings, was
about the connectedness of spiritual practice and teaching.
Her experience as a teacher of English began in Japan six years ago. She
now teaches in a center for adult education which includes classes for
immigrants and refugees in English as a Second Language. Sabina had a full
schedule every day, doing landscaping and gardening work to supplement
her income in the mornings or afternoons, and teaching for three hours at
night from six to nine.
Sabina exhibited a high degree of political awareness which may be due
to living on the West Coast in a multi-ethnic, multiracial environment. In
her application essay to the MAT program she says, "I accept my life as a
product of my own cultural conditions. I meet, teach, and learn from people
of differing cultural backgrounds, with full respect for the differences."
(11/91) Her anthropological studies and her spiritual work in Zen have led
her to a deep level of sensitivity to human values and feelings. The same
work has clarified her understanding of herself as a product of her culture,
sexual orientation, and race.
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Besides her work in anthropology and Zen, Sabina's quest for
understanding her sexual identity has forced her to continuously examine
her inner thoughts and feelings. In a recent letter she writes, "If I have any
ability at reflectivity it may come from reflecting on my changing
sexual/psychological needs over almost thirty years." (10/94) Because of
social and psychological circumstances, Sabina has shifted between a bisexual
identity to a lesbian identity several times in her adult life. "Now, and I hope
from this point on, I will be in relationship to women. I'm calling myself
lesbian again. [My] second 'coming out' at mid-life." (ibid)
Qaire
Born and raised in Boston, a third generation daughter of working class
Irish and Polish Catholics, I discovered early on that education and travel
were ways of improving my life. In my early twenties, I lived in France for
four years and my BA and MA are in French literature. It was actually in
Paris where I first began teaching English as a Foreign Language when I was
23. Much of my professional career has been in association with the School
for International Training (SIT). I have had many opportunities for
professional growth at SIT, including development as a teacher of English,
French and Spanish, as a supervisor of teachers, a director of language
programs, a teacher educator, and most recently, as director of the summer
Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT) program.
My husband and I live in our own house surrounded by woodland, yet
near to the school. I can ride my bicycle along the dirt roads to work when the
weather is good. Deer, wild turkey, pheasant and many other creatures live
in our woods and visit our backyard. We've been married for fourteen years
and work together in the same MAT program at SIT. Twice, we left SIT to do
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teacher training and to teach English - the first time in Spain and the second
time in Japan. We both travel extensively to do supervision for the MAT
program in the United States and overseas. Our jobs are a fortunate
combination of living in a physically beautiful environment which is
intellectually stimulating, and being able to travel and maintain direct
connections with people of other cultures.
Since 1985, I have been a student of Vipassana which is the Southeast
Asian interpretation of the Buddhist meditation tradition. However, Tibetan,
Zen and Vipassana traditions all focus on the development of mindfulness.
During many hours of silent meditation retreats, I have begun to understand
the mind and its working. By watching my thoughts and emotions, listening
to sounds, feeling the sensations of the body, and being in touch with the
breath as it rises and falls in the belly, I have developed a level of choiceless
awareness during intensive silent retreats. The purpose of this practice is to
understand the mind, and to bring the kind of awareness that is developed on
retreat into everyday life so that actions become mindful responses, guided by
seeing deeply and understanding. Classroom teaching and the supervision of
teachers are the places in my life where I can often succeed in being mindful,
fully present and responsive. Political discussions, family issues, and
learning situations are two places where I easily return to a reactive mode.
Meditation practice, and over fifteen years of training and practice in
Rogerian counseling as applied to education, have shaped my understanding
of the cognitive and affective dimensions of experience. My years of teaching
in the classroom using a blend of teaching and counseling, of output,
activities and feedback, have carried over into my work as a teacher educator
and supervisor of teachers. Periodically, I organize my work schedule to
include teaching languages so that I can stay in touch with the approaches I
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use in the classroom and what it means to be a teacher so that I can stay close
to the experience of the teachers I work with in the MAT program.
The demographic chart below summarizes some of the information
presented above to serve as a reference for the reader:
Name
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Chapter Five
Stories of Reflectivity: A Window on
the Capacity for Reflection
Each teacher in the study experienced reflectivity in different ways
throughout the ten-month period of the Interim Year Teaching Practicum.
Their experiences varied according to personal predilections, contextual
circumstances, and their capacity for reflection. As mentioned in Chapter
Two, the capacity for reflection indicates an emotional ease and willingness to
investigate one's work. The teachers in the study were asked to engage with
reflection by investigating the impacts of teaching on learning and learning
on teaching, after which next steps for that particular class would be
generated. In their reflective journals, lYTP reports and in conversations
with me, they needed to answer the following questions as a way of thinking
or talking reflectively about their teaching: "What went well? Why? What didn't go
well? Why? What did my students learn and how did I know they learned it? What needs to
happen in the next class? What did I learn about my students, about language learning, or about
teaching in this particular class?" These questions were intended to lead them to
reflective thinking about their teaching.
The findings of the study and the texts presented in this chapter reveal
the interrelatedness of a teacher's capacity for reflection and her actual skill in
reflecting. Seemingly simple and neutral questions like, "What went well? Why?
What didn't go well? Why?" provoked deeply self-critical comments in some of
the teachers, to the point that they remained fixed in their emotional
reactions and could not reflect in a way that would be of use to them or their
teaching practice.
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This chapter will consist of an overview of each woman's story as she
encountered reflectivity and grappled with developing skill in it within the
framework of the lYTP. A summary at the end of the chapter will present an
assessment of each teacher's capacity for reflection. The story of my
development as a teacher of reflective teaching and as a teacher educator
reflecting on her own work is implicitly present in this chapter through the
lens of the teachers' stories. However, Chapters Six and Seven will more
explicitly address my story.
The teachers' stories have been constructed from the data: the
transcripts of the pre and post supervisory conferences, transcripts of phone
conversations and meetings held at various points throughout the interim
year, and the text of the teachers' reports. Likewise, information gleaned
from the teachers' responses during the second member check have been
incorporated into the text. The women's stories will be told in the same order
as they were presented in Chapter Four, that is in the chronological order of
the data collection. Gloria, who was documented during the Interim Year of
1990 - 1991, will be discussed first; then Maya, Gina, and Isabelle from the
Interim Year of 1991 - 1992; and finally, Lenore and Sabina in 1992 - 1993.
Within any one year, the women are presented in the order that I supervised
them. The stories in this chapter and the next will serve as backdrops for the
ensuing chapters which will grapple with issues from a cross-case perspective.
Gloria
Gloria taught in a Jesuit preparatory school in Bolivia at the middle
school level. She is Bolivian and has twelve years of experience teaching, her
tenure at the Jesuit school representing eight of the twelve years. The
strongest characteristic of Gloria's initial attempts at reflectivity was her
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ability to enter into and use a myriad of inner voices to examine her teaching.
She could switch back and forth within herself, talking to herself as she
reflected. Much of her text is thus peppered with quotation marks which
represent a shift in voice and which indicate her ease with inner dialogue.
Because today I wonder whether they have heard something, and I proved
that they were...ummm...when I asked them to use all these things freely and
they couldn't and I said, "Well, why did you do all these things, Gloria? They
didn't get what you were - what they were supposed to get. So silly of you, you
shouldn't have done it." (3/13/91)
She could summon the voices of instructors from MAT and of her students.
Her inner voices of judgment, fear or caring were interspersed with outer
voices of people who were important to her.
But with my colleague, he observed me last Thursday and after that we talked
and I said, "Okay, now, 1 want your feedback. Please be as honest as you can."
And he told me something like, "Gloria, not all the students are participating.
You are working with some of them." And at the beginning I was mad. I was
about to answer back and say, "Yah, but didn't you see that I was working with
them because they were eager to do things?" But Bonnie Mennell's face came
into my mind and 1 remembered that the first time we gave her feedback, she
was so quiet and she just listened to us and she didn't say anything. Well, I
imagined she was sort of boiling inside her, but she was very cool. And I sat
there and heard what Pedro was saying and I kept cool and I said, "Uh huh, uh
huh, uh huh." And then, afterwards, 1 said, "Yes, Pedro, you are right. I was
working with Carola, Claudia—now 1 don't remember any other names—yes,
that's right, yah. I think I'm going to take that into account the next time and
try to work with all the students." But it was Bonnie and Jack. And then it was
me. "Now Gloria, you asked for it, so now stomach it." (3/9/91)
Bonnie and Jack, who are instructors in the MAT program, had made a strong
impression on Gloria. She had retained a visual memory of their ability to
receive feedback on their courses from the students. The power of this
memory caused a shift in her attitude from a defensive stance to a more
receptive one. "But it was Bonnie and Jack. And then it was me. 'Now Gloria, you asked for
it, so now stomach it.'" She internalized the memory of Bonnie and Jack, held an
inner dialogue with them and with herself, and thereby created a new inner
attitude towards receiving feedback about her teaching.
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As the week of supervision progressed, and as Gloria and I held many
conversations about her teaching, and about her students and their learning,
she named the specific people and voices she had internalized less and yet
clearly stayed identified with a new way of thinking and talking. Equally
important, she began to actually listen to the inner voices she used and to
understand the subtle distinctions between judgment, critique and reflection.
And it's very important to the activity we are doing now to talk about what
happened because I was writing and I wrote things in my notebook last week but
somehow I tend to be too polite with myself or sometimes too rude with myself.
But talking and listening to you and listening to myself is very important.
(3/11/91)
This statement is a testimony to conversation. It is in dialogue with another
person that Gloria can hear things about herself that she had not understood
before, and in dialogue with another person that she can begin to hear herself.
Gloria is beginning to understand the difference between criticizing herself
and thinking about her teaching reflectively. This realization, which came
through Gloria's sensitivity to interpersonal and intrapersonal dialogue, was
an important step for Gloria in understanding and beginning to think
reflectively.
Gloria and I worked from Monday to Friday in her school. On Tuesday
and Thursday of that week, we videotaped one of her classes. On Wednesday,
we viewed the Tuesday video and commented on aspects of it, connecting
Gloria's conceptual frameworks to her actual classroom practice. On Friday, I
asked Gloria to take time on her own in the morning to view the Tuesday
and Thursday videos back to back and to note any differences in her teaching
on the two tapes. This task was a vehicle for self-assessment and a vehicle for
assessment of Gloria's skill in reflecting on her teaching. In the afternoon, we
discussed Gloria's impressions from when she had watched the two videos
on her own.
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The five-page text of our discussion shows Gloria moving through
several steps as she reflects on the two videos. My initial question to her is
very open-ended, simply asking her to tell me her impressions from
watching each video back to back. First of all, she comments on herself. She
notices a difference in her level of comfort. On the first video, she was "kind of
tight" and on the second one, she "can see that things are going smoothly and that I -
and I'm feeling much much more relaxed." (3/15/91) She notes the clarity of her
instructions, the focus of the activities, her overall presentation as a teacher.
Next, she spontaneously moves to a focus on the students and begins
to talk about their engagement with the activities on the Thursday tape. She
notes that more of them participated than had on Tuesday, and that they
seemed more comfortable. She is also surprised to see that her middle school
students are able to focus for a much longer period of time with one activity
because it was clear and engaging. Previously she had been changing
activities every five minutes. We had discussed this and I had suggested she
try longer segments so that the students could actually experience a depth of
learning and a feeling of success within an activity. Gloria could see the
difference for her students in the second video.
Then I ask Gloria a question about error correction which triggers a
series of comments from her. She uses a conceptual framework that we had
devised together in the middle of the week to assess her actions on the first
video. She is also able to notice how students are receiving the corrections
and how it is affecting their production of English.
This is followed by some specific questions about several students and a
technique she had used of standing behind her students to help them during
a conversational activity. I could see that her reflections, which are contained
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in the following text, were sharper in focus and softer in feeling than they had
been at the beginning of our week of work together.
What I noticed about myself.. .that. ..well, that the affective filter of the
student lowers down nearly to the bottom because he—I am behind him; I'm not
mad at him and I'm helping him. And at the same~I feel myself okay too,
because I'm kind of controlling myself and I'm seeing that nothing-I will not
get anything if I shout or if I get mad at students. Instead I think I get much
more from them if I am nice and kind and help them. And I feel the energy—
and yesterday I felt the energy when I was close to this student. He.. .he was
okay. Whereas, I don't know if it was on Monday or Wednesday that I was
close to one student-Fabiola-and she was shaking. (3/15/91)
In this reflection-on-action piece, Gloria can recognize her own feeling level
in the moment and her students' feeling response to her shift in attitude.
She also connects her actions in the classroom to a value she is developing in
relation to her students - that anger and coercion as motivations for learning
are less useful than compassion and connection. While she does not
mention Bonnie, Jack or the MAT program, this statement represents an
internalized voice of both the instructors and the teaching philosophy of
MAT.
Another open-ended question from me, "Was there anything else that struck
you when you watched the videotape?", triggers a response from Gloria about aspects
of her teaching that she doesn't like: she can see that she repeats too much,
that she says "uh-huh" too often, and that she may have a tendency to establish
too many routine procedures that the students could find boring. This leads
to a discussion about lesson planning and its impact on teaching in a
purposeful way. Because Gloria had established a clear lesson plan for the
Thursday lesson, she can see how she "didn't have to rush with things." This
connects to her feeling of comfort that she discussed initially.
In our final discussion of the entire week of supervision, Gloria is able
to discuss her experience of learning to be reflective.
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And...uhhh...connected-what was tiring about it is the fact that I had to be
aware of everything I was doing ...ummm, because...when there is not a visitor,
I tend to do things very intuitively and on the spot, and I don't ask myself this
many questions I was asking myself these last two days, for example: Why?
What am I going to teach? How am I going to teach it? Why-why am I going
to use these pair words? Why am I going to use this activity? Am I going to
give them...ummm...red paper or yellow paper? Why? And all these why-
why-why's...ummm...helped me be aware of what I was going to do in my class.
"Yes, you are teaching English. Yes, you want to improve yourself. Yes, you
want to be a better teacher. That you have to be aware of that. Otherwise
nothing is going to change, nothing is going to happen, no matter how many nice
techniques, nice puppets, rods and, uh, videos or~or color chalks you are going
to use if you are not aware of what you are doing." So, that-that was the good
to know. So, these days I'm-I think it's connected to this and being tired all
the time...because—yah...thinking consciously about what I was doing was the
tiring part of it, but it was also very good, and the good part of it was because
then I realized on that...ummm...there are things I should agree to do and I'm
not going to do, but there are things I will have to incorporate in my teaching
and I have to work on-on them and develop them in my classes. (3/15/91)
This segment illustrates Gloria's continuing use of her intrapersonal dialogue
to guide her in her development as a teacher. The internalized guiding
questions will help her to remain aware of what she is doing before, during
and after her teaching. Gloria affirms that her commitment to becoming a
better teacher is intimately connected to her ability to be aware of what she is
doing and to reflect on why she uses any particular activity or technique with
her students.
The last few lines of the above quote are perhaps the most important,
however. Gloria indicates her ability to process what she sees in her classes
and to determine which areas she will choose to work on and which areas she
will not. By developing priorities as to which areas to develop and which to
put on hold, she can begin to use reflection as a tool for her ongoing
professional growth. In response to the second member check, Gloria recently
wrote, "It was only after accepting that changes are to come from inside that I
started growing as a teacher." (2/21/95)
Gloria's overall development of reflectivity during the supervisory
visit continued to a certain degree through the reports written for the
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duration of the lYTP. In the segments of reflective journal that she sent me,
Gloria focused on the reflective question, "What did my students leam and how did I
know they learned it?" She was able to write about Students' confusion in class at
certain points and assess the reasons for their confusion - misunderstanding a
linguistic structure, not enough time for free practice of the language on their
own, and lack of meaning because she had presented the language in an
isolate situation. Gloria's interest in and willingness to reflect on her work,
together with her awareness of and commitment to her growth and
development as a teacher expanded her capacity for reflection and allowed
her to begin to develop some skill in both thinking and teaching reflectively.
Maya
Of the six teachers in the study, Maya had the least amount of actual
classroom teaching experience, only three years. Besides this, she was in her
second year in a totally new and difficult context, teaching ESL in a public
middle school to early adolescents who were the children of Mexican field
laborers. These factors led Maya to be mostly concerned with establishing
techniques and materials that would work for her students, and with creating
and enforcing a system of classroom management. This is a common
concern for new teachers (Lortie, 1984).
In reviewing the data of our work together, I find that most of our
conversations center on the above issues. Maya would give me her opinion
and experience of teaching in her school, I would try to understand her
perspective, then I would give my perspective, then she would continue with
her experiences and so forth. In post-observation supervisory discussions,
held late in the day after six hours of teaching, Maya and I would discuss the
students and my perspectives on their behavior and how to possibly work
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with them. The context, Maya's needs within that context, and the actual
time factors of her working day led me to withhold a focused teaching of the
processes of reflectivity until the end of the lYTP. Rather, we worked
reflectively at a macrocosmic level, turning over the problems in the context,
the students and Maya's teaching strategies in a general way.
Because there was so much that was disturbing to Maya about her
context and because it was quite frankly disturbing to me also, we spent the
week of supervision talking about ways to cope with the situation. Gang
wars, destruction of school property, drugs and human excrement in
classrooms, an open entry/open exit system with constantly fluctuating
student, populations, classes of over thirty students who could barely fit into
the actual space of the classroom, no money in the school budget for materials
and field trips, or necessities like toilet paper and janitors - these were just a
few of the aspects of Maya's context which drew her attention and created
daily emotional upheavals.
In order to gain some sense of stability and usefulness, I shared a lot of
information about techniques that would be helpful to Maya immediately.
We also looked at an overall curriculum design that would incorporate some
of the books she had at the school and still deal with her ever-shifting
population of multi-level students. While neither of us had the power to
change the system of that particular middle school, we did have the power to
change some aspects of what happened in Maya's classroom.
Because there were no support systems at the school, and virtually no
time for teachers to talk with one another between classes, lunch duty, and
detention, Maya turned to me as her support system for the lYTP. She had
many self-doubts and lacked confidence, since disruptions for one reason or
another were common in her classes. This led her to blame herself or the
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students as the source of her problems, which in turn continued to generate
self-doubts.
Oh, I know, I know this goes back to my childhood and stuff, like being overly
sensitive. It's like I try to do a good job, 1 try to let the kids know I like them, I
try to teach them about respect, and I just think, "am I a lousy teacher? They
don't see that 1 like them? Is it me?" 1 mean I do that. (11/22/91)
Maya's inner dialogue is guilt-ridden, resulting from personal history and the
contextual factors of her teaching situation. Hargreaves & Tucker, in their
study entitled Teaching and Guilt: Exploring the Feelings of Teaching (1991),
highlight "the intolerable burdens of guilt that are imposed from without and
that evolve from within" (p. 503) as a common reality for teachers in public
schools.
Maya and I talked about the self-judgment that I detected in her
comments. Maya was clear that she felt that getting more materials and
techniques for working with her students would be of greatest help to her.
What do you need to make you feel confident?
(Pause) Maybe to really have a surplus of things that I can plug in, which I'm
starting to get now, that's making me feel better. And of course more practice
using these things 1 still have these self-doubts and lack of confidence, and
I'm assuming that a good part of it--if I feel more comfortable with having
things complete and well laid out and having a surplus of stuff I'm going to feel
a whole lot better. It just stands to reason.... (ibid)
Three months later, Maya had practiced many of the techniques and materials
that we had explored during my visit and she was able to report a greater
feeling of confidence. She had adopted one particular approach to teaching
that was working with her beginning and multi-level groups and it helped
her to "walk into class feeling well prepared." (2/92) In the classes where she was
able to use this approach, and only in those classes, she felt confident both in
herself and with the approach.
As far as classroom management was concerned, Maya moved from
feeling overwhelmed about it, to feeling she could find a system that would
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make it all go away, to. resigning herself to the fact that issues of discipline
were a constant in her context. A segment from Maya's first interim year
report and another segment from her fifth report highlight these differences.
After all that, I got my new crew of students. Somehow absence must have
made the heart grow fonder, and I was not prepared for the noisy, rowdy, and
obnoxious kids that stampeded through the doors. At the end of the first week
of school, after the last student left the classroom, I shut the door, sat down,
and tears welled up in my eyes. I actually muttered out loud to myself "so much
for detachment." (a goal she had established for herself for the lYTP) (11/92)
Concerning discipline, 1 have to say this has been the single most disturbing,
difficult, frustrating, and draining situation and experience. The main thing
I've learned is that (in my experience with these kids) classroom discipline is a
constant . It's not something that can be "fixed" or achieved, or accomplished.
Disruptions, interruptions, and behavior problems are daily and chronic.
I've noticed that some students who have been rude, disrespectful and
disruptive have improved to where they may often still be loud, rowdy and
have great difficulty staying on task, but at least do not speak to me personally
in crude, obscene, disrespectful ways. The hatefulness is no longer present.
(6/92)
Staying on task, using appropriate language in class, and cooperating with
other students remained a priority for Maya in assessing progress in her
students' behavior.^
Maya commented again on issues of staying on task and cooperation
among students when we viewed her last video for the lYTP together at SIT
in June 1992. As I mentioned earlier, I did not attempt to explicitly teach
Maya reflective thinking or teaching during the supervision visit, because the
circumstances of her situation called for a direct, hands-on supervision
strategy. Our reflections were at a macrocosmic level on the nature of
'' In a phone conversation after the second member check, Maya told me about two factors
which have improved her current classroom management situation. First of all, she attended a
workshop which addressed issues of classroom management and gave the teachers concrete
techniques to use. She is very happy with the way her students are responding to these
techniques. Secondly, and perhaps most importantly, Maya filed a grievance through the
teachers' union at her school to reduce her class size according to her contract. Her school
complied and she now has classes of twelve to eighteen students. Maya reports that her classes
have never gone so well. Three more years of teaching experience in the school system, concrete
techniques to use that work for her and her students, and manageable class sizes have all shed
new light on classroom management issues for Maya. (3/7/95)
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classroom management, of the situation in public schools today, of the power
struggles between administrators and teachers.
At the end of the lYTP however, once Maya was back at SIT in June, I
decided to work with her on a video she had submitted for her fourth lYTP
report. I wanted to introduce her to a microcosmic level of reflecting by
looking closely at a teaching/learning sequence in her class on the video.
Without any specific prompting from me, rather the open-ended question of
what her impressions were from looking at the video, Maya focused in on
task, body movement and cooperation amongst students.
I see some other kids that used to constantly fool around that in the video I see
them working - some in groups and some working by themselves but on task. And
I was looking at their body movement, their eyes looking up, checking, writing
and even thought they're always noisy like when the kids were directing each
other and when they were doing the big circle with the strips cut up from the
dialogue, 1 saw them helping each other. And I was standing in the back just
kind of observing and it got very loud but they did it. And there were a certain
few like Grizelda that would sort of take charge and start telling people where
to go and what to do if they weren't doing it. And when they were doing the
concentration [game] I saw them working together a lot. (6/27/92)
Her observations of the video contain embedded value statements. "[S]ome in
groups and some working by themselves but on task" and "I saw them helping each other"
and "I saw them working together a lot" demonstrate her belief in the need for
students to be on task and her belief in cooperation among students.
Completing the task is equally important, but Maya believes the students can
do things on their own without her intervention and does not mind the
noise they may generate by working independently.
Maya's subsequent comments focused on the shock of watching herself
on the video, and how she, "couldn't stand watching [herlself at all." She also
remarked on the tone of her voice as monotone, something she had noticed
the first time she had made a recording of her class in October. With a
prompting from me about the flow and structure of the activities in the class.
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Maya commented on everything being in order, that she felt comfortable with
the pacing and sequencing of her teaching.
At that point, I showed several segments of the video in an attempt to
teach Maya more about teaching reflectively, of moving into a particular
classroom event in order to understand the meaning of it, and therefore let
that meaning guide subsequent teaching decisions. In one section on the
video, she was able to see how watching the movement of her students hands
helped her to understand "how their brains were engaged." (they were working
with a scrambled sentence on 3 x 5 cards suspended on the blackboard)
Next, we examined an exchange between Maya and one student. The
way in which the student had responded to Maya gave an indication of her
knowledge of the linguistic element of the lesson. I ran the sequence several
times, asking Maya to observe closely, and then I asked her "What is she telling
you?" Maya could see the message quite clearly at that point, "Okay, she's telling
me that she knows how to say that already." Further discussion brought Maya a new
insight: "Yeah. I can see it. It's just so easy to get into that place where the teacher's
providing so much that some kids don't have to do very much."
In this two-hour discussion of her video, Maya demonstrated her
ability to begin to think reflectively about her teaching at a microcosmic level.
Although she made a few self-critical comments about her discomfort in
looking at herself on video and in listening to the tone of her voice, the rest
of her comments, which focused on the students and their learning, were
non-blaming and insightful. This discussion also highlighted the reality that
when Maya was in her teaching context, with the multiple demands placed
on her, and the emotional tension of conflict ever-present, she could not
engage in this kind of conversation. Away from her context, in a safe and
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comfortable environment, she began to think reflectively. An analysis of the
effect of context on reflectivity will be presented in Chapter Eight.
Gina
Gina was the Chinese-American woman who worked in a community
college teaching English to Chinese immigrants in California. Of the six
teachers in the study, she had the most experience in teaching - thirteen years.
She had just been granted a full-time tenured position. In our initial
conversations during the week of my visit with Gina, she tended to talk about
the weaknesses in her teaching. By finding fault with what she had done, or
by admitting to what she had not done, she framed reflective thinking as a
ritual containing confessions or apologies.
And I think the weakness, I can see that's where my weakness is, not following
up.
but I do think it is a weakness that I don't make it a challenge. It's not enough
of a challenge for them.
See like I said, when you don't prepare - this lesson was not greatly prepared -
then you end up doing more.
I'm really inconsistent in terms of giving instructions. (11/11 /91)
While Gina's comments were true on one level, the confessional, self-critical
tone kept her from thinking reflectively and did not help her move from
reflection to action, from an observation about her teaching, to a change in
her teaching.
Most of my work with Gina during the week of supervision was
focused on helping her to replace this judgmental tone of reflection with a
more neutral, observational tone and thus, to engage with reflective
thinking. Initially, this was an implicit strategy, but in the middle of our
week of work together I initiated a conversation with Gina about the self-
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judgment which I felt paralyzed her growth and development as a teacher.
My comments are in boldface type and hers are in plain type.
my goal for you by the end of the year would be for you to be able to
dispassionately analyze without judgment, and then be able to use that
analysis as quickly and as easily as possible to integrate into the next lesson, so
that's there's constantly growth, movement, change. I feel like at the moment,
and maybe this is my cultural bias, that the self-doubt fixes you so that you
don't change
it's an inhibitor
yes. And just as bragging too much would fix a person so that the change
wouldn't happen. And I think in order to free yourself up energetically, moving
to that middle place, so that would be my goal for you, and it's not easy.
yeah, well you know, whether that's my overall goal I don't know
yeah, think about it
yeah, definitely the issue of self-confidence has been really, it's been an issue
for a while (11/14/91)
My hindsight from a researcher's perspective lets me see in this text how I
established this goal for Gina. We didn't mutually re-write her goals, nor did
she actually consent to adopt the new one I am proposing. Also, my meaning
was not explicit enough so that Gina could understand the difference between
reflective thinking and self-criticism. Today, I might directly engage in
helping Gina re-write the script of her internal dialogue. However, I also
needed to understand, and Gina and I needed to discuss, the degree to which
her confessional or apologetic tone was a product of cultural conditioning.
During our last post-observation conference Gina's comments about
her teaching retained a judgmental and confessional quality.
For some reason I was thinking, oh, it's, 1 don't know if it's a kind of a lazy
attitude or like it's gone on, I kind of let it, it's the balance between just letting
it flow if they're into it and you know, cutting it off. So I think in this activity
it wouldn't have t>een cutting it off, because they were getting the review, and
they do this frequently enough and analyzing their own grammar and stuff,
that it wouldn't have been uh really cutting off the activity, I don't think,
whereas sometimes there's a whole flow of something, you know, you don't
really want to chop it off. So I wasn't really uh, what would you say, not
conscious, I was conscious of the time but I wasn't being, uh... because see, here, I
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mean there were ten.sentences, I had made five, I could have gone on and on and
on. I could just be relaxed about how I was doing it. But because I gave ten
sentences I just had to be tighter in how I did it. (11/16/91)
At the end of our week's work together, Gina had retained her tone of self-
criticism. I was hopeful at that time, however, that because her analysis of
situations was usually accurate, that she could simply learn not to add the
judgmental piece, and that she would be able to then begin to think and teach
reflectively.
There were several areas of Gina's teaching that needed attention, the
most important of which was the ratio of teacher talk to student talk. We also
agreed that the pacing and timing of her classes needed tuning, as well as the
degree to which she was presenting material to her students which kept them
on the cutting edge of their learning. I called this "challenging" the students
in a way that moved them forward. Thus, the development of Gina's
capacity to be reflective was coupled with her ability to change some specific
aspects of her teaching.
Perhaps the fact that I emphasized the hindering influence of
judgmental comments, Gina began to write only positive comments in her
subsequent lYTP papers when she reported on the teacher talk/student talk
ratio, pacing and timing, and challenging the students. I had tailored her
lYTP reports to be a series of cassette recordings of her teaching with reflective
comments about the recorded lesson and insights as to next steps. I began to
see as a consistent pattern in these reports as 1
.) positive comments about
how much progress had been made since the last report, 2.) analysis of the
tape with apologies as to what was still off, but framed in positive ways, and
3.) a conclusion re-affirming Gina's willingness to keep on working at her
goals.
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In her April report, after several interim phone conversations, extra
reports and responses on my part, the above pattern was repeated. The
following excerpts from the report highlight the pattern, as well as the fact
that the cassette of teaching that Gina had sent along with the report belied
her affirmations of progress.
In general I've still been working on less repeating/more silence and
giving Ss more time/space to respond and learn for themselves, inner calmness,
going with the flow, and limiting my objectives (for myself and in one class
period). These goals will be ongoing. 1 have made progress, but need to
continually monitor myself to improve and change in these areas. There's still
plenty of work to be done—this old dog may take a long time to change habits!!
Now to analyze my tape. 1 hope you won't get upset at me and think
that all my talk about progress and improvement in not repeating so much is so
much b.s. (excuse my French). If the task is anything like implementing
successful coop>erative learning activities, years is a realistic timeline.
In summary, although I'm overall calmer and more silent, I've still
got to work on repeating less. Even when I know I'm doing less repeating, I still
do too much. And sometimes because I'm so concerned with modeling for the
slower students, and helping them catch up, I forget to use other students as a
model. Again, as I said in the beginning of this paper, these are ongoing, long-
term goals. But I'm not discouraged. Although this certainly was not a model
lesson, I've learned from it. In writing this paper, going back over my previous
papers, reading your responses, analyzing the lesson and summarizing how
things have been going recently, I feel optimistic—that I have learned and
made some positive changes, there's till so much to do and try (I've barely
touched on your suggestions). (4/30/92)
At this point, I realized that Gina had not responded to my attempts at
teaching her to think reflectively, nor had she made any significant changes
in her classroom teaching, and in particular around the area of teacher talk.
Gina had not met the requirements of the lYTP as stated in the MAT
Handbook and in the syllabus for the practicum. (See Appendix) She had not
demonstrated "significant growth" either in her actual classroom teaching,
nor in her ability to accurately describe and analyze her teaching or her
students' learning. Faced with this situation, I decided to give Gina an
Incomplete for the lYTP, and to ask her to continue her work into the fall
after the second summer of course work at SIT.
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This decision was made because I felt I had no other recourse. Gina
and I had several phone conversations and meetings in the summer of 1992
about her Incomplete which were highly charged and emotional for both of
us. It is important to note here that it seemed quite contradictory to me at the
time to be forcing a teacher to change her classroom behaviors and to learn
reflectivity. From a collaborative and constructivist perspective, I was
uncomfortable using my authority as a supervisor in this way. Nonetheless,
it was the only course of action that seemed appropriate at the time.
Many factors led to an ultimately positive outcome in a situation that
was initially highly charged. First of all, Gina was able to talk with her peers
when she returned to the second summer at SIT. and begin to sort through
her experience during the interim year. There were also several courses in
the second summer which directly continued the teaching and learning of
reflectivity as intended in the interim year. The second summer culminates
with a series of workshops given by the second year students to one another,
to the first year students, and to the faculty. Gina told me in October that
those three factors, the contact with peers, the course work and the final
workshops, were what helped her the most in overcoming the negative
feeling from the lYTF and in learning more about reflectivity.
In October, after returning to her community college in California,
Gina sent me the required videotape and report which were remarkable in
several ways. The first thing that struck me about the report was the tone
with which it was written. It was professional and demanding, without being
self-critical or apologetic. Gina's assessment of her video was accurate,
neither overly praising nor overly degrading what she had done. Secondly,
the video showed several examples of innovative, student-centered teaching
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in one class, and then a follow-up to that class which incorporated changes
based on the reflective journalling Gina had done.
The following two pieces of text illustrate the difference in tone from
Gina's way of thinking and talking about her teaching at the beginning of her
interim year and then in the fall after the second summer. The two texts
actually discuss the same issue - helping students learn and retain vocabulary,
and how to deal with low energy, tired students in evening classes. While
the content of the texts is quite similar, the tone is quite different. The first
text comes from our initial conversation during the supervision visit.
It just kind of died. But I could see, my instructions, what I do, I ramble them out
and then I go to something else and then I go back to it and have to repeat
myself several times instead of say, just put it on the blackboard, "do this for
tomorrow. I'm going to call on you and you and you to come up." I might say
that, I mean assign people to do it, and then do it. So the next day when I came
back and said, "okay, let's go over it," and they were going nah, nah, nah. I
said, "well class, there were some words you didn't know," and they were going
nah, nah, nah, nah, nah. And I kind of got angry and said, "well, do you want
to do this or not?" They were just kind of sitting there. No reply. And one guy
goes, "well, you're the teacher." And I go, "well, this is your class. You want to
do this dialogue or not?" And they just kind of sat there. And I said, "you guys
are sitting there like a bunch of dummies," and I said, "everybody stand up and
do the dialogue." and they just practiced. I made them practice. It turned out a
lot of them didn't know the words, and stuff like that, but they weren't
responding in any way, either to repeat after me or go over the words or
whatever. They were just clearly dead to the world. So when they got to doing
the dialogue they didn't really remember it, and then so I went back and I
thought, "Well, I should have reviewed the original dialogue with them, and
then go into doing the dialogue." And so I made a mistake there. You need to
review, always review, and kind of get the ball rolling, hindsight. (11/11/91)
This text reflects several shifts in voice: from Gina's teacher authority voice,
"well class, there were some words you didn't know," to the Students' voices, "nah, nah,
nah, nah, nah" and "well, you're the teacher," to Gina's inner voice, "Well, I should
have reviewed the original dialogue with them, and then go into doing the dialogue," to her
voice of admonition, "You need to review, always review, and kind of get the ball
rolling," and finally her realization that she can see in retrospect what she
couldn't see while teaching, "hindsight." The text underscores Gina's
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discomfort and anger because she does not have any alternative strategies for
dealing with lack of student response. She blames them for not knowing the
words and then she admonishes herself for not reviewing the material at the
beginning of the class.
The second text comes from the report Gina submitted in October and
as such, does not contain the shifts in voice typical in conversation like the
first text. In its reported speech, however, Gina describes her response to the
same kind of teaching situation and the ways she chose to respond.
Review of Vocabulary : This section was intended as a quick review, but ongoing
Ss feedback told me that half of them didn't really know the words. Although
we had worked on the words and sequence of window framing the day t)efore, and
before that constructed a door frame, some Ss still didn't have the pronunciation
of the words - or had been absent for a couple of evenings. The class was dragging
and I wanted to see if they all understood the vocabulary. On the tape I'm telling
the class it seems that half know it, half don't. Having individual Ss come up to
point and others to say it got the class more involved - also, I could confirm if
their lack of oral response was because they didn't know it. At this point the
class energy picked up - they were helping each other, more actively
participating individually and as a whole group in reading and pronouncing. Ss
in front were listening and pointing.
Sometimes I find it hard to read the "no response" mode - sometimes it's because
they are just plain tired, other times bored, other times they don't know the
material. This review section was not very challenging to the more advanced Ss,
but 1 felt although it was quite T-directed, I tried to rely more on the Ss, make it
more Ss-directed by having them come up and point and other Ss ask/tell. I was
also trying to get the more advanced students to use more difficult words to
challenge them while the slower ones were up front.
On the tape 1 see how much 1 interfered and repeated, when 1 thought I was
giving them a chance to do more of the work. I wasn't so aware of this at the
time. 1 need to keep my awareness at all times on these aspects. After looking
at the lapse the third time some questions came to mind: had I misinterpreted
the ongoing feedback? maybe they were tired or bored and I should have just
gone through it quickly, trusting that they would get it later. Maybe rather
than approach from a traditional T to Ss way, give them more oppwrtunities to
work with the language among themselves. (10/92)
Perhaps the most significant aspect of the shift in tone between the first
text and the second one is that Gina no longer seems annoyed with the
students or with herself for what happened in class. Whereas in the first text
she is upset by the fact that the students "are just sitting there like a bunch of dummies"
in the second text, she can understand that no response from the students can
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mean three different things: fatigue, boredom, or lack of knowledge. Her
strategy for dealing with lack of response in the first text is to force the
students to stand up and repeat the dialogue, at which point, she realizes that
they don't actually remember the dialogue. In the second text, the class is
dragging and so Gina guesses that it may be because of lack of knowledge.
Based on that assumption, she devises an activity to assess their grasp of the
vocabulary.
The students' response in each text to Gina's strategies is different. In
the first text, they do the dialogue, but they don't remember it. Gina doesn't
say how they are acting or feeling at that time. In the second text, when she
shifts the activity to having some students come up to the front of the class
and the rest of the class reciting, she notes "class energy picked up - they were helping
each other, more actively participating individually and as a whole group." Thus, the first
part of the second text illustrates a skillful reflection-in-action sequence. Gina
is faced with a class which is dragging, she assesses the reasons for it, takes an
action based on her assessment and then watches how the students respond
to her teaching decision. The students' response is energetic, thereby telling
her that her assessment was accurate and that her strategy addressed some of
the issues present in the situation.
The latter part of the second text is a reflection-on-action segment after
Gina has viewed her videotape two more times. Her conclusion of "give them
more opportunities to work with the language among themselves" is actually what she had
already done in class. But this further reflection after viewing the video may
lead to her devising other creative ways to get the students working "with the
language among themselves." This indicates an ability to generate some new
possibilities based on the reflection and analysis of the class. There is still an
admonition to herself in this text; that she needs to remain aware of repeating
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or interfering in student participation during class time, "I need to keep my
awareness at all times on these aspects." However, the overall text is SO much
sharper in focus and softer in feeling than the first one, that the admonition
blends into the whole and does not remain as the prevailing voice.
Gina attributed the change in her teaching and the change in her skills
of reflectivity to the work she did in the second summer of the MAT
program, both with her peers and other instructors. However, I believe
several other factors contributed to Gina's shift in skill and attitude. She
states three factors for her students' "no response mode" in the second text above
as being fatigue, boredom, or lack of knowledge. These three factors were also
among the reasons why Gina had difficulty with reflectivity during the lYTP.
The year of Gina's lYTP was also the year of her tenure review. She
was under tremendous pressure from her work context and placed that as her
priority. Thus, the fatigue of working to meet two demanding review
processes left her spent with little time or energy for reflection, coupled with a
prolonged cold /laryngitis that drained her physically as well. Secondly, the
kind of relationship that Gina and I had established had not stimulated the
kind of commitment necessary for Gina to do the work of reflectivity. More
will be discussed about our relationship in Chapter Six and Seven, but let me
say here that our work together did not stimulate a level of interest on Gina's
part to engage with the work of reflectivity. Finally, and no doubt most
importantly, Gina simply needed more time to grasp the concept of what
reflectivity really meant and to practice it in the company of peers during the
second summer.
This lack of knowledge could not be overcome through conceptual or
intellectual explanations. In fact, at the base of it were several important
psychological and emotional issues:
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-seeing reflection as self-criticism
-assigning blame
-locating knowledge and authority outside of oneself
-lack of self-confidence
Gina's second text and in fact her entire October 1992 report show a significant
shift in all three of these issues. The tone of her reflections are based on
interest and investigation. She is able to glean factors which contributed to
the students' lack of response from within a broader framework. Most
importantly, her text and report demonstrate her belief in herself as the agent
of self-knowledge and authority.
In the second member check, Gina wrote, "I haven't analyzed all that
happened through my SIT process and our lYTP experience. I think I really have gained tools
to examine my own teaching, improve on it, grow and learn from my students. It was certainly
not an easy path - it was a struggle and I'm glad we both got thru it and learned and grew from
it." (2/27/95) Although it was painful for both of us, receiving the Incomplete
and extending her assignment into the Fall after the second summer actually
gave Gina the opportunity to understand what it meant to think and teach
reflectively and to experience it directly for herself.
Isabelle
Isabelle was the French woman who taught in a private preparatory
school at the middle school level. Previously, she had taught French in
China and at the time of the study had been teaching in her current context
for two years. Because Isabelle lived and worked at a school which was very
close to Brattleboro, we had three supervisory visits spread out over the
whole interim year: one in the Fall, one in the Winter and one in the Spring.
Besides these three visits when I went to Isabelle's school, she also came to
SIT twice and met with me in my office and at my home. Although the
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amount of time we spent together was less than what I had spent with the
other women in the study, the experience was equally intense.
From the beginning, Isabelle showed a degree of self-awareness that
seemed to be fertile ground on which to build a reflective teaching practice.
In observing her classes in the Fall, I noticed that Isabelle focused on the
content of the lesson, the grammar of French, using the textbook a great deal
in class and directing all of the classroom interactions from teacher to student
and student to teacher. In our post-observation discussion, Isabelle assessed
her classes that day in the following way:
Today I was much content and teacher-centered. It happened to be that way
l)ecause I was trying to get a grammar point across and I don't do that very often,
but there are some days where the need is here. This is something I wanted to
include in my curriculum and I wanted them to do it now and it came just a point
(I don't know how to say that in English)
Just in time...
with a video we had seen, so I felt it was appropriate to do that. I don't do
that content-centered class very often....Teacher-centered, I have a hard time
to get out of the picture. I try to have them work in groups or to have them
draw pictures, make a cartoon, make a video, quite often, and I don't know if
you would.... and I'm still there trying to organize things, so I don't know if you
would call that then student-centered or teacher-centered still. (11/5/91)
First of all, Isabelle is able to say what she is doing, why she is doing it, and
how it connects to an overall curriculum plan that she has created.
Additionally, she engages with the question of what it means to be teacher-
centered, recognizes her own difficulty with "get[ing] out of the picture," and then
refers the issue back to me which continues the conversation.
Most of the data from our conversations throughout the interim year
reveals a series of conversations where we each grapple with a particular
issue. Above, we had begun talking about the difference between a teacher-
centered and a student-centered classroom. Subsequently, we talked at length
about issues in education: learning, how to understand it, recognize it.
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catalyze it, and about specific students, a class Isabelle was having difficulty
with, about error correction, the use of French in an American secondary
school setting. These were conversations engaging with reflective thinking at
a macrocosmic level.
During the Winter observation visit, the following dialogue about a
particular class reveals Isabelle's growing to think reflectively about her
teaching at a microcosmic level, to engage with me and my observations,
then based on her own knowledge and my input, to devise a slightly different
strategy for working with the same class.
If you were to teach this class all over again, based on what happened today
this same class?
Yeah, this exact same class... do you think you would do anything differently?
If I had to teach the exact same class... I don't know, because for instance 1 wish
1 did not have to talk about the final project. This is not something I wanted to
do, and I had to. So I had to stop short the conversation.
Why did you have to do it?
Because I felt they needed to think about it over the vacation, because I want
them to be prepared. I want them to give me something nice, something they
have thought about, and not something they write the day before, so I felt this
was the time to talk about it, and this, but then if you ask me the question if I
had to teach the same thing, umm... I would probably try to work more on their
actual speech.
...you had them work in small groups, and I didn't put the exact amount of time.
I think you had them do ten minutes... but it seemed like in the end just one
person came up. Maybe that step could have been eliminated, that ten minutes
in small groups, although that's a warm-up, maybe they need that, that early
in the morning.
What would you have done then?
Just go into choosing people to come up and be on, you know„. because weren't
they reading from their homework?
Yeah, I'm sure some of them were.
So it seemed like the people who came up in front of the class had the thing
already prepared.
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This is very interesting, because this is something that didn't occur to me,
because what I saw was that they were actually... They had that to do as their
homework assignment, but what I wanted them to do was to work in groups, to
talk, and to express themselves, to ask each other questions on what happened
there, and then to come up with a new paper, or a new, even if it was not
written, that was fine with me, which didn't happen, but I was really thinking
that they were actually working on that. And what I think you're telling me is
that they were not.
I didn't get that sense. Now I didn't go around from group to group, so I don't
know. You were moving around the class more, but I was sitting between two
groups and between the two groups there didn't seem to be a lot of exchange
a lot of work
It was mostly looking at the homework
this is interesting
and sort of seeing who—I think they pretty much chose whoever had done the
homework to be the journalist and then I thirik they, I really don't know. I
don't thirik they were doing what you wanted them to do, in other words.
That is interesting, because I'm completely oblivious. I just didn't realize that,
but it's very possible.
Ideally yes, it would be wonderful if they really did get in the groups and they
really did ask each other questions.
I think then, knowing that, then what 1 would have done is that I would have
created a very specific, I would have had them to do the same homework
assignment, and then if 1 had known that before then what I would have done
is create a new similar but different, very specific situation. For instance their
name is such and such and they're working for this particular station and that
would have been a little bit different from the homework, which is sometimes
what 1 do, just a little bit different... (1/30/92)
Through our conversation, Isabelle realizes that she did not see the students
doing what I saw them doing. She had assumed they had engaged with the
task the way she had asked them to, but since I was sitting much closer to
several groups, I actually overheard their interaction and could tell that they
were not doing what she had asked them to do, but had taken a short cut.
Isabelle is both surprised and interested in my comments, "That is interesting,
because I'm completely oblivious. I just didn't realize that, but it's very possible."
Based on a different assessment of the activity, Isabelle is able to
generate an alternative way of working which takes the new assessment into
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account. Her stance in relation to the new information and the alternative
way of teaching the class is open and accepting of her original actions, her
students' actions and the new possibilities. Thus, her capacity for reflection
seems to be initially strong.
During this same visit, Isabelle was struggling with another class: "my
French 2 class, the N2, 1 basically had a block, or my students had a block, and a half rebellion.
Basically, they just would not do anything anymore." She was grappling with their
responses to her curriculum and her teaching, and she discovered that they
were not able to follow her pacing and intensity.
When you're describing to me what's been happening, particularly with the N2
it sounds Uke you were doing accuracy, accxu:acy, accuracy, acou-acy, accuracy.
Yes. And that was a mistake. And I think the students caught up (caught on)
caught on and I think it was good that they actually woke me up. Because I
think it could have gone forever, and it's so ridiculous when I think about it.
It's not what I want to do at all (laughs). I don't know what happened.
I've done that before too.
But it's so silly (laughs). And 1 think when you do that you can't really look at
what you're doing.
It's such a delicate thing to know how long to stay with something, and
whether staying longer
and also when to stop - 1 mean, it's like I was gone and I couldn't stop myself.
(4/2/92)
Within this text, it is interesting to note how Isabelle sees the benefit of her
students giving her a wake up call, a call to stop going in the direction she was
headed. Isabelle's comment, "And I think when you do that you can't really look at
what you're doing" accurately captures the trajectory that most teachers find
themselves on. They devise a curriculum, or their school does, and then they
move forward with the curriculum regardless of whether the actual students
in front of them are learning in meaningful ways or not. Isabelle was
fortunate that her students told her that som.ething had to change. She was
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also receptive to their message and was in a teaching context which allowed
her to adjust her teaching in ways to meet the students' needs.
This particular class, the N2 class, in fact became a testing ground for
some of the innovative approaches that Isabelle had learned in her first
summer of course work at SIT. The class had students with mixed linguistic
abilities and high affective sensitivities. In a way, this was the ideal
experimental class to test the innovative and experiential language teaching
approaches that SIT espouses. Isabelle was used to dealing with high-powered
achiever students in her preparatory school context. She needed to adjust her
teaching to meet the realities of this group of students, letting go of her
expectations from other classes and her attachment to a particular way of
teaching.
From January on, in her reports and in our conversations, Isabelle
continued to examine specific classroom activities, as well as her global
response to the N2 class. By examining both the microcosmic and
macrocosmic aspects of teaching and learning within the particular setting of
the N2 class, Isabelle was able to develop her capacity for reflection. Her
openness to examining her work and her willingness to respond in new ways
based on insight into the students' perspective gave her the opportunity to
develop the skills of thinking and teaching reflectively for the last five
months of the practicum.
Lenore
Lenore taught ESL to refugees and immigrants of many nationalities -
Africans, Asians, Eastern Europeans, and Hispanics - in an adult education
program in California, where she had been teaching for the past nine years.
Before that, she had taught in public schools. As was noted in Chapter Three,
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I chose to work with Lenore and Sabina in slightly different ways during their
lYTP, due to the insights I had gained into the nature of reflectivity from
working vith the women in the initial two years of the study.
The first small change that 1 made was to phone Lenore and Sabina
after I had received their reports with recordings of their classes. It was my
intention to record our initial conversations in order to begin establishing
our relationship before my visit to them in January, and in order for them to
begin to understand what reflectivity was. After the phone conversation, I
transcribed it and sent it to each of them, along with comments from my
perspective as a teacher educator. The comments focused on our relational -
and communicative style as it had developed in a one-hour conversation.
My reflections on the transcript included thoughts about what I might do
differently the next time we met so that we could work together in the most
meaningful way. In this way, 1 began a working relationship with Lenore and
Sabina, by making my own processes of thinking and teaching reflectively
transparent. From a teacher training perspective, I was also modeling how to
reflect on one's teaching practice by doing it myself.
In that first phone conversation in the Fall, Lenore spent some time
talking about an activity that she had done with one of her classes. It was a
procedure she had followed several times before in the past and she had
expectations as to how the students would respond to it. However, she was
quite surprised when she found her students not responding and her
classroom was, "like a funeral. There was not a sound." (11/1/92) This response told
Lenore that most of her students in that class had very low literacy skills, so
she slowly and painstakingly worked with teaching the students to read that
particular text. After she'd taken two class periods to work with the text, she
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began to have second thoughts as to whether she had done the right thing for
her students.
In our phone conversation, we talked through her decisions during
that class and reflected on some of possible alternative ways to work within
the same literacy activity. The cover letter I wrote back to Lenore, included in
the package of her paper, with my comments on it, and her cassette, set a tone
for our work together during the lYTP:
I really liked the way we talked about ways of working with [your class] - to
me it was purely collaborative and exploratory and did not reflect coming up
with one right answer, but rather discovering several ways of working with an
issue. It in fact reflected exactly what I was talking about when I suggested the
possibility of seeing problems as opportunities - as places where we don't know
what's happening and where we have to create something new in response.
(11/4/92)
Lenore's concern about following the procedures of the activity correctly and
about not making mistakes as a teacher led me to make the above comments.
This theme continued for Lenore through the initial part of the lYTP and my
supervision visit - the theme of following the rules, following the book,
doing what other people suggested she do in her class, without her checking
first as to whether the rules, the book, or the suggestions made sense for her
and for her students.
During our week of work together, when reflecting on a particular
activity, Lenore and I began to take activities apart and question them. Each
time, we would subsequently explore alternatives within the structure of the
activity, not throwing it out completely, but rather discovering what within it
could be of use to the students, and what needed to be eliminated. The
following passage highlights this kind of reflective conversation:
You wrote in your notes that you didn't think that the telephone dictation went
welL And I was saying that we should really look at why and analyze it And
I think...
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Well part of what I got was that they weren't well enough prepared for [it],
they'd never done anything like this, where you put in a missing number and
they've never done anything with "mistake" before. And my sense was that
there just wasn't enough preparation on my part, and the teacher's guide, I
mean, I can't just foist the blame on the teacher's guide, but it didn't talk about
"missing," it just talked about "mistake," just teach them what a mistake is.
So it's not, that's a really dramatic example I think then of both process and
content It's not that they don't know the numbers, they clearly loiow the
numbers when they can say their telephone numbers, but there's the process of
what this activity is asking them to do is more complicated than what they
were aware of, so being able to educate them in what the processes are is a
whole other level, besides just vocabulary.
I do a lot of dictation but not... I think that's a big shift between "what's
missing" and "what's a mistake." I was...
You were spot-checking?
When I was over here there were some students who were just...and I'd say, I'd
read the number, I'd go "5,7,1,6, is this a 6?" And I heard one student say, "No,
it's a 7." And I don't remember who it was, so I. ..And that was the same thing
where I said, "Well maybe really I don't have a good idea of how they were
doing." Was it this activity? It may have been this activity?
Yes.
I was over here because I saw there were some {people over here having trouble.
And that's what I was focused on. I wasn't really focusing on the people who
were doing it. And again, like I said in the journal, that's why I only took
volunteers, because my sense at that point was that they were really struggling
with it because the process was so different and they've had two new concepts
and vocabulary words. So, again, if I were to use this material again, which I
might, I would spend a lot more time preparing them for "missing." I would
take their phone numbers and erase a number and say, "What's missing?" I
would spend more time making mistakes on their phone number, I only made one
mistake on their phone number and it seemed to me at the time that was
adequate, it seemed to me they got it, but some people didn't and I wound up
focused on people...
The people who didn't get it. Yeah. So I would say that it was the processes.
I figured it out!
Yeah, you figured it out! (2/3/92)
This is the first example given in this paper of a reflective
conversation. What I mean by that term is a conversation which constructs a
nev^ meaning for the teacher and helps her to begin to think and teach
reflectively in ways she had not done previously. In the above text, Lenore
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begins by assuming that what had not worked in the activity was the
vocabulary given by the textbook and the way in which she had prepared the
students for the activity. "And my sense was that there just wasn't enough preparation on
my part, and the teacher's guide, I mean, 1 can't just foist the blame on the teacher's guide, but
it didn't talk about "missing," it just talked about "mistake," just teach them what a mistake
is."
I pick up on Lenore's analysis that it was the issue of preparation for
the activity which made it difficult for the students. I reframe the problem
then as a process problem, since the students did in fact know the numbers,
but nevertheless, could not complete the activity, "but there's the process of what
this activity is asking them to do is more complicated than what they were aware of, so being
able to educate them in what the processes are is a whole other level, besides just vocabulary."
Lenore doesn't respond immediately, but goes back to the vocabulary issue,
and then even asks herself if she had assessed the ss' abilities accurately.
"Well maybe really I don't have a good idea of how they were doing."
But as she continues to reflect on all aspects of the activity, seeing
herself back in the classroom again and recalling her contact with the students
who were struggling with the activity, she recaps saying, "they were really
struggling with it tjecause the process was so different and they've had two new concepts and
vocabulary words." Then she can generate new alternatives as to how she would
work with the same activity if she were to use it again.
This thinking represents is an important step for Lenore. First of all,
she does not blame herself for not preparing her students adequately this
time, secondly she works through an understanding of the students'
responses and understands the factors that led to the students' confusion.
Finally, she develops a strategy to use the next time. Our conversation was
reflective, and not just like our other supervisory conversations, because
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Lenore moved to a new place of understanding in relation to herself and in
relation to the teaching situation as a result of our dialogue.
Another important aspect of this particular reflective conversation was
that both Lenore and I reached a new level of understanding through the
investigation of that particular activity. Up until that point, I had been asking
Lenore to analyze her classes based on a systemic framework, through
reflective journal writing. The components of the framework were: the
students, the teacher, the material and the context. Each time that Lenore
encountered a difficulty, I asked her to begin to use that framework to
understand which area was the locus of the difficulty. The framework was
specifically designed to help teachers move out .of immediately assigning
responsibility for any problems they encountered to themselves or their
students.
Through the reflective conversation with Lenore, I realized that a
component was missing from the systemic framework - the processes that
students needed to know in order to be able to do a given activity. A simple
example would be, if a student is asked to fill in the blanks in a written
exercise, and if the student knows how to write, but does not understand
what it means to fill in the blanks, she or he will not be able to complete the
exercise because the process that the activity was requiring was not known.
Thus, I understood that the framework of analysis that I had developed to
help teachers reflect on their teaching needed a fifth component to it. I was
thrilled to make this new discovery. Teaching reflectivity through reflective
conversations left me open to new understandings and the impact of that
teacher's learning on my own. More will be presented on the interactional
nature of reflective conversations in Chapters Six and Eight.
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Later on in the same day, Lenore continued thinking reflectively not
only about a specific class, but also about her whole approach to teaching
languages in this particular context.
I was specifically looking at the TPR. (an acronym for Total Physical
Response, one of the more current innovative approaches to teaching second
languages, based on kinesthesis) That's what I haven't been doing. I just can't
tell you how important that used to be to me. And I'm really having very
serious doubts about doing it the way I was doing it. I think TPR is a wonderful,
essential tool, but 1 want to decide what vocabulary 1 want to play around
with, not having it dictated to me. I have no desire to teach them "paper towel
dispenser" anymore. It's just really not important to me at all. They need to
know "tape," they need to know "stapler," but they don't need to know what
I've been trying to teach them, which may have been why I was having so
much trouble... It's using the book. It's being driven by the book. Am I in control,
or who's in control of the class? And I'm feeling much more in control. I don't
have to do things because somebody published it in a book, (ibid)
Lenore. had been following one particular approach, called Total Physical
Response or TPR for some time, but now she starts to have "serious doubts about
doing it the way [she] was doing it." First she recognizes that certain elements of
the content of the approach, like the vocabulary, don't seem important to her
any more, nor crucial for her students. Then, she realizes that in fact by "using
the book", by following the textbook in every way, she was being "driven" by the
external authority of the author of the book. Her question "who's in control?"
and her response that, "I'm feeling much more in control" affirm that she can be the
locus of authority for the decisions in her classroom.
On the final day of my visit, Lenore told another story which affirmed
the power of her having learned to reflect on her teaching, and on her
continued recognition of her right to make decisions for her class that made
sense to her and to her students:
I think that's very important, 'cause I can remember a bit about why I'm doing
it. I think the first time Bob, who was the previous principal evaluated me, I
was doing the calendar the same way I do it now, having people come up and
write Wednesday, I think I was having them write weather and temperature
too and he said, "I don't know why you're doing that." And I thought, "OK, I
won't do it anymore." Well, now I know why I'm doing it. They need to have
that, and they need to have it repeated until I'm ready to throw up. 'Cause it's
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not whether I get it, it's whether they get it. And, and it takes care of that
five minutes when people drag in and I'm never going to change that. It gives
the people who are getting it a sense of mastery and they can come up and vmte
Tuesday even if they do have to look at the calendar, I don't care if they have
to look at the calendar to write it. It doesn't make any difference to me, they're
up there performing, they're producing something. So now, I would turn to him
and say, "Oh. OK, well, I don't know why you think that, but these are the
reasons I'm doing it and..." I don't even know if I'd say, I wouldn't be snotty
about it 'cause he's my boss, but I wouldn't stop doing it, which is what I did do.
I stopped doing it because he didn't see the point in it. It never dawned on me,
"well, this man doesn't know anything about it." He wasn't even an English
teacher. He was a social studies teacher and a coach. (2/5/92)
Lenore's tendency to drop an activity because someone questioned it, or
because it did not go smoothly, came from the fact that she questioned herself
and her reasoning. By learning to think reflectively, by keeping a reflective
journal about each class and using the systemic framework of the students,
the teacher, the material, the context and the process, Lenore began to
understand which components were driving her to make certain decisions in
her classroom.
Initially, Lenore had resisted working with the reflective journal.
During my visit, however, I simply made the journal an integral part of our
work together. At the end of Lenore's teaching day, we would both sit down
to write reflective comments. She would review each of her two classes and I
would review my observation notes, and then synthesize them into themes
and issues. Then we would exchange our notes and begin our conversation,
based on each other's reflections. First we would discuss the content of our
reflections and then we would discuss the process of reflective journal
writing.
In Chapter Seven, I will further describe how Lenore and I established a
working relationship around the reflective journals, however, here suffice it
to say that the work with the journals, exteriorizing her thoughts and sharing
them with me in written form, seemed to produce a breakthrough in
Lenore's capacity for reflection. Rather than automatically changing her
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teaching in response to a textbook's requirements, a methodology's
procedures, or a supervisor's criticism, Lenore began to change her teaching
based on her reflective thinking about her classes and based on understanding
the reasons for her students' responses.
Sabina
Sabina also taught in California in an adult refugee and immigrant
program. She taught intermediate and advanced levels of ESL to students
from Mexico, Russia and SouthEast Asia. She had been teaching in different
community colleges and adult education centers in northern California for
the past three years, putting together part time assignments in a variety of
places in order to make a decent living. Before that, she had taught in Japan
for a few years.
In August, before Sabina had left SIT, she was interested in discovering
ways to teach grammar inductively. It became one of her goals for the lYTP.
When I arrived for the supervisory visit, Sabina was still focused on this goal.
Because she found it challenging to create inductive learning activities, she
watched closely in class to see how her students responded to what she had
created. When she discovered their ability to figure out the structures of
English on their own, she became even more enthusiastic to continue
creating similar activities.
What was exciting to me was the way the students were able to inductively
grasp the grammatical situation so that encouraged me to continue using that
form of presentation for new grammatical structures, to see what they can
understand from just seeing examples and comparing different grammatical
struchires. (1/26/93)
The positive feelings of creating something new and then seeing students
respond well seemed to propel Sabina forward in her goal, and subsequently
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in her interest in reflecting on her teaching. When I observed her classes, I
could see how carefully she had set up each activity to meet her goal.
this goal that you had stated for yourself, experiment with the students use of
inductive reasoning and discovery, set up learning situations where the students
can figure out meaning, don't do anything for the students that they can do for
themselves, and draw out understanding for the students in analyzing grammar
So that's what 1 was trying to do.
I could really see it in that piece.
Yeah, that's a really big change for me, I feel really good about. Cause like
that English Connection book, has these really nice explanations of grammar
and that's what I used to do, I used to have, we'd read together the granrunar
explanations and then they have examples, and that's just how I taught it,
very straightforward, with these kind of good clear explanations, but I [wasl
giving it all to them, here are your examples. It seems a lot more exciting [now].
The process is more exciting for them, and more exciting for me. They're more
involved, so I think they probably are absorbing it. more, (ibid)
This specific goal continued to remain a source of interest for Sabina
well into the Interim Year. At the beginning of February, she started a new
term with a new group of students and reported a similar level of positive
response from this group as she had had with the students in the first
semester.
I'm finding a lot of personal gratification and excitement in drawing as much
understanding from the students as possible and only stepping in as the last
resort to provide the answer. I sense an excitement from the students for this
way of learning as well. Working with these two goals in mind, student self-
correction and learning through inductive reasoning, I have created substantial
change in the learning process in my classroom. I plan to continue in this
direction becoming more proficient in carrying out these strategies. (2/21/93)
Close examination of Sabina's teaching during the supervision visit through
reflective conversations, led her to continue investigating her teaching and
the quality of her students' learning experience in her class. Her
development of the skills of thinking and teaching reflectively was intimately
woven in with her interest in tracking the successes and failures of the
curriculum she was creating from day to day.
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Concurrently, another issue emerged from our conversations during
my visit that Sabina had not realized on her own. When I had watched the
videotape that Sabina made of her class in October, I was struck by the
collaborative ways in which she structured the class in contrast to the tone of
her voice and her manner which remained quite formal, distant and even
pedantic.
In our phone conversation in November, I asked her about her
perceptions of authority in the classroom and how she used her power as a
teacher. She wrote a short reflective piece about power and authority in
December as a follow-up to our conversation, but it did not seem to get at
what I had meant. This may have been due to the fact that I was not
completely straightforward in giving Sabina my actual thoughts and
impressions about her voice and teacher presence as I had seen it on the
video.
During my visit, we began discussing Sabina's level of comfort in
sharing aspects of her personal life and the feelings of mutuality and
connectedness that this created in her class.
They're interested in anything I say about myself.
Very interested, yeah.
They really are. And I share some. When I did the retreat last year with
Christina Feldman, and 1 took two days off from work, when I came back, I
decided I was going to tell them what I did. So we talked about the
meditation, meditation really, for quite a while, cause they kept asking me
questions, and 1 tried to involve the Vietnamese especially, then they could
offer some things at>out meditation. And I'm surprised at the interest
sometimes, I'm afraid of sharing my life, it seems on the fringe, a little, but
they're interested.
They may not have the kind of contact with Americans that they can have
with you. You know, being able to have those kinds of conversations. It's
probably quite special for them.
Right. So I try to throw in little bits of my life. Sometimes anecdotal kinds of
things.
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Sure. And I think an assumption behind that is, well, the reason I do it is, and
that I can imagine the reason you would do it is that if you're asking them to
share parts of their life, it's kind of one-sided if you don't also share parts of
yours.
Right. It makes it more mutual and creates a closer feeling among all of us.
(1/26/93)
Sabina's statement that she was "afraid of sharing [her] life" seemed to support
the stance of her distant teacher presence. She had made a breakthrough
from traditional teaching methods on the technical and cognitive level, but
she was not yet prepared to actually be herself in the classroom and break
from the kind of authority she had assumed a teacher should be.
The next day, we talked about her voice more directly, which helped us
return to the conversation about power and authority. Once again, I did not
give my actual opinion, but rather searched to see what Sabina's thinking was
that affected her voice and her presence in the classroom.
What do you think the thing is about your voice? Because you said you think
you need to project it, because the room is so big.
That people won't hear me. And people are talking often.
Sometimes they're talking in small groups, when you're trying to talk, yeah.
To each other.
Right.
Sometimes finishing their exercises when people haven't quite finished and
other people have and are making comments. Some of those guys in the back
talk to each other. I know some teachers keep their voice low, and you have to
listen very carefully, so that's the other way of going a'.xjut it, I mean, if they
want to hear you, they'll be very quiet and listen to you.
Yeah, I think if you felt like it, you could play with that piece and see. It's
certainly something that I've had to explore. When I first was teaching, my
throat was getting sore, and I was getting really tired, and the more, this is
certainly a profession that can wear on you, over the years, as one doesn't get
any younger, so I'm always trying to develop strategies so that I feel less tired,
or less drained or less whatever it might be.
Yeah, well I could try that and see, you know, maybe they'll just get quieter.
(1/27/93)
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Sabina's concern that the students wouldn't be able to hear her because of
some students talking in the background came as a surprise to me. She had a
group of adults who were quite motivated and cooperative. But clearly,
Sabina was not comfortable claiming her power and authority in a natural
way, but rather felt she had to force herself past her fear of not being heard to
project her voice.
In April, Sabina reported a change in her class on this level. She began
to use the term "authentic" to signify her new way of being in class.
My new class... is very different from the class which you visited. ... It is
predominantly housewives with many Asian women between thirty-five and
fifty-five. I feel a strong rapport with the class, since 1 identify with them
more in age, gender, and ethnicity. A different side of myself comes out with
them compared with my class of Latino males. ...I feel that I can disclose more
of who I am udth this class. I'm being more authentic with them. They're
expteriencing a whole person, which 1 think makes me a t)etter teacher.
(4/15/93)
As Sabina frames the issue here, it may have been a question of gender, that
in her Fall class of predominantly "Latino males" she felt she needed to establish
and maintain a level of distance. In a class with more woman, and in
particular Asian women, she reveals another part of herself.
Sabina's final report in June continues to discuss this theme.
Interestingly, while she is talking about a shift in her teacher persona, about
the development of a more connected way of teaching, Sabina also chooses to
write using a different style or voice from her other reports during the lYTP.
The whole paper is more personal, even poetic and inspiring, as she talks
about an extremely moving teaching and learning experience.
I realized that I've been catering to what I intuited as their covert
needs and [what I] also discovered through feedback was their interests. Every
day we have had grammar, reading, listening, and or speaking but this was just
the container for hearts connecting beyond cultural differences and barriers.
Students whose countries once colonized the other now are creating bonds of
friendship. We shared love, nurturing, and extensive knowledge of each
other's cultures, which bypassed some articles and proper use of some tenses.
Hands reached out from student to student embracing, massaging, touching, and
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sharing concerns in English, even after class, of teenage children, absent
husbands, and difficult mothers-in laws.
I "let my hair down" more as the year went by, stopped wearing make-
up, and took off the public mask. My speech flowed quite naturally and I
stopped my head nodding and perpetual smiling routine, as on the first video in
September. I spoke to students very much as equals rather than in the earlier
somewhat condescending tone. 1 shared more of who I am in my non-teacher
mode; and they shared their one thousand joys and sorrows. I conveyed to them
that they were lovable even with broken English in a foreign land in the midst
of a recession, as a flat-nosed minority or a Semitic-nosed people. This was not
one of my stated goals in August nor a deliberate intention in March, but the
spontaneous occurrence of a class of predominantly women (80%) spending
fifteen hours a week together for four and a half months.
Recently at a workshop I attended I heard Jack Kornfield say, "In the
end what really matters is how well you've loved," not how many plural "s"
you've corrected (though I did correct many). That's the place I evolved to this
semester in the meeting of Sabina raw at forty years old and the class that I
was given. (6/5/93)
The evolution of Sabina's teacher presence came full circle with this final
report. While her presence and authenticity were not an intentional goal,
nor a highly discussed reflective topic of conversation between us, it held a
place of great importance to Sabina in her experience of the lYTP.^
In our work during the ten-month practicum, Sabina strengthened her
ability to think and teach reflectively. Since Sabina's capacity for reflection
was strong, since she did not confuse self-criticism and reflection, nor did she
have emotional reactions to examining herself and her work, she was able to
strengthen her skills of reflective thinking and teaching over the year. Her
interest in creating inductive learning activities triggered her initial
^ In the second member check, Sabina wrote in response to the issues of authority and
authenticity as she saw them then and as she sees them now. "Concerning my authority issues
in the classroom, I do see it as changing due to the change in the student body from male to
female. Latino to Asian. 1 felt the need to assert my control more as a woman with the Latino
males. Reading the passage, I feel sad seeing how I still do not feel 'authentic' in my class,
since I'm hiding more than ever who I am in my own life from my students. I do not feel the
possibility to 'come out' to my class (or colleagues for that matter) so I share only small pieces
of my personal life. I don't feel I could be understood or accepted in having a lesbian
relationship, so all my sharing with a class of one-third Afghani Moslems, one-third Russian
Jews, and one-third Asian women in their late 40's and 50's is masked with 'my friend.' I don't
want to put a barrier t>etween us with a lifestyle they would abhor. Anyway, I'm not nodding
my head anymore or speaking in a loud voice. We feel very connected; I feel appreciated and
loved by my students, but they don't really know who I am. So though the make-up is off, I
wouldn't say I've 'let my hair down' very far. (2/2/95)
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experiences of reflection, and then issues of authority, authenticity and
connectedness in her classroom encouraged her to deepen her skills of
reflectivity.
*****
The teachers' stories of reflectivity paint broad strokes of their
development over the course of the ten-month Interim Year Teaching
Practicum. For most of the women, our vv^ork together represented the
beginning stages of their understanding of and developmental skill in
reflectivity. Preliminary work needed to be done to move the teacher away
from a view of reflectivity as an arena for self-criticism or self-blame. Once
she understood and experienced the difference between criticizing herself and
thinking reflectively, the teacher was often able to start teaching reflectively.
The data suggests that there may be phases in learning what it means to
be reflective: first, understanding the concept and how it is different from
what one does spontaneously and sometimes unconsciously when thinking
on one's own, then recognizing one's feelings about being reflective, which
in the case of several women in the study had a lot to do with accepting and
believing in her inner authority. Experiencing each phase mentioned here
constitutes developing one's capacity for reflection, a willingness and
emotional ease in exploring the world of the self.
If it was difficult for a teacher to reflect on the specific situations or
problems of her classroom, she often intuitively started thinking about
broader issues, thus thinking reflectively at a macrocosmic level. Maya and
Isabelle did this initially. They were able to think about the issues of
classroom management in Maya's case, and of curriculum development in
Isabelle's case. Each of them continued to think about these issues which
subsequently influenced their attitudes about the issues and to some degree.
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their actual classroom teaching. Reflecting at a macrocosmic level gave Maya
and Isabelle more space to look at their teaching from a new angle.
The wide-angle lens of reflection at a macrocosmic level can be
contrasted with the zoom lens of reflection at a microcosmic level. At the
macro level, there is a lot to look at, and although the teacher and her
classroom are in the picture, they are relatively small compared with
everything else that can be seen through this wide-angle lens. At the micro
level, the zoom lens catches a level of detail that the teacher may not want to
examine yet.
However, when a teacher is ready, she often delights in zooming into
the details of her students, her classroom, her teaching. Gloria focused on her
students' feelings in the class, whether their hands were trembling or not as
they participated in an activity, and how she could influence their comfort
level. Maya watched the movement of her students' hands while they are
working with 3x5 cards, rearranging a scrambled sentence. She watched
carefully to see how the movement of their hands could tell her what they
were thinking. Gina scrutinized her students' "no response" mode. Why
was the class dragging and what could she do to pick up the energy? Isabelle
began to watch her N2 class very closely. What made them uncomfortable,
why had they developed a block? Lenore began examining who was in
control in her classroom - the book, the experts, her supervisor, or herself.
Sabina was fascinated with inductive learning, how her students could begin
to figure things out for themselves, and then also her authenticity and
connectedness in the classroom.
Once a capacity for reflection was established, once she was comfortable
examining both the macro and micro level of her self and her work, a teacher
could then begin teaching reflectively, working with her teaching and her
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students' learning each day in a way that made a difference in her teaching
practice and in her students' learning experience. The data and my analysis
suggest that a capacity for reflection is a pre-requisite for learning to think and
teach reflectively. Likewise, time, commitment and energy are needed
thinking and teaching reflectively before reflection becomes a practice which
is integrated into life.
The next two chapters will discuss in greater detail the experience of
the teachers in this study as they learned to be reflective. This current chapter
has served as an overview of their development of the capacity for reflection.
The subsequent chapter will present the relational aspect of learning to think
and teach reflectively within the context of the supervisory relationship.
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Chapter Six
Reflective Conversations: a Relational Process
for Teacher and Supervisor
Conversations during the supervision visit of the Interim Year
Teaching Practicum ranged from chatting about the school the woman was
working in, about her family or previous life experiences, to talking about the
issues in her classroom and the challenges she faced as a teacher in that
particular context with those particular students. Pre and post observation
conversations were often descriptive in nature, retelling the stories of what
we had seen happen in the classroom from different angles.
However, reflective conversations about the woman as a student in the
middle of the lYTP, or as a teacher in her classroom, had a different tone and
quality from all of the other conversations on the pages of transcripts from
the data. In these conversations, we are listening very carefully to one
another and to ourselves. We are listening to what we are saying, and we are
listening to what the other person is saying. As a result, a shift takes place, a
deeper level of understanding emerges, which usually has implications for
the teacher and her practice. They also have implications for me as the
supervisor and my practice. Sometimes I share what I have learned with the
teacher and sometimes I don't.
In this chapter, I will examine a series of texts which are conversations
between a teacher and me. Most of the conversations are reflective
conversations, but some are not. By presenting both types, I hope to clarify
the differences through example. The content of the conversations varies:
some are about the teacher's reactions to developing a reflective teaching
practice, others are about the teacher's work or relationship with me. One
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text will be presented for each of the women in the study. They will be
presented in pairs to highlight similar issues that the two women had in their
experience of developing reflectivity. Thus, while the texts represent the
teachers' developing relationship with themselves as reflective thinkers and
teachers, they also illustrate the teachers' developing relationship with
reflection itself.
Gloria and Lenore
Both Gloria and Lenore experienced a leap of personal growth as part of
their development as reflective thinkers. Once they understood what
reflection meant, they began thinking reflectively at a microcosmic level,
taking successful and unsuccessful lessons apart to see why things had
happened as they had. In the process of engaging with reflective thinking,
they found an inner ability to know things for themselves that they had not
known before. The following texts illustrate the flavor of this experience for
each of the women.
The dialogues presented here also characterize the kind of
interpersonal relationship we developed as teacher and supervisor in our
exploration of what it means to be reflective. In some cases, they highlight
new understanding for me of the woman's process of understanding and
learning what it means to be reflective, and in other cases, the dialogues
illustrate the relational nature of our work: the degree to which the dialogue
brought either of us to a new level of understanding and connection with
reflection. As such, they are examples of reflective conversations.
In the following text Gloria, the Bolivian woman who teaches in a
Jesuit school, gives an overview of the week of our work together - her initial
hesitancy and then ultimate willingness to undertake the task of becoming
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reflective. The conversation took place on the last day of the supervision
visit.
Well...the notes were something concrete, like the video. Both things were
there. They were like saying, "Well, here you are, and here we are, so let's
meet and let's see what you can do from now on".. .right?
Uh-huh.
And our discussions were a kind of answering my questions and saying, "Well,
you are not asking this, but what about this? You didn't mention this, but let's
talk a little bit about it. You probably don't want to ask this, but I'll give you
the chance to say what you feel, what you think, what you believe about this."
So, one thing was to have the concrete things, which were the notes and the
video, and the other thing was-I mean, the complement was our discussions.
And they all fit very well.
Uh-huh, uh-huh, uh-huh.
And it was really nice to start talking on Wednesday, because on Monday and
Tuesday I was with this English of...uhhh... "Yes, yes-no questions" or—or this
"Uh-huh, uh-huh" or this "What am I going to say?" I'm going to say this
"Na-na-na-na-na" and then I kept quiet. But on Wednesday I think I was
ready to~to open up myself and to~to talk and to discuss and to say what I
believe, what I think, what I feel.
So, are you saying that on Wednesday you didn't-it soiuids like maybe on
Monday and Tuesday you were kind of censoring yourseli...you were kind of
being careful?
Yeah, I was being careful. I was thinking about how good or bad my English
was, and how I should express myself.
Mmmm. So there's two things happening this-you and yoxrr-you and your
teaching, and how you're improving your teaching. But then there's also you
and your English.
Yes, uh-huh.
Ahhh...interesting. Gosh, I wasn't even paying any attention to your English.
And, what 1 was feeling is that when you asked a question and it was
something that was kind of-not annoying, but was.. .triggering me, I would
speak just like that. But if it wasn't something that...l thought be—about
before, I...1 didn't speak that much.
This is on Monday and Tuesday?
Yeah, Monday and Tuesday, and then sometimes on Wednesday, but yesterday
and today, "Well, here I am!" [Both laugh]
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Interesting. So it sort of sounds like things were-I mean, an image I have is sort
of like you had a shell around you...you know, sort of like a-well, I don't know
if an egg is a good image. [Both laugh] But..it's sort of like-on Monday and
Tuesday you were trying to sort of hold onto-hold onto and stay this way,
proving that you were okay, and on Wednesday the shell started breaking, and
on Thursday you just said, "Well, okay! Here I am!"
"Here I am!" I was bom. [Both laugh]
I-maybe I should find another image than the shell. [Gloria laughs] But it-it
feels like—I mean, I've definitely had similar experiences where I feel like
there's a shell around me and I'm sort of stuck in a particular way of doing, and
then I feel the shell kind of breaking away.
Yeah, on something that, that made me--I mean, continue with this-continuing
with this image of~of this egg opening...opening me up, was the workshop
because at the workshop I felt like, "You kids!" [laughs] "I am a grown up
person, so I understand what is going on in here, and you don't." [Both laugh]
So, that was my-I think last night at the workshop I reached adulthood.
[Both laugh] Now, it is clear. Now, SIT, you are over there, but still... I'm
here, and hopefully this will keep on going. (3/15/91)
The worlcshop Gloria refers to in tlie text was a worlcshop I gave for tlie
teachers in her school. The principal had asked if I would give a presentation
for the other English teachers on innovative teaching approaches. I chose to
present the spectrum and diversity of error correction, ranging from the most
direct, teacher-centered form to the most indirect, student-centered form. I
did this through experiential exercises and dialogue. Most of the teachers in
Gloria's department did not readily engage in the dialogue, since they had
expected me to give a lecture. They needed to adjust their expectations and
didn't have enough time to grasp the new way of working in a two-hour
workshop.
Gloria's comment of "You kids! I am a grown up person, so I understand what is
going on in here, and you don't" indicates her breakthrough of understanding. By
"reaching] adulthood" I believe Gloria means that she had learned to think for
herself, and that she had understood a new way of teaching which engaged
the student in the process. In previous reflective conversations with me
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about her teaching, where her voice was valued and central to her learning
process Gloria had learned to rely on herself, her internal source of authority.
The last two sentences of the text, "Now, SIT, you are over there, but still... I'm
here, and hopefully this will keep going" indicate a movement forward. First, Gloria
acknowledges the importance of SIT, her education, her evolution within
that learning context, but now she sees that it is "over there" perhaps even
behind her in the idealized way that she remembers it. Now she is grounded
in the context of her professional world in Bolivia and she hopes that the
learning from that experience "will keep going." Our work together during the
week of supervision allowed her to experience both worlds simultaneously,
to learn how to keep growing professionally through teaching reflectively.
Working with the observation notes, working with the video and the
reflective conversations within herself and with me helped Gloria begin to
understand and then embrace reflectivity. She had hesitated at first, because
of her English and perhaps because of not quite understanding how we were
working together.
In a letter she wrote to me two years later, Gloria admitted that she had
expected me to arrive in her classroom, observe her teaching, tell her what
was right about it, what was wrong with it, and what to do next. Her
expectations had been similar to those of her colleagues at the workshop. By
beginning our supervisory conversations by asking Gloria what she thought
about her ovm teaching, I shocked Gloria out of an established system and
way of working. When she says she was not sure "how to express [her]self ' in the
early days of the visit, I believe she is referring to both the linguistic and the
sociolinguistic piece of expression. What was the appropriate way to respond
to this foreigner who was supervising her in a totally different way than she
had expected? By Thursday and Friday, the last two days of the visit, Gloria
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was able to open up to the process and participate because she had figured out
how this new system worked. She had expanded her capacity for reflection.
This text describes Gloria's experience of learning to talk and think
reflectively during the week of our work together, but it also captures a
reflective conversation where we are both learning something new from each
other. By putting her experience into words, summarizing the week for me,
Gloria is gaining an awareness of the evolution of her capacity for reflection.
At first she was closed and hesitant, then the opened up and engaged, and
finally, she could compare herself to others who did not understand this new
way of working and feel successful in her new knowledge and skill.
For me, Gloria's narrative reveals something new about Gloria and
something new about learning reflectivity. First of all, I hadn't realized the
degree to which she was concerned about her English, and I realized then that
this was a very real concern on the concrete linguistic level. But her feedback
also allowed me to realize that equally important was the broad issue of how
to express herself, which had kept her confused and seemingly resistant on
the first two days of our work together. Apparent resistance to reflection had
more to do with understanding what reflection was and how to do it.
While Lenore's experience was different in many ways, it was also
similar in the final outcome of self-acceptance and self-reliance through the
practice of reflective thinking. Lenore was the woman who taught ESL in
California and who had focused on freeing herself from the tyranny of the
proper procedures in textbooks or methodologies. Because I worked
extensively with Lenore's reflective journals, I believe she was more
grounded than perhaps any of the other teachers in the study in the actual
practice of reflective writing. This helped her examine her teaching and
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through reflective writing come to conclusions for herself. Upon my
departure, I felt she had the skills to continue on her own until the end of her
MAT course work and beyond. The following conversation, again on the last
day of the supervision visit, captures Lenore's experience in working with me
in developing a reflective journal practice.
So, I think the idea of empowerment coming from getting a much stronger sense
of, "I do know what I'm doing, I can do these things, and I can do the struggle
and the work to get to where I need to be, and I know how to use resources." I
don't think I could have done that just on my own. 1 think having you come here
and work with me and struggle with me, obviously it's important because you're
struggling too. 1 don't see you coming in here and just saying, "You do this and
you do this..." and then flitting off. You're paying attention to me, 1 felt that
you have really paid attention to me and my students, you haven't been giving
me canned responses, you've been thinking, obviously you've been writing things
abKDut what we've been doing, you've been struggling with it too. Today 1 was
noticing, 1 was thinking "Claire's tired, too."
(Laughs) Was I looking tired?
So, I really...
But it is exciting for me...
Oh, I'm sure.
When people start taking off. It really is. It's very exciting. The process that
was really new this time when you talk about my struggling and it's struggling
and it's also learning. The process that was new this time was actually asking
you to move through your resistance to come home to sit at the computer and to
actually do it. (the reflective journal) Now you had also done some while I
was away, which was helpful. But somehow that's a whole new piece. I've
seen that as something new, something I'm learning about my process.
1 think basically it is the most valuable thing I've been doing. As valuable as
your notes have been, I think that particularly if the goal is to empower me, to
show me, this, 1 mean the writing has shown me that 1 can do it, (analyze her
teaching) that 1 do know what's going on in my classroom, that 1 do have a
sense of why, 1 mean the thing we did yesterday where 1 said, "OK, 1 don't
know why it happened" and you said, "OK, I want us to talk about why" and it
just came right out of my mouth. You know, it was really, when you said that I
thought, "what?" but it just came out. So obviously 1 do know and 1 think that
the writing, the journalizing is the place where, at least for me, I'm going to
get, I don't want to say the most, but a really big boost from. I think it's really
going to make a significant difference. And I've suspected that for a long time
and I've been really resisting it, for a long time. (2/5/93)
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In the previous chapter, Lenore told the story of her former principal
who had visited her class, and based on one observation and no background
in teaching languages, he had recommended that she change one of her
teaching strategies. He was an example of someone "coming in here and just saying,
'You do this and you do this...' and then flitting off." Our relationship was quite
different from that because the core of my work with Lenore was to help her
develop skill in thinking, talking and teaching reflectively and in so doing
she recognized how we both struggled to understand reflectivity and how best
to teach it and learn it within our particular supervisory relationship.
As I picked up Lenore's resistance to reflectivity in our early meetings
in January, I had to struggle to understand how to best approach working
with her. Based on my experience with Gina, I decided that, although it was
paradoxical and perhaps even contradictory, I needed to be directive and
require Lenore to keep a daily reflective journal. Ironically, by requiring
Lenore to keep a reflective journal, I opened up a vehicle for her to rely on
herself and not on other people's directives. Lenore states clearly in this text
that keeping the journal was "the most valuable thing I've been doing."
In the last paragraph of the text, Lenore tracks her thinking as we talked
after a class. She is confused and doesn't understand why something had
happened in class. Then I suggest we talk about it. Lenore still doubts that
she can think reflectively and understand, as captured by, "when you said that I
thought, 'what?'" but then she surprises herself, moves past her self-doubts, and
shows herself that she "can do it." The combination of the reflective
conversations with me and the journal writing which was a reflective
conversation with herself, convinced Lenore of her abilities. Writing was a
way to exteriorize her thinking and to help her see on paper in black and
white that she did know what "was going on in [her] classroom." She concludes the
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paragraph by saying that , even though she had resisted it, she can see the
"significant difference" that the reflective v^riting is going to make in her
teaching.
Gloria hesitated engaging in reflective work because she did not fully
understand the concept, had had a limited experience of it in the States at SIT,
and had no experience of it within her work context in Bolivia. Our work
together allowed her to integrate the SIT experience within her actual
teaching context, creating a breakthrough, an experience of self-knowledge, of
adulthood. Lenore resisted taking on reflectivity because of years of
conditioning to accept other people's directives. She doubted her ability to
analyze her classes, to figure out what had happened on her own. Through
our mutual struggle, hers of learning how to think and talk reflectively, mine
of learning how to accept Lenore's resistance and work with it most
productively, she came to develop some skill in reflection and thereby gain
an awareness of self-knowledge and self-reliance.
Maya and Gina
Maya and Gina faced issues of self esteem, self-doubt and self-
confidence during the lYTP. For both of them, contextual factors exacerbated
personal predispositions, leading to moments of paralysis in their teaching
practice. Maya's school and students were a source of constant concern,
frustration and upheaval as she attempted to deal with gang wars among the
students and political wars between the teachers and administrators.
Likewise, Gina's year of tenure review at the college where she taught the
Chinese immigrant community put an extra level of burden on her
shoulders during the lYTP. In the following texts, Maya and Gina also
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explore aspects of their personal history and psychology which contributed to
difficulties in understanding and initiating reflective thinking and teaching.
From a relational standpoint and in retrospect from a research
perspective, I am still not sure that 1 helped Maya develop her capacity or
ability to reflect. For the most part 1 tried to stand with her as she struggled
with waves of self-judgment and helplessness. In the following text, I decided
to name what I thought was happening emotionally for Maya. Naming the
emotional dynamic, however, did not help either of us. Because of this, the
text is a good example of a conversation that is not reflective.
You did very well yesterday and today. You really focused it.
I did not feel I did well at all today. I felt like I blew it today
not with your clock
a few times. Well the last time I pushed the button, 1 mean I set it, then I
didn't push the start button
Oh, oh, oh
That's why when they were doing the [other] thing that's why all of a sudden
it was too long and they had the story completed. So I blew it, and I'm standing
there, saying, "okay, check it, make sure they're completed." But of course
they didn't add or do anything to it.
The thing I'm hearing you say, "I blew it," which you didn't blow it, you didn't
blow the whole class
I felt like I blew it.
You made one little mistake. It was like when you gave out the plays in the
first period, you were like "oh my God!" and see that's the panic, that's the
panic
I know, I know, and 1 hate that, God, 1 hate it. I have to struggle between -
1
have b)Oth sides and I struggle, but I also beat myself up, and I also
it doesn't help
Oh I know, but I just, I feel like I'm never good enough, I've never done enough,
I'm not equipped enough, 1 don't have enough things in my bag. And I know at
some point I'll get those things, but
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absolutely
right now, I feel like 1 want this now, 1 want to do this now, I don't want to mess
up.
It was fine. In fact, what it showed me, and I hope you, was that they could do
something else with that story several days later. They weren't totally bored
with it.
I think that-okay, I forgot to set the clock, I felt stupid-the thing with
Cecilia and then the thing with Stefanie-and then I passed out the play, I just
felt rattled and 1 thought "oh brother."
It's been a really long week. We have been working tons of hoxurs
And then this morning first period 1 had it, what I was going to do, and I pack
up the play instead (laughs)
Thafs not uncommon
1 just felt like a scatterbrained idiot today.
But there were a lot of really fine moments. The majority of the moments were
really fine.
1 did not notice the moments at all that were fine today. Fourth period, I didn't
feel fine about that.
And that whole, I don't know if you could put at the top of your lesson plan,
"don't take it personally,"...
Oh, I know, I know this goes back to my childhood and stuff, like being overly
sensitive. It's like 1 try to do a good job, I try to let the kids know I like them, I
try to teach them about respect, and 1 just think, "am I a lousy teacher? They
don't see that 1 like them? Is it me?" I mean I do that.
But just a couple of minutes ago you said to me, "I know they do it with all the
teachers, I know they test everybody"
But I still beat myself up about it. I still have these self doubts and lack of
confidence, and I'm assuming that a good part of it-if I feel more comfortable
with having things complete and well laid out and having a surplus of stuff I'm
going to feel a whole lot better. It just stands to reason.... (11/22/91)
The conversation maintains a circular quality to it that captures the
relationship Maya and I had established. Because I picked up on her fragility
and strong tendencies of self-judgment, I sought to encourage Maya with
positive evaluative comments in order to allay her fears. These comments
were grounded in my observation of the lesson because indeed, there was
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only one part of it which had been shaky. However, as I re-read the text
several years later, I see how by trying to convince Maya that the class was OK
and that she is OK, I end up arguing with her.
In mid-stream, I changed strategies and picked up on Maya's panic and
dismissal of the whole because one part had not gone well. I thought that
naming what was happening emotionally might allow Maya to see her
feelings in a new light and perhaps move through them. However, my
strategy led to a continuation of self-recrimination, this time on a
psychological level rather than a pedagogical level as in "Oh, I know, I know this
goes back to my childhood and stuff, Hke being overly sensitive." My comments as the
conversation continues with "[Yes], But..." fuel the exchange of affirmation -
denial - affirmation - denial.
This text is an example of a conversation which was not reflective for
either Maya or me. Too many emotional issues were present for both of us,
and the task of having Maya reflect on her teaching at a more microcosmic
level was neither possible nor appropriate for her at that time. Therefore, we
go back and forth in a muddle, and the conversation does not help us feel or
think any better at the end than we had at the beginning. Hindsight, coupled
with suggestions Maya sent in response to the second member check have
allowed me to see new ways in which we could have worked together at that
point. They will be presented in Chapter Eight in recommendations for
teachers and supervisors who may find themselves in the same
circumstances.
With Gina, it had taken a year of extensive work to try and understand
how best to work with her to move her past the feelings of self-judgment
associated with reflection. As stated earlier, the decision for her to continue
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the reflective work into the Fall semester of the next year was the best
solution I could find in June. The text I include here comes from a
conversation we had after the end of the lYTP, on July 1, 1992.
As described in Chapter Five, Gina was able to subsequently engage
with reflective work in September and the report she sent to me at that time
represented a radical shift. But in July, Gina was angry about my comments
on her fourth paper and about my decision to ask her to continue her work
into the following year. 1 was equally upset about what I perceived as a
deterioration of our relationship. Simultaneously, I was still groping to
understand what I could have done differently, how I could have more
effectively helped Gina engage with the work of the Interim Year and with
reflectivity.
From the full thirty-page text of that conversation, I have chosen four
excerpts which cluster around a particular theme. With each excerpt, I will
present the text, then comment on the theme. The first two excerpts are not
reflective in nature per se, in that they do not illustrate a shift in either my
thinking or Gina's. They do, however, give some background information
that each of us had been witholding from the other. But the last two texts,
with the cumulative information given in the first two, do show a shift first
in my feeling and thinking and then in Gina's. Thus, they represent
reflective conversations because they gave Gina and I new insights into
ourselves and into our relationship as teacher and supervisor.
I guess I wanted to talk a little bit about, just give you some feedback about your
last evaluation, that you gave it to me in the mail and in a brief phone call. I
really felt really judged, you knowr, like I had no experience or know^ledge as a
teacher, and I felt stupid and incapable. All my insecurities just like "Oh, God,
I'm horrible" and this would be the worst thing I would ever be told, especially
coming from SIT. This is just horrible." And I felt I was being talked dowTi to,
you know, I felt down, and I didn't know anything about humanistic teaching,
you know, beliefs, or anything, and even after I had written my paper, that
paper was really, really difficult for me to write because I had to acknowledge
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myself in a positive way when I felt so crushed. You know that's my whole
tradition of authority—you're the authority, and you said this about me and
I've always kind of taken authority as the word of God and that's really
instilled in me still. So I've really had to fight with myself, to, you know-
okay, and then as 1 wrote it down I thought "well 1 did all this stuff. How
could I be that horrible if I did all these things?" So it was fighting with
myself, so it was really difficult for me to write the (fifth) paper. It was
really good, because I had to affirm myself and acknowledge myself and not
someone else from the outside. Because the outside was saying something
different than what I was saying, you know, I guess you forced me to stand up for
myself, so that was part of it, how painful it was, but it was positive. But then
you know when I kind of calmed down and acknowledged myself I could see I
made progress.
You see, what's really interesting that I'm picking up, Gina, is that, you know,
you're saying that if, in November, I had been more critical, more direct and
really said, "you know, you're teacher-centered" and if I had really given you
that feedback in November...
and that's what you felt. You felt the same in November as you did in June.
Actually you didn't feel any different. I guess I didn't get that message...
I felt the same. But in November I assumed there was going to be a progression,
and I think what happened was, after I felt like, from my perspective it felt
like I kept knocking on the door, "Gina
I wasn't hearing...
Gina, listen to this, Gina what about this, Gina, think about this, Gina, think
about this" and then when I got that tape, I mean, I had an emotional reaction.
I listened to that tape and I thought, "she hasn't listened to anything I said"
(laughs). So I had done all this work, I had spent extra hours, we had had
these long phone conversations, we had done all this. What has happened?
I'm a failiue. I haven't done anything." You know, so I went into this whole
piece myself, and I know, and I absolutely own, and you're absolutely right in
saying that I was judgmental. I know I was. But it felt like, at that point, if I
didn't like, bang you over the head, you weren't going to hear it So that's
when, you know, as I told you, I go from indirect to more direct to more direct^
and by that point it was like, "hooo" and I know it came like that, but what I'm
thinking is, and the bottom line is what I'm hearing was I was kind and kind, I
gave the same message and that didn't work, and then I was horribly direct,
and that didn't work either. So I'm left with, "what would have worked,
Gina?" (laughs)
Well, in February your paper, your response was real supportive, so I said, "Oh
well, I'm doing the right thing, " then
In April?
In April, before the last tape, you know, and 1 really kind of outlined, and I
thought, you know, I was doing, and it was good, and you said "Yeah, try to be
more positive in looking at what you're doing," etc. etc. So I said, "well, I'm
moving along the right way."
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This section of the conversation exposes Gina's inner thoughts and
feeHngs and my inner thoughts and feelings over the year. We had never
actually told each other what we were saying here, and it marked an
important first step towards greater understanding and clarity. Essentially,
both of us had had an experience of betrayal. Gina thought she had been
doing fine and then my response to her fourth paper finally gave her a
message that she felt was inconsistent with both the content and the process
of what I had been doing with her in the earlier part of the year. She felt
judged, criticized and humiliated. The outside authority was telling her that
she was not the kind of teacher she thought she was. And she had to "fight
with [herjself in order to affirm what she felt to be true about her professional
worth.
From my perspective, I had been firm and incisive, but also supportive.
I had not wanted to add my criticism to Gina's torrential inner climate of self-
judgment. But when her fourth paper and cassette recording of her class gave
me the message that she had not taken the assignment seriously, I felt
deceived, I felt that all of my efforts to help Gina had been a waste of time.
Ironically, both of us were grappling with feelings of failure in
relationship to our work with one another. In therapeutic terms, this is
called a parallel process. What is clear in retrospect is that by confronting one
another, we moved each other to a new level of self-understanding. Gina's
poorly done assignment forced me to affirm my authority as a supervisor and
instructor of the lYTP course. My comments to Gina forced her to assert her
own worth in the fifth report by recalling the aspects of her teaching that she
valued and had worked on throughout the year.
Thus, the positive results of confrontation emerge as a theme. I had
assumed that kindness and support were the best strategies to help Gina break
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through her self-judgment. In retrospect, this attitude did not summon her
respect or energy to do the assignments thoroughly. I needed to use my
authority to summon Gina's inner authority, and she needed to use her
resistance to summon mine.
Okay, but, now, let's get to the tape part (laughs), this is my last little
thing. You know, it's why didn't I do a better tape for you, and I have to take, I
take full responsibility for not meeting my end of the bargain. I mean it's like
we say, "do a paper," you do a paper, and I really didn't do it, and it was
unfair, I think of me, to you, to give that piece of shit, so to speak. You know it
was really unfair, because you worked 100% for me and I was not, you know, so,
uhm. You know, then what do you have to really judge me by but what's in
black and white. I mean that's what I'm giving you...
Also, you're constantly saying it's going to take, it takes so long to teach this
old dog new tricks, you're constantly giving these messages, 'Tm dumb, I
haven't figured out..." That was even before I called you (laughs). Even before
I called you or gave you that feedback, your paper said, "it's going to take a
long time to teach this old dog new tricks."
I was kind of saying that in jest, you know, but then, that's part of, you could
say, my own personal insecurities and lack of confidence and then the Chinese
part of really being humble and even to the extent that you're giving the wrong
message, and I know I've fallen in to that as I've been more in the Chinese
conununity, that whole thing which is the indirect part of Chinese culture
which is really negative.. .that's kind of the humility thing that's really
beaten into you...
But there's also this piece of not necessarily saying what you really feel or
what you really think.
For me,
that's part of Chinese cultiu-e?
Oh, that part, yeah, the hidden part, but in that aspect I think I'm pretty
direct. But demeaning, the self-demeaning part is the part I know I do, and
that's part of my insecurities as well as... I don't know, to explain it all I'd need
a psychologist, and I guess just to put a whole year perspective, why didn't I
give you a better video? I was just totally stressed out for the whole year. It
was just constant, constant, constant. And the other times when I'd given you
videos they weren't any good either, but they were like I was in the process, it
was right at the end of the semester, when all the students were having tests,
and I only had those two days. And I felt, you know, it was more important to
prepare them for the test than to really come out with some good showing of
what I'm doing, whatever, and then the other one, I was sick, and I explained
all that to you, and that was... but the last tape I really had no excuse, because
it was the last time we had school, I was just, you know, I guess I just took no
responsibility. That's all I can say in addition to, I wasn't seriously, well, not
seriously, but I guess I said I didn't realize, I mean that was, you were going to
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take it and like that... I felt, well, okay, I felt your response to that paper, in
contrast, I mean to that tape, in contrast to the previous response was so
different, I felt you judged me the whole year by that one 30-minute tape, and I
guess that came out in my paper. 1 felt judged by that, when it was only an
aspect of my tape, but I take responsibility for not giving you the whole picture,
which is my responsibility. You know, so...
Cultural values and conditionings emerge as a theme in this part of the
text. There is the combination of Gina's actual personal insecurities and lack
of confidence and the "Chinese part of being really humble...even to the extent that you're
giving the wrong message." When Gina said earlier in the conversation that she
had to "fight herself it may have been this cultural conditioning that was
"beaten into [her]," fighting with the part of herself which wanted to affirm her
strengths. Could I possibly reverse this inner response to reality through the
limited contact of the Interim Year? Can reflective thinking be taught and
learned when personal and cultural beliefs fundamentally oppose belief in
and affirmation of self-worth?
Gina also highlights the contextual realities which influenced her
willingness and ability to do the work for the lYTP. She mentions the
combined factors of fatigue, boredom and lack of understanding, factors
which I cited in Chapter Five. The paper and cassette recording for the fourth
lYTP report were low priorities given the other demands in Gina's
professional life. Also, because I had accepted other reports that had not been
so thorough, because I had not clearly defined what was acceptable and not
acceptable for Gina or for myself, Gina felt that this paper and cassette would
be acceptable. Thus, cultural, contextual and relational factors had influenced
Gina's level of effort in doing the fourth report.
And I totally accept your feedback to me that the tone with which I came back
was very judgmental, and I take responsibility for that, that it really was a
question of my feeling frustrated, of having communicated, of trying
consistently to say "listen, listen, listen to this piece" and then feeling like you
haven't listened. And you know, it did, I was sort of, the cork popped off of the
bottle. And I'd really rather not work that way.
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Yeah, I know that, because ... what happened was that I thought I was the
empty slate and you were the authority.
Which is exactly what I don't want to do, and it's exactly what I was telling
you not to do with yoiu: students.
and I know I do that when I get frustrated.
But then there's the irony of it all, is that then you produce this extraordinary
paper, and then you say the fact that I did that forced you to clarify what your
own strengths are. So that you, in fact, from the inside out, started saying, "but
she's wrong. I can do this, and I did this good, and I did that good" and it's just,
what just came up is I'm just doing that now, is just this feeling that within an
oppositional situation you pull your strengths out more, and within a
supportive situation you don't
I just float along...
In this section, I accept Gina's criticism of the judgmental way in which
I responded to her fourth report. It was indeed one aspect of what I had heard
her doing on the cassette in her teaching the literacy class that I had criticized.
But then I return to the irony that the confrontation, the judgmental call, had
turned her work around. Finally, I realize through the conversation, that the
oppositional situation effected more change than the supportive situation
had. Gina confirms the truth in my statement by saying, "I just float along" if the
situation is supportive. I would say that at this point the conversation
becomes reflective because we both begin to gain new insight into a way in
which we had worked which was not productive.
A recent conversation I had with a Thai woman who lives near me
and whose son is attending American schools, connected to what Gina said. I
had asked my Thai friend how her son was doing in school. Her response
was, "He's a Thai txDy. Teachers are too nice, he gets lazy. He needs someone pushing him."
(personal communication 11/10/94) The cultural dilemma that this creates for me is
to learn how to be demanding without being hierarchical, and how to be
supportive without being insipid. This will be discussed further in Chapter
Seven.
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In sum, Gina's response to the collaborative and supportive
relationship I was attempting to establish with her may very well have been a
cultural response. A directly honest response on my part, connected to my
culture as well as to my power and authority as the instructor in the lYTP
course, moved Gina to produce an academically sound and professionally
compelling paper.
And although I wish I hadn't done it in as judgmental a way as I did, then
when I see the results, I say, I should have done that in November. Because my
interest in the long run is for you to believe in yourself, so all in November I'm
telling you how much I believe in you, and you're still going "oh yeah, oh no,
I'm sort of a lousy teacher, it's too bad they hired me, oh, oh, they shouldn't
have hired me, and oh, I'm an old dog and you can't teach me new tricks "
And then when I say to you, "You're a judgmental teacher" and I give you all
this judgmental stuff, then you come back with this paper, which is so
affirmative, and which is so strong, and which speaks with a strength and
conviction none of your other papers spoke with.
Well I felt that I had to defend myself, really, (laughs), I said, part of it I
became really angry and I said, "She's not going to believe anything I say." But
then 1 said "I'm not going to make up any lies, I'm honest, I'm not going to BS
and say what I didn't do, but just have to say, I did this and this and this," and
I have to say, the facts have to speak for itself. I did make some progress, I did
you know.
So although I feel uncomfortable about the fact that I did come across in the
way that I did, I also say, look at the result. And in the end, what I want is you
learning and growing as a teacher and becoming the best teacher you can
possibly be and challenging yourself and believing in yourself in the long run.
That's what I want to happen. And whether you like me or don't like me, or
whether it was a difficult experience or an easy experience, that's not the issue.
The issue is your growth and development as a teacher... And that's what I'm
committed to.
Well that's why I have to say I really appreciate what you're doing, because I
know how angry I get. You know you are working in my interest. We're working
towards a common goal. It's like all during the year I was saying, well, "I did
this and that," but I need to really to say, "Hey, this is what I'm doing and I
am working and I am doing"... you know, to really be more explicit. And my own
needs, you know, in general, or in particular, just my own particular needs, and I
know I react to criticism very subjectively, defensively, which tells me about
my own insecurities...
Then how do you balance that with the results of what happened?
Well, then, because intellectually I stand back, calm down, look at it, and try to
separate what's a real criticism, and not say, "oh God, I'm crushed." I mean
like you said you think I'm totally teacher-centered, etc. etc. But what I did
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look and say, "yeah, okay, you say I'm teacher-centered, okay, what was it
that you saw that made you say that?" There was something. I'm not... I can't
deny that, there's a mountain, I can say you only saw part of the mountain, but I
can't deny that you did see part. That's there. That's in black and white, you
know.
Once I admit empathic failure on my part because of my judgmental
response to Gina's fourth paper, the tenor of the conversation shifts and we
continue the reflective aspect of the conversation that had begun in the
previous excerpt. In that text, Gina said she too gets judgmental, "when [she]
get[s] frustrated." Then in this particular text, she admits "I know how angry I get,"
and "I react to criticism very subjectively, defensively." Finally, the image of the
mountain emerges, her way of recognizing that I did see a piece of truth.
Once she could calm down, she could initiate a level of investigation into
what I saw that she was not ready or willing to see about herself, by herself.
The concessions that Gina and I make to one another start a phase of
reconciliation between us. The sense of betrayal begins to fall away for both of
us. Gina was then freer to move forward with the reflective task that I had
required in September. I was then ready to reflect on what had happened in
this particular situation, and to put to use the insights that came to me with
the women in the study the following year. More will follow in Chapter
Seven on my own processes of reflection which carried over from Gina to
Lenore.
Isabella and Sabina
What Isabelle and Sabina had in common from the beginning of the
lYTP was an ability to be aware of their thoughts and feelings and to express
them openly with me during the supervision visits. Their degree of self-
awareness had some tinges of self-doubt and fear which were balanced out by
a clarity of thinking about their strengths. From a place of awareness and
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basic self-acceptance, they were able to move to understanding and skill in
reflectivity w^ithin the framev^ork of the lYTP.
The texts I have chosen represent moments v^hen Isabelle and Sabina
were able to step back and talk about their process of learning to work
reflectively. The conversations took place in the middle of the lYTP in
January, which may have been an important turning point for Isabelle and
Sabina. I assume that by talking about their process, and by revealing
thoughts and feelings to me that others may have chosen not to express, they
freed up their ability to continue to engage with the development of a
reflective teaching practice.
Prior to the segment of conversation below, Isabelle and I had just had
a long discussion about learning in relation to her curriculum. We were
exploring the decisions she made to stay with a particular topic or move on to
a new one, based on her students' knowledge of and internalization of the
material. One class had come to a standstill in their ability to do the work
Isabelle was asking them to do, and therefore, we were trying to understand
the reasons for their responses and the reasons for her curricular decisions.
Quite spontaneously, Isabelle began to talk about her experience and
feelings about her work in the interim year. Up unfll that point, she had
seemed very sure of herself and yet very open to dialogue. Because she is
French, and had appeared quite self-confldent, I had assumed a level of
emotional confidence equal to her intellectual acuity. Isabelle's revelations
therefore took me by surprise and because of that, the conversation became
reflective, as Isabelle listened to herself talking about her process, and I
listened to her in order to understand something new.
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It's so funny how this year, this interim year, has been so smooth in the way
that I am learning so much with you, just like if it was a nice little sailing boat
on the mist of a. ..And then on the other hand it's so hard, it is so hard. It is a
weird experience, I'm telling you.
Is it harder than other years?
Oh, it's terrible!
Really? I haven't gotten that feeling. You haven't told me that before.
What's so hard?
Do you want to hear about it? (laughs)
Yeah! what's so hard? (laughs)
Questiorung myself so precisely. It was so much more comfortable to question
yourself just a little teeny bit, just enough so you don't feel guilty, because you do
question yourself. Whereas here it's so right to the point, it's like a little, very
thin arrow that goes into your bone. And that hurts, that really hurts. Some
days either I wonder what am 1 doing here or 1 am a terrible teacher, and this
is the hard part.
And is that more when I visit, or after I visit, or is it consistently the whole?
It is 1 think way after you've left, then before you're going to come.
That's when the arrow starts, you start feeling it a lot more?
When you're only present there, but not physically. And it's really interesting.
On the other hand, 1 was just looking at these goals, and I have, and I think I
have worked, not worked, accomplished or learned so much. There again, what
is learning? but 1 have learned so much. And this is what I was saying. 1 don't
think I have stopped ever. 1 will be working on these again and more refined
points every time, but if I see these four goals maybe the two-team work with
my students is the one 1 have less worked with, or less focused on, because the
others I've worked, I've thought about, I've reflected on so much. And that was
the smooth part.
I was going to say, that's the sailboat piece.
Exactly, that is the sailboat piece.
But the other piece is questioning yoxxrself, is that what I'm picking up that's
really painful?
Oh yeah, not the action of questioning, but the chaos it provokes in me.
And how, why...
Being aware of all these little things I was not aware of before I started the
program. They might have been latent but completely hidden somewhere.
Basically that I was not aware of. Being aware of them constantly knowing or
wondering why you're doing that, "oh come on! I'm just doing it!" (laughs)
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And that's the hard part is criticizing and analyzing and feehng terrible about
it. Because I'm sure I would love to be perfect and I'm not. And that's hard,
(laughs)
Veiy frustrating (laughs)
It is, it is. (1/30/92)
Isabelle is able to see both the smooth parts and the hard parts of the
interim year. Becoming aware of every action in the classroom and
questioning why she's doing what she's going is the difficult part. This refers
to the microcosmic level of reflectivity. The smooth part is working with the
big picture, the goals she had established for herself for the year, reflecting on
a macro level.
The images Isabelle uses are quite powerful: the "nice little sailing boat"
going along "smooth[ly]...on the mist" and the "little, very thin arrow that goes into your
bone.. .that really hurts."^ They are two parts of herself that are being activated by
the process of reflecting on her teaching. The sailboat is confident and buoyed
up by the water, the consciousness of the past, the stability of her teaching
experience. The arrow is penetrating and harmful to the body, a symbol of
the present, of what is being touched and what is being shaped - Isabelle,
herself, and not just her teaching are being affected.
Two things are the most painful - first, the chaos that the questioning
or micro level reflecting provokes within, and secondly, the fact of becoming
aware of latent or completely hidden parts of herself. Jung has been quoted as
having said that enlightenment is not about imagining figures of light, but
rather about "making the darkness conscious. The latter procedure, however,
is disagreeable and therefore not popular." (Goldstein, 1990) Here, Isabelle
seems to capture the essence of Jung's meaning when she describes her inner
^ In response to the second member check, in the margin next to "that hurts, that really hurts"
Isabelle wrote, "it feels good when it hurts!" I assume that she means that the pain is a sign of
new growth and therefore agreeable.
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feelings of becoming conscious of places where she is not perfect, which
makes her feel terrible.
She catches the pull of an inner dialogue with herself where one voice
is ready for investigation, ready to explore why she's doing what she's doing.
Then the other voice answers, "oh, come on! I'm just doing it!" The dialogue and
discomfort seems to be triggered when I am "only present there, but not physically"
as the supervisor and lYTP advisor. Since the voice of reflectivity is not yet
internalized, not yet accepted by the second voice, it still comes in the form of
an outer stimulus, my voice, as the voice of inquiry.
Perhaps by verbalizing her doubts, pains, and fears in dialogue with -
me, Isabelle was able to move towards a degree of internalization of the voice
of reflection. The reflective conversation in the text above represented the
verbalization of a new awareness for Isabelle. For my part, I was able to
connect with the process Isabelle was experiencing as she learned to think and
teach reflectively. The metaphor she used triggered a new level of awareness
about the process of reflection for me. In April Isabelle continued to talk
about "not feeling comfortable with not knowing" (4/2/92) but at that point, she was
also more grounded and skillful in both macrocosmic and microcosmic levels
of reflectivity.
Isabelle's honesty uncovers hidden sides within herself. Through this
dialogue, she also exposes the hidden side of reflectivity. While this will be
discussed further in Chapter Eight, it is important to note here that reflective
teaching can unearth aspects of ourselves that are not pleasant, creating real
feelings of discomfort. Thus, there are two affective dimensions to
reflectivity.
First, there are the emotional barriers that may be in place to resist
engaging with reflectivity. Then once a teacher has made the choice to start
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thinking and teaching reflectively, she may encounter material that is
emotionally difficult to accept and examine. This could be discovering that
she is not as effective a teacher as she had imagined, or in the case of another
study I conducted (Stanley, 1993b), it may mean discovering racist practices in
one's classroom. Both of these discoveries have the potential to provoke
deep feelings of discomfort, guilt, and failure. Support systems need to be in
place to help the teacher understand and move through the feelings that may
be provoked through reflective work. If not, the teacher's capacity to sustain
the process of reflection may dwindle.
In a profession which has a public and performance dimension to it
like teaching, it is common to build a professional self image based on the
positive aspects of our work. We re-create that image each day that we teach,
in the private world of our classrooms with our students, where other
teachers rarely come. Reflectivity creates a new lens for seeing ourselves, our
teaching, and our students' learning, which can shake up our established
world, creating discomfort for a while. Perseverance and reflective
conversations with others who are engaging in the same level of work can
bring us to a place of new understanding, perhaps creating a new and
different self-image.
The following text from a conversation with Sabina picks up where
Isabelle leaves off and hints at the promise of a reflective practice after the
fears and discomfort have been overcome. Sabina describes having had the
feelings that Isabelle articulates, but then coming to a place of greater comfort.
Then through our dialogue, she recognizes a new understanding of what it
means to undertake a reflective teaching practice.
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So moving more to the process level, any reflections on doing this 5 minute
(reflective) writing during the break, and then 5 minutes at the end of class?
How did that feel for you? What would you do differently about it, or was it
just right?
Well I think it was real helpful to me, during the break and then again at the
end of the class, doing it both times, and then neither time felt like too much
time, overwhelming in that way. And I can really see that when I just do it at
the end of the week, it's just very general for that activity, I would say that
activity with reading didn't go well. That's what I'd be left with. That
wasn't a successful activity, but I wouldn't be able to analyze it as much to the
parts, why it wasn't going well.
Which it felt like you were able to do last night.
Yeah. It seemed clearer to me. I've also given it more thought, because we're
working together.
Sure.
I'm more aware of how much I can analyze it. I was thinking about it more
when I got home this morning.
Right And certainly that's not necessarily the model I'd want anybody to
continue, but really being able to do that efficiently at each point and the end
of those segments I think really can train you and help you then to design the
next pieces and understand your students so you're really figuring out what they
can and can't take, what they need if the materials need to change, what you
need to do...
Well, that's the ongoing feedback you were talking about.
Yeah.
It's very, very necessary. You know, when I do that piece again, I deal with it
differently, 1 could deal with other pieces. ..and probably if I had done that, if
I'd consciously looked at it more, the last time I used the piece, even I think the
class was more successful with it last time, 1 would still have seen basically,
the same kind of mistake, but I think I didn't analyze it enough and it went
smoottJy enough that it seemed to work for me, but there was still the same
problems, some people don't work so well independently and couldn't get it.
Because your students are so nice, and because they're adult, and they really are
adult, except for some fringe behaviors in the back rows, you know everything's
going to fly, I think. So really it requires a lot subtler level of understanding
and analysis than if, it's just like the kids are off the wall.
Tilings don't bomb, really.
Exactly.
They kind of fizzle.
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Yeah, right! Exactly. So, but that, I think that's great work. I have the sense
of progress between Monday and today, from my perspective, how does that
feel to you?
Well, I think Monday, I just feel the lesson was tighter. I really worked hard
on the lesson on Monday. I thought out every step, cause I hadn't done it before.
It was really cold and 1 was really interested in working with that, cause it
was exploring and presenting to you a lot of what I'd been working with, so I
really wanted to make it go smoothly, to really show you what I've been
working with. Whereas this, I had done it before, and I had this memory that
yeah, it went all right. So I didn't go through all the steps. It was enough for
me to go through "well I need groups of 3 and I'll put them together." I got kind
of caught up in that. So I felt a lot more critical of what happened last night.
OK.
So, more to analyze.
OK. I guess what I'm saying, I see as progress is your ability to analyze. Your
ability to turn over all the stones and to really see all of the different pieces,
all of the variables. In fact, what I'm trying to teach you is that no matter
what, I mean even if it does totally bomb, or whether it fizzles, or whether it's
great, no matter what happens...
Learn from your mistakes.
For you to be able to, and from your successes, so even as you said, the last time
you did this, it went OK. Well, why did it go OK? And what pieces of it were
really on target and what pieces of it could've gotten a little bit tighter?
Yeah, see I think I've just been satisfied, kind of complacently satisfied a lot,
one reason being, that I've done this in class a few times now, it feels
comfortable enough, it's nice to have something in your life that feels easy
Sure.
and comfortable. And that I get energized from. So it hasn't made me be as
critical. I used to be very nervous around teaching, very anxious. And it's nice
that I'm not feeling that way anymore.
Oh, yeah, you've certainly come a long way.
But being anxious, also gives me the motivation to really analyze and look at it
very clearly, cause you don't want it, you're afraid it's going to bomb, you have
that hanging over you, so I mean I used to really work out my lessons, go in, get
it very neat...
That really helps, when you're at the beginning stages, yeah. But now I think
the motivation to analyze and critique can come from a different place than
from this place of anxiety.
Yes. To build up my skill level, to be as good a teacher as I can be. I feel
motivated to just want to improve myself, and not feel, well, this is good
enough. (1/28/93)
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First of all, Sabina recognizes that by doing reflective writing
immediately after she teaches a class, she captures more of the details of the
lesson. Rather than generally stating that the lesson "didn't go well," as she
would have if she had done her reflective writing at the end of the week, this
time, she was able to do a much more detailed analysis of all the parts of what
happened, of "why it wasn't going well." Our reflective conversations allowed
Sabina to give "it more thought" and therefore, she can clearly see the
components that didn't work, such as some students' inability to work
independently which directly affected their ability to learn the content of the
lesson. She can also see how she would teach the same lesson differently the
next time.
The discussion about the nature of teaching adults introduces the
notion of the motivation for class preparation before teaching and reflective
thinking after teaching. Because Sabina's students are immigrant adults who
arrive at class in the evening after a hard day's work, they usually accept
whatever she offers them gratefully. She can therefore become complacent
about her teaching because it feels more comfortable. If "[tjhings don't bomb" but
rather "kind of fizzle," it is easy to forego investigation of the factors leading to
that reaction.
Sabina talks about the relief of arriving at a place in her teaching where
she feels comfortable, where "something in your life...feels easy." Having gone
through the stage of being nervous and anxious about her teaching all the
time, of being "afraid it's going to bomb," it is wonderful to feel satisfied with her
work. Now, through the reflective conversations and reflective writing,
Sabina can see a new and different source of motivation in her teaching
career. She's ready to "build up [her] skill level, to be as good a teacher as [she] can be."
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The development of a reflective teaching practice can be the vehicle for
ongoing improvement of her professional skills.
While I do not see reflective thinking as something one engages with
only at a certain stage in professional and personal development, I do see that
it may hold particular promise for the experienced teacher who does not have
any other vehicle for growth available to her. Sabina does portray reflective
thinking as the vehicle that can jolt her out of her complacency. Because she
has enough experience and confidence in herself as a teacher, and because the
contextual components of her teaching situation allow her time for reflective
work, she seems ready and able to easily embrace a reflective teaching practice.
*****
The issues that have surfaced from the texts in this chapter represent
aspects of the development of reflectivity that have yet to be documented in
the literature on reflectivity. Each of the teacher's stories and our relational
story provide new perspectives on the shadow side of reflective work.
Gloria and Lenore offer insights into an initial paradigm shift that is
necessary for reflective work. If a teacher locates power and authority outside
of herself, her internal reflective conversations will be shaped by external
authorities. Until she develops an inner voice which can express her own
point of view as well, she will not trust or value her own opinion of her
work. School systems, principals and consultants, established curricula and
books all give the message to a teacher that she is not a valuable, nor a
thinking component in the educational system. Some textbooks and
curricula are touted as "teacher proof" in an effort to standardize a level of
instruction through materials.
It is therefore not surprising that reflective teaching may represent a
radical shift for a teacher. It places her at the center of her world, rather than
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the system. It says she is an intelligent human being who can learn to
critically evaluate her own work, and subsequently guide her own
professional career development. For Gloria and Lenore, it took a substantial
number of hours of reflective conversations, practicing reflective thinking
with a person outside of their school system, to help them make the inner
shift of accepting their own intelligence and worth in making decisions in
their teaching.
Maya and Gina offer insights into the nature of self-esteem and the
effect it can have on teaching and learning reflectivity. For Maya, her
newness to teaching, her contextual situation, and her level of emotional
sensitivity were the sources of her lack of confidence. For Gina, her cultural
conditioning and her tension due to tenure review were the contributing
factors. Both of them also alluded to past personal history of not feeling they
had done enough, or not feeling like they could express or value their own
needs.
When a teacher enters the practice of teaching reflectively with
personal predispositions of self-doubt and self-judgment, she easily confuses
reflective thinking with an opportunity to continue to tear herself apart. Self-
critical perspectives can become destructive and paralyzing. It is therefore
crucial to understand and experience the difference between self-destructive
critical thinking about one's teaching, and reflective thinking that is incisive
yet blameless.
The former keeps the teacher spinning in a cycle of self-doubt, self-
judgment and helplessness. It leads no where, it does not help the teacher to
learn and grow professionally. The latter moves through and past the
feelings of guilt or blame, allows insight into whatever the teaching situation
may have been, and leads to the understanding of new steps or initiatives to
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take within that same .situation. Maya's and Gina's stories offer some
perspective on how to help a teacher work through issues of self-esteem. The
relational aspect of our work was one factor, but questions still remain about
how to effectively combine work on self-esteem and confidence within the
framework of reflectivity.
Isabelle and Sabina demonstrate that it is possible to move past a place
of reactivity and judgment in reflecting on one's teaching. While they are
still close to feelings of fear, guilt and nervousness about aspects of their
teaching that do not go well, they also can clearly affirm the aspects of their
teaching that are going well. These negative feelings can never be eliminated,
even among the most seasoned reflective practitioners, because they are a
natural response to a class that bombs, or a student or group of students who
pose a particular problem. But it is important to be able to work with and
through these feelings in order to learn from the situation and move
forward.
Sabina's comments suggest that there may be an order in a teacher's
emotional responses to her teaching. She may begin by being nervous all the
time about her teaching, then get comfortable and feel relieved, then get
complacent because it's easy. That point of complacency may be the right
time to initiate reflective teaching as the vehicle for new growth and
development from a committed and connected place in one's teaching career.
The analysis and insights presented above evolve out of the reflective
conversation texts. Because a new level of understanding emerged as we
talked to one another, and heard ourselves talking to ourselves in the
process, we were able to move forward in our work. The relational process of
connection with another person and with the self through conversation is a
powerful tool for learning.
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The next chapter. Chapter Seven, will present my experience of
reflectivity from the perspective of supervisor, teacher educator and
researcher. Chapter Eight will return to the issues raised in this chapter in
fuller detail, when I discuss the contributions that this study has to offer to
the understanding of reflectivity.
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Chapter Seven
'Studying Up': Lessons in Reflectivity
for the Teacher Educator
In Chapter Two, I cite Sandra Harding who encourages feminist
researchers to investigate their own work as critically as they investigate the
work of the participants in their research. While "studying up", as Harding
(1987) calls it, has been embraced in the social sciences, few teacher educators
have undertaken this endeavor. Several members of the American
Educational Research Association - notably Jean Clandinin, Kathy Carter,
Adriana Coles, Gary Knowles, George Noblit, and Susan Noffke - recently
presented papers at the 1994 annual conference on the study of their own
practice as teacher educators. This research project sought to embrace the
concept of studying up, by forcing me to document and examine my work as a
supervisor of teachers within the context of the study.
Some of the insights I gained from engaging in reflectivity myself can
be gleaned from the previous chapters. In this chapter, however, I will offer
the analysis of my work as it evolved over the course of the study. There are
two major areas where I gained insight into my practice as a teacher educator
and supervisor in teaching teachers reflectivity: the procedural aspects and
the content areas.
By procedural aspects, I refer to the order in which I did things or the
depth with which certain tasks were undertaken. I will also discuss what I
needed in order to initiate, follow through on, and continue to be motivated
to engage in a reflective teaching practice. The content areas are the issues I
grappled with as a teacher educator, what I actually learned about my
teaching, and how it was changed as a result of the study.
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The Procedural Aspects
In 1991, 1 embarked on developing a formal reflective teaching practice.
As stated earlier, I had already been working in ways that I believed to be
reflective for some years. My earlier reflective work was centered on lesson
planning and preparation and my ability to be present to my students'
messages as I was teaching. My reflective thinking about a particular class
and/or student was shared with colleagues in reflective conversations. With
the initiation of this study, I followed two additional procedures that I had
not done before - keeping a journal, and recording all of the pre and post
supervision conferences.
The Reflective Journal
My approach to the journal fluctuated over the three years. Initially, I
used it as my field notes, recording what 1 saw in the situation I was working
in. In other words, most of the entries in my first year of the study were
observational and descriptive in nature.
The following year, the journal also became a place to express my
feelings. The dilemma of my work with Gina needed times of airing
emotions, and times of investigating what was really happening beneath the
surface of events. Thus, my reflective journals shifted back and forth between
diary or confessional entries, to almost analytical memos on the situation, or
philosophical ponderings as to the place of this situation within the whole of
my teaching and my life.
In the last year, all of the above approaches seemed to synthesize into
one approach that was consistent throughout the year. On just a technical
level, I had used a rather small and non-descriptive notebook for the first year
of journalling. Then in the second year, I used the computer exclusively for
recording my reflective feeling and thinking. Finally, in the third year, I
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bought a notebook that was special. It was large, with an attractive red cover,
blank pages, and a spiral binding. It invited me to write in it.
Whereas in the first two years, the journalling had been a chore, the
third year, I was drawn to it and found it a source of insight and
understanding. I began using it immediately after the first meeting in August
with my advisees. I captured the descriptions of conversations with quotes,
my reactions to them, and my thoughts about how to work with each woman
subsequently. The journal entries investigated successes and failures, feelings
and thoughts, future planning and philosophical ponderings. There was
enough of a balance of description and analysis in order to be immediately
useful, and enough connection to the feeling world in order to understand
past or future actions.
Formal instructions on keeping a reflective journal were not given to
me. Rather, the evolution of my work with it was inspired by reflective work
with students and colleagues. The situation with Gina taught me the need
for and the usefulness of the journal - I hadn't been completely convinced up
until then. Carol Rodgers and Bonnie Mennell, two colleagues of mine,
shared insights into their work with students' journals, and led me to the
store where they sold the enticing red journal I bought in the third year.
Recordings and Transcripts
The second new element in my reflective practice was recording all of
my work on cassette. Having the cassette recorder going while holding pre
and post supervisory conferences was not a problem. In my years of
experience as a language teacher I had been observed many times by graduate
students, colleagues and supervisors. The tape recorder felt like a silent
observer in the room. Actually, after the first few times of doing the
recordings and working out the technical details, I found that I totally forgot
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that the cassette recorder was there. It seemed the teachers did too since their
comments were quite open and honest, at times confrontative and at times
appreciative.
The difficult part was not the recording of my work, but rather actually
reading the transcripts of the conversations once they had been transcribed.
In fact, in the first year of the study when I was working with Gloria, I found
that it took close to six weeks to bring myself to read the transcripts. What
was the source of my resistance and fear?
All of the reasons are not yet known consciously, but one reason stands
out clearly in my mind. The image I will use to describe my experience comes
from the popular Hollywood movie The Wizard of Oz . I seemed to be afraid
of the pulling back of the curtain effect.
The reader may recall that Dorothy and her friends do finally make it
to see the Wizard of Oz after all of their trials and tribulations. They are
granted an audience with the Wizard twice. When they enter the room
where they are to meet him, they come face to face with loud noises, bursts of
smoke and flames, a booming voice, and the image of a man's face on a
screen. They are frightened beyond words and tremble in the presence of the
great Wizard both times. The second time, they demand to be granted their
wishes, since they have fulfilled his command to bring back the broom stick
of the wicked witch. Toto the dog, meanwhile, sets out to discover the source
of all the noise and smoke. He gets up on the stage and pulls back the curtain,
revealing a small and ordinary man, not a Wizard at all. Theatrical tricks had
allowed this man to convince others that he was a great Wizard.
In my heart and mind, I dreaded reading the transcripts of my work
with Gloria for fear that the curtain would be pulled back, and that my skill as
a teacher educator and supervisor would be revealed as a sham. Another part
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of me knew that this was ridiculous and reUed on the knowledge of my past
successes as proof that I was indeed a skilled teacher educator. What I describe
here reminds me of Isabelle's images: the sailboat that glides smoothly along
and the thin arrow that goes right into the bone.
Several factors moved me out of my resistance. First of all, I had
obtained the transcripts of my work as part of a pilot study before writing my
dissertation proposal. The pilot study was conducted within the context of
two research courses: one, an overview of qualitative research and the other,
an introduction to feminist research. Thus, I was obliged to work with the
transcripts in order to meet the requirements of the research courses. Within
the seminar course on feminist research, I was able to voice my fears and
concerns about reading the transcripts. The women participating in the
seminar were extremely supportive and interested in my study. They helped
me gain a broader perspective on the transcripts. Therefore the second factor
which pushed me beyond my fears was reflective dialogue with sister
researchers who were facing similar but different issues in their own work.
Finally, my husband, who is also a teacher educator and colleague, sat
down and talked through the first transcript with me. He recognized and
pointed out strategies I was using in the pre supervisory conference. By
naming the strategies, he helped me engage at the microcosmic level of my
work. From then on, I was able to read through and analyze my work with
Gloria, and subsequently write the papers due for the research courses. The
three factors of being forced to work with the transcripts for course
requirements, of sharing fears and concerns with other women engaged in
feminist research, and of working through the first transcript with a trusted
friend and colleague are quite important from a relational perspective.
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In the second and third years of the study, I did not have a specific
course for which I needed to read and analyze the data I was gathering with
Maya, Gina, Isabelle, Lenore and Sabina. I did read the transcripts at that time,
however, as I have stated elsewhere, they were read from a practitioner's
perspective. I checked back into the data in order to assess the effectiveness of
my work, and to discover strategies that were missing that may have been
necessary or useful for a particular teacher. I did not begin a researcher's
analysis of the data until the year after I had completed the data gathering.
In September 1993, 1 again experienced a resistance to and fear of the
data. By then, there were mountains of data on five women and I felt
overwhelmed by the task. As mentioned in Chapter Two, I hired a research
assistant to help me approach the data. Reflective and analytical
conversations with her led to an initial set of categories which got us into the
data. Reviewing and discussing these categories a second time led to the
breakthrough of reading for voice. Once again, reflective conversations with
a woman interested in feminist research moved me forward.
Transcripts and Journals
In the last year of my work with the data, another layer of difficulty
arose. These were not problems of getting into the data, the problem was
getting out of it. As I read for personal and relational voices in the last round
of analysis, I became engrossed once again in each woman's story.
In reading the transcript, I got strong visual images of the classroom
where that teacher worked. I could see the room clearly, how the desks were
arranged, how the room was decorated, the students' faces, how they dressed,
how the teacher worked with them in class, the feeling and the atmosphere of
that teacher's and those students' world. I could often re-live the post-
observation conference and even visualize where it took place - the teacher's
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house or apartment, or the classroom empty of students, with just our voices
echoing.
Simultaneously, I would re-live my emotional reactions as I worked
with each teacher. I would get upset that we weren't communicating
effectively, or that I hadn't seen how we weren't really getting to the heart of
the matter, or that the teacher's resistance or feeling response to our work was
annoying me. I worked with Gloria, Lenore and Isabelle's transcripts trying to
maintain a researcher perspective and fighting my feelings and the stories.
Finally, I resolved to find a new way. I had been writing analytical memos all
along on the computer as I worked with the transcripts. In one analytical
memo, .1 affirmed that I needed a life jacket so that I wouldn't drown in the
data. What could serve as my life jacket?
In an intuitive gesture, I returned to the red journal. I put it next to me
as I worked with the data analysis. Each time a feeling came up that seemed
to be drawing my attention away from the analysis and back into the story, I
stopped and wrote about the feeling. It was quite amazing to experience the
difference that this made in my work. A new rhythm established itself
whereby I was no longer fighting with the emotional dimension of my work,
but rather cooperating with it.
Each time I stopped to reflect on what I was feeling and what that
meant, I learned something new about myself, the teacher and our
relationship. By weaving analysis and intuition, head work and heart work, I
came to a place of balance and stability in the research process. Analytical
memos on the computer continued, but the red journal was my life jacket
and the vehicle for greater understanding of the content and process of
researching my practice as a supervisor and teacher educator.
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The Content Areas
What happened once I pulled back the curtain on my practice as a
supervisor and teacher educator? I discovered an ordinary woman who had
more power than she realized. She was not a sham, but rather a person who
was doing her best, doing good work and making some mistakes along the
way.
The main theme of working through the tension between issues of
power and authority and issues of caring and collaboration will be treated last
in this section. First, let me highlight the good takes and then the mis-takes
that I discovered in systematically examining my teaching.
Skillful and Not-so-Skillful Work
As a supervisor, my greatest skill is that of listening. Transcript after
transcript reveals my ability to zoom into the essence of what the teacher is
trying to communicate to me and to herself, sometimes reflecting my
understanding back to the teacher, sometimes asking a question or making a
comment that takes her a step further in her thinking.
Listening and responding are ways of manifesting my connectedness
and caring for the teacher I am supervising. Her growth as a teacher is
tantamount in my mind. At the same time, I recognize what a long and often
painful process this can be. Because I situate myself as a learner of the teacher,
and a learner of her world, I approach her as an expert on herself and her
teaching context. Her self-knowledge and knowledge of the context may be
dormant because she may never have needed to articulate these things to
anyone else before. Thus, I found my approach to each teacher to be
respectful of her world as I simultaneously asked her to expand that world.
In the transcripts I also discovered how interested I am in the students
in each teacher's class. I watch the students carefully and enjoy talking about
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my observations, comparing them with the teacher's. This kind of dialogue
is present in most of the transcripts, and with some teachers, it is the main
focus of our work together. Watching language learning in action, watching
the variety of strategies that students use, watching their responses to
themselves and their peers - all of these activities in a classroom fascinate me
and I can talk about them at length in ways that engage the teacher to talk
about them too. This kind of dialogue develops feelings of trust and
mutuality between us since I am entering into and sharing her world in
meaningful ways. Often, because of the dialogue, the teacher gains new
awarenesses of students, language learning and group dynamics that are
grounded in the reality of her classroom.
On the level of teaching the women more about language teaching, I
was able to share numerous concrete suggestions from years of experience in
the classroom, and in other teachers' classrooms. The six women in the study
taught in two basically different contexts - public or private middle school
contexts and adult education/refugee & immigrant resettlement contexts. I
had little or no teaching experience in either context. While part of my work
with the six teachers consisted of direct suggestions from my own experience
as a language teacher in other contexts, it also consisted of helping the teacher
re-frame and understand what she was already doing in ways that allowed
her to make connections as to what to do next.
Several of the women commented on my skill at being able to work
with such a diverse group of women. I believe my skill came from what I
stated initially in this section as my ability to listen, to place the teacher as the
center of my attention, and to discover appropriate ways to work with her
through caring and collaborative dialogue.
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To summarize then, through the analysis of the transcripts, I was able
to establish an inventory of my responses to the teachers, to recognize the
most skillful levels of response in particular circumstances, and to expand on
and repeat successful response strategies. Likewise, I began to hear the subject
matter knowledge of teaching that I worked on with all of the teachers:
- grappling with their conceptualizations of learning
- watching the impact of that conceptualization on their decisions
- making the students' learning the focus of teaching
- presenting material that is at the students' learning edge
- defining their relationship to curricula and textbooks
- managing group dynamics and student energy
- discussing the locus of knowledge in the class
These themes were discussed in straightforward teacher talk. As Lenore says
in our final supervisory meeting:
I think that learning theory is really fine, but having the opportunity to have
someone who knows about the area, has done it before, who's... you never were
pulling things out of a text and saying, "well Kagan said this or Lozanov said
that" I never had a sense that I was being told some airy-fairy thing. This was
stuff that you've worked out yourself from your experience, and we may not
agree.
Yes.
And maybe if you worked with my population for awhile, you'd see things the
way I saw them. The point is not that I become a miniature Claire Stanley, or a
neophyte Claire Stanley, the idea is that I get this structure (for the reflective
analysis of her teaching) started. (2/5/93)
Lenore's comment connects to the issue of diversity in the women I
supervised. While the transcripts reveal the recurring themes of discussion, I
did not mention them in an effort to make each teacher teach a certain way,
nor to ask them to teach like I do. Rather, they were offered as important
areas to consider when thinking about teaching and learning in classrooms.
From that place of dialogue, each teacher could then discover how to work
with these themes in her particular context, from her personal point of view.
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What were the unskillful areas of my practice, the mis-takes that could
be seen in the light of the transcripts? To begin with, I could see how my
enthusiasm for teaching and learning languages triggered a lot of creative
thinking on my part, and overloaded the teacher with ideas and input. In
some sections of the transcripts, I work for a long time with four or five
concepts at a time. In my mind, I can see the connections quite clearly and I
attempt to present them in interrelated ways. However, more often than not,
the teacher doesn't follow them all at once, or she does not see the
connections as I do. Her response then may be to stop me to ask a lot of
questions, or to request clarification. Isabelle and Lenore did this often in the
first days of our work together.
At other times, there is no response, or a response that feels like
resistance to me. Gloria says at one point that in the first days of working
with me she would just be quiet because she wasn't sure how to respond.
Maya and Gina often simply came back to their own themes, the ones they
were comfortable with, the ones they felt they needed and wanted to pursue.
At the time of the supervisory visit, I labeled these reactions as a form of
resistance to change. And at times, it may well have been. But the evidence
of the transcripts suggests that the energy of my enthusiasm, and the
complexity of the presentation of ideas was more of a factor in the teachers'
responses.
This is an area I was completely blind to. Had it not been for the
transcripts, I would not have been able to uncover this interactional pattern.
It was not the only one. Because I wanted the teachers to succeed so badly, I
encouraged them in ways that were not always helpful. I've caught responses
in dialogues or in letters that give a different impression to the teacher than
the one I had initially had. As I read the data, I'm struck when I discover
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something I've said to a teacher and I catch myself in the memory of having
thought differently and not having said so.
This has led to an exploration of truth telling in my practice as a
supervisor. Harriet Lerner's book The Dance of Deception: Pretending and
Truth-Telling in Women's Lives (1994) has been extremely useful in helping
me sort out the issues. If I am not invested in a particular outcome for the
teachers I work with, if I do not see their success as my success, if I am not
afraid of their reactions to my observations, if I embrace the complexity that
each of us is working with, then I can let go of the need to help them feel
good about their teaching by encouraging them in unproductive ways.
What I have described thus far are the attitudinal and paradigmatic
shifts that I am currently making within my understanding of teaching and
learning as a result of this study. On a more concrete level, I am currently
seeking to find ways to be both honest and useful to the teachers I supervise.
The form that I have begun shaping with some practice is to be honest about
what I see when I believe that my comments are timely for the teacher's
growth. If I assess that my comments will not be helpful, I am experimenting
with saying nothing.
Intimately linked with the above comments is the insight into my
discomfort with certain kinds of emotional reactions that the teachers in the
study expressed. Surprisingly, expressions of helplessness seemed to trigger
the strongest reactions on my part. Overtly, I sought to relieve the
helplessness through expressions of support and caring. But underneath it
all, and this was revealed more during the data analysis than at the time of
the interactions, I realized that the teachers' feelings of helplessness triggered
my own. Because I felt responsible for her success, and because I equated her
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success and my own, her helplessness gave me the message that neither of us
would succeed.
Expressions of anger, fear or guilt do not seem problematic in the
transcripts. Most of the time, I seem to be able to listen to them, accept them
and let them run their course. In the conversation with Gina cited in Chapter
Six, when anger was directed at me, I responded defensively, but maintained
the conversation in an effort to come to a place of resolution. In the
following year, a situation arose with Lenore that I will describe in detail in
the next section. That time, I used my journal to work through my feelings of
anger and then I was able to talk with Lenore in an open and honest way
without the residue of that feeling.
Opening to the multiple layers of feelings that arise within reflective
work is an important aspect of learning and teaching the processes of
reflectivity. I needed to learn to be comfortable with my own feelings before I
could actually help teachers do the same. This was the next step in my
practice as a teacher educator and supervisor that I began in the third year of
the longitudinal study.
Power and Authority <=> Caring and Collaboration
What I describe above as my strengths, the skills I recognized I
possessed through the analysis of the transcripts, seemed to become a
handicap in the second year of the study. As I mentioned in Chapters Five
and Six, my work with Gina challenged all of my assumptions about the
caring and collaborative nature of my work. Within the time frame of the
lYTP with Gina, it seemed like I kept doing what I had done successfully with
so many other teachers and it simply was not working. The collaborative,
supportive and constructivist approach to supervision did not inspire Gina to
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grow and change as a .teacher. She admitted in our conversation in July, that
within a supportive context, she "just floatfed] along." (7/1/92)
Getting angry, expressing my emotions to Gina, deciding to give her an
Incomplete for the course, were actions I had never before taken with a
supervisee. My philosphy of education did not include these feelings or
actions. Furthermore, SIT and the MAT department upheld the principles of
humanistic and experiential education, neither of which take into account
afflictive emotions and conflict. The final layer of prohibition against
expressing emotions and contradiction came from the philosophical
dimension of two major approaches to teaching second languages which the
MAT department endorsed and I espoused: Community Language Learning
(Curran, 1972, 1978) and the Silent Way (Gattegno, 1976, 1987).
Community Language Learning (CLL) is based on a Rogerian approach
to education. The teacher uses counseling responses, otherwise known as
active listening, to understand the students both linguistically and affectively.
She then structures class activities based on her understanding and
assessment of the individual students and the group. At the same time, she
uses a number of cooperative learning activities to help the group learn the
language together, and communicate with one another directly in the target
language.
In the many presentations of CLL I had attended, the key concept that
was emphasized was the notion of understanding or standing-under the
student in order to promote her growth and development. The concrete
manifestation of understanding in the classroom has to do with the
construction of activities that were meaningful and cognitively appropriate
for the students. At the end of a class session or if necessary, after an activity,
the teacher takes time to conduct a formal feedback session asking for
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students feelings about the experience. Her role is to use understanding
responses to stand-under the student's perspective.
In balance with standing-under was the concept of standing-for. This
referred to times when the teacher needed to stand-for the integrity of the
language being taught, or for her own reasons for using this approach to
language learning. Books on CLL did not discuss when the teacher might
need to be understood because of her feelings during the experience, or that
she might need to stand-for a change in the students' behavior.
The Silent Way emphasizes access to the new language through the
powers of perception and induction. There is a set of materials which the
teacher uses to help the language students de-code the new language, first by
using what is known from the native language and then transferring that to
the new language. A series of enigmatic inductive learning tasks are
presented to the students. The teacher guides the students in discovering the
meaning of the tasks, while the students grapple directly with language.
A key phrase in the Silent Way is "the student works on the language
and the teacher works on the student." (Gattegno, 1976) The implicit
message is that all students can learn if the teacher knows how to effectively
work with them. Severe physical disabilities or brain damage were the only
determents to learning. Gattegno emphasized this point dramatically by
working with blind students and students labeled as learning disabled
successfully.
The Silent Way approach to education emphasizes a scientific
perspective on teaching and learning. Formal and informal feedback sessions
are also part of this approach. But again, the teacher is in subordination to the
students' learning and while she might take the time to process her own
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reactions to the students, the tacit understanding is that she should do so by
herself.
The impact and legacy of these two approaches on the MAT program
and on my own teaching were enormous. While I had been fascinated with
the concept of under-standing and standing-for since the beginning of my
work with CLL, I had yet to explore it within the context of supervision. First
of all, was it possible to be firm and rigorous while simultaneously espousing
humanistic principles to education? Secondly, how could a teacher embrace
her power and authority without destroying the caring and collaborative
dimension of her work? Finally, was she to suppress the affective dimension
of her own experience in order to value and respond to the students' affective
experiences?
The history stated above and the philosophical framework in which it
was held serve as a backdrop for the following narrative account. By tracing
the evolution of my work with Gloria, Gina and Lenore, I hope to illustrate
the challenges I faced and the resolutions that evolved over the three years of
the study. I will use excerpts from my journal as a way of telling the story and
of showing the value of reflective writing.
The Story of My Work with Gloria, Gina and Lenore:
A Synthesis of the Procedural Aspects and the Content Areas
Before I undertook the research project on reflectivity, I had one
specific goal in mind when working with a teacher during supervision: to
help her change her classroom teaching in ways that reflected an impact from
her course work in the MAT program at SIT. At the beginning of the research
project, I added another goal: to help the teacher develop a reflective teaching
practice. By the end of the first year of the study, I had added a third goal: to
balance the inductive and deductive, and affective and cognitive aspects of
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my work with teachers. This goal was intimately connected with an
investigation of the tension between power and caring, and authority and
collaboration. I will trace the evolution of my teaching practice with Gloria,
Gina and Lenore in relation to the third goal.
Gloria
Because Gloria was the first person to be studied within the context of
the research project, I was particularly aware of the goal of helping her to
develop a reflective teaching practice. I notice in the transcripts that much of
our dialogue consists of me asking Gloria questions and then exploring her
answers in greater depth. I was in the midst of my first year of doctoral work
and I find the tone of my work with Gloria in the first three days leans more
in the direction of a researcher.
As an observer and researcher, 1 found that Gloria had taken many of
the techniques that she had been exposed to at SIT and the MAT program and
applied them to her context. She had her classes of twenty-five students
sitting in a large circle; she used imaginative props like puppets and
cuisinaire rods; at certain points in the class, students worked in pairs or
small groups; the topics of conversation to practice the linguistic aspects of
English were ones that would be interesting for middle school students; and
students were given opportunities to express their own opinions in small
groups or in the whole group. Thus, on the technique level, Gloria was
attempting to change the ways in which she taught English in her context in
Bolivia based on her MAT course work.
On an approach level, however, I felt that Gloria's teaching was what I
called teacher-centered. Her underlying message was that she was in control
and that the students were to listen to her. My conclusions came from
observations of Gloria's tone and volume of voice, her manner of giving
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directions for an activity, and an overall parental attitude towards the
students. At the same time, a recurring theme of reflection for Gloria was her
change in attitude towards her students. Gloria openly discussed the fact that
in her previous years of teaching, she had been very strict, had often yelled at
the students, had made students uncomfortable in order to get them to
conform in class. In our supervisory conferences, she repeatedly reflected on
the affective dimension of her students' response to learning English and on
the new ways in which she had decided to approach her students. I therefore
sensed that what Gloria was already doing represented a tremendous shift
away from teacher-centeredness and towards student-centeredness.
Observations of the world Gloria lived in led me to understand her
position more clearly. Since this was my first time to Bolivia, and particularly
supervising in a private Jesuit school context, I needed to discover what the
broader system was and how it was impacting Gloria's classroom. After
initial observations, I surmised that Gloria's attitude was totally appropriate
for the context for several reasons.
First of all, the school where Gloria was teaching seemed based on a
hierarchical system. A Jesuit priest from Spain directed the school with a
balance of strict discipline systems and an exceptionally generous and caring
attitude. He was quite literally and figuratively the good father who governed
judiciously. Secondly, in the few days I was there in Bolivia, I picked up a
national political system that blended strong military and police presence in
what was structured as a democracy. Thus, the Jesuit school reflected the
broader political system and Gloria's class reflected both the school system
and the political system.
I grappled with the pull of wanting Gloria to teach more the way I
would, with more of a participatory and constructivist approach, further
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along the continuum of what I defined as a student-centered attitude. An
entry in my journal captures this struggle:
I realize how much I want her to do it my way and that's not the p)oint of this
way of working. The point of my teaching the class was not to have her teach
like me afterwards, but to clarify why she teaches the way she does and to
have her see her students in a different light. The issue is not not challenging
[the students] but the issue is really working with learning [as opposed to] just
doing busy work to pass the time and follow[ingJ the book. (3/12/91)
Because I felt this inner conflict of paradigms of teaching, both for Gloria and
for myself, I chose to withhold my observations about teacher-centered and
student-centered teaching.
I know Gloria expected me to be more directive with her during the
supervision visit. At the end of the first day of our supervisory conferences,
Gloria asked me outright, "What do you think , Claire?" (3/11/92) I was taken aback
because I thought I had been giving her feedback all along, albeit in inductive
and collaborative ways. As the week of my visit progressed, I became more
explicit about following the book, about issues of learning, of creating
activities that are at the students' learning edge and which help them
internalize the language. Gloria's feedback at the end of the week was that
she appreciated my comments starting on Wednesday when I got more
directive. The last few days of work with Gloria were my first attempt at
finding a balance around inductive and deductive learning, and collaboration
and authority.
While I felt I had made headway in blending these dimensions of my
work as a supervisor, Gloria still felt confused about our work together. Two
years after my visit to her school, Gloria responded to a survey I was doing at
that time about the impact of my supervision. Her response reflects her
confusion based on her expectations.
It is at this level that I still don't know what the result of your supervision
was. 1 know you as a supervisor expect the supervisee to evaluate her job, but I
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was used to be told "this is good" and "this is bad", "you have to change this, or
improve this part of your teaching." Thus, this is the part of your supervision
that I still don't understand yet. (1/93)
For Gloria, assessment consisted or good or bad, right or wrong statements
and clear directives as to what needed to be changed or improved. From my
perspective, a direct style of evaluation in supervision was against the
principles I have described earlier of caring, collaborative and reflective work.
In the transcripts, I find that all of my work with Gloria was centered on the
message that there is no one right answer, that she could explore with me
many alternatives to her techniques and materials, but that eventually, she
needed to decide what fit best in her context for her students.
It was my job to communicate to her whether her teaching fell within
the ballpark of acceptable interpretations of the MAT program's standards. I
find I did that on several occasions, but my communicative style was not in
the style Gloria was waiting to hear. Good, bad, right, wrong are terms I never
use, moreover my attitude in our conversations conveys a pluralistic rather
than dualistic message.
The issue of how far Gloria was situated along the continuum between
teacher-centered and student-centered was the only area where I might have
given my opinion. But my opinion would not have been that it was bad or
wrong, because I sincerely didn't know. What I did know was that my
opinion was shaped by my North American cultural heritage, a particular
definition of democracy, a preference for participatory and non-parental
relationships with students. Thus, Gloria's version of student-centeredness
within her context forced me to formulate new questions.
The questions were the following: can and do constructivist,
collaborative, humanistic approaches as I know them, transfer to classrooms
across cultures?, if so, how?, what do they look like?, what was the role and
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nature of my assessment of the teacher's teaching?, how would a teacher
learn to reflect on and assess her own work if I gave her my assessment? was
withholding my authority (in assessment) as abusive as imposing it? could a
supervisory relationship be collaborative if the supervisor expressed her
authority? The next two years of the study proved to be the perfect arena for
exploring these questions.
Gina
Working with Gina brought all of the above questions into play. The
context of the recently arrived Chinese immigrant community in California
once again challenged the notion that humanistic approaches, devised by
middle-class European and American men, were transferable to diverse
populations. Gina's students were looking to hear the right answer, to know
enough English in order to pass the citizenship test or land a job. However
the curriculum, developed by the teachers at her school, took a definite stand
in favor of collaborative and cooperative learning.
Gina had worked for several years at integrating collaborative learning
tasks into her classroom. She used techniques from several of the humanistic
approaches that were taught in MAT. Like Gloria, the technical side of Gina's
teaching consisted of many creative materials and activities to present and
help her students practice English. She was also very concerned about her
students, about their getting enough English to help them succeed in the U.S.
In our conversations, she often faulted herself for not doing enough to help
her students.
At the same time that Gina was creating interactive materials and
taking her students on field trips, she also seemed to maintain a teacher-
centered attitude towards her students. My assessment was based mostly on
the amount of talking she did in class which was about a 70% to 30% ratio of
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air time in comparison to her students. While I did not label Gina's teaching
as teacher-centered, we did discuss the amount of talking she did in class at
length during my visit in November. I was able to approach this topic easily
because of goals Gina had established for herself before leaving Brattleboro: to
be more silent and not repeat so much, to stand back and let the students figure things out on
their own. (lYTP Goals August 1991) Gina was also able to analyze her teaching
through the lens of these goals and to recognize places where she had not met
her goal.
Therefore, it did not seem necessary for me to explicitly state my
perception of Gina's teacher-centered attitude in class. I had the impression
"
she was aware of it and was working to change it. As mentioned earlier, Gina
also grappled with issues of self-esteem which influenced my approach to her
during the supervision visit. But as the year wore on and Gina continued to
talk about changing the amount of teacher talk in her class without in fact
effecting any change in this direction, I became disheartened. The transcripts
and letters to Gina over the span of the lYTP indicate that my attitude
changed from collaborative and supportive, to evaluative and confrontative.
Then, as I wrote in previous chapters, Gina's fourth paper and cassette
recording of her teaching gave me three clear messages - first, that Gina was
still taking as much air time in class as she had in November, second, that
what I had taken to be reflective work, had been non-productive self-critical
work, and third, that she was not committed to meeting the requirements for
the lYTP in ways that I found satisfactory.
In a phone conversation with Gina and a letter to her, I communicated
these three evaluations of Gina's work. Both of us experienced this as a
difficult period in our working relationship. However, as I documented
earlier, the result was a dramatic shift in Gina's ability to engage in a
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reflective teaching practice. The video she sent me of her teaching
dennonstrated a significant difference in Gina's attitude towards her students.
She was calmer, quieter (about a 40% to 60 % teacher-talk, student-talk ratio),
and more focused on the students and their learning. My work with Gina
answered several of the questions I had had after working with Gloria.
First of all, depending on the contextual factors, a teacher from another
cultural heritage other than white European could embrace a more
collaborative and humanistic approach to teaching. Her students could also
directly benefit from this way of teaching and learning without too difficult a
transition. However, what Gina could do with adult immigrant Chinese
students in California would probably not have been appropriate for Gloria
who was working with pre-adolescent Hispanic students in Bolivia. Thus,
the variety of interpretations of the continuum of teacher-centered and
student-centered teaching began to expand in my mind, based on the teacher,
her students and her context. I began to see versions of what collaborative
and humanistic teaching looked like across cultures. There was no longer
just the version of what I did as a language teacher in the United States and
overseas as a response to this question - there was also Gloria's version and
Gina's version and the possibility of many other alternatives.
Professional journal articles by Lisa Delpit (1988) and George Noblit
(1993) assert the need for white middle-class teachers to begin to understand
that students of different races and cultures require different classroom
strategies. Noblit's article, entitled "Power and Caring" documents his
experience as a researcher discovering Pam, an African-American teacher,
who knew how to be both a powerful authority in her classroom and a caring
and supportive person for her students.
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As far as my own approach to supervision was concerned, I began to
see a new way of working that needed to include power and authority along
with caring and collaboration. The actual forms were not clear, but I realized
that either withholding or imposing my authority were the extreme ends of
the spectrum. Working with Gloria and Gina, writing reflectively on my
own, holding reflective conversations with other teacher educators, and
reading the Delpit and Noblit articles, helped me see that the forces I had
originally conceptualized in opposition could be brought into harmony.
It was equally important, however, for me to recognize that more
directive guidelines for reflective work could help teachers gain a clearer
understanding of how to undertake this practice. The specific guidelines that
I gave to Gina in July were one of the factors that led her to experience a
complete reflective practice cycle in September. Other factors were reflective
work with peers during the summer and a higher level of investment on her
part to do a thorough job because of the Incomplete. Gina's response helped
me understand that being explicit about the perimeters and requirements of
reflective work could only be beneficial to a teacher's growth and
development.
Thus, insights into harmonizing power and caring, authority and
collaboration, and detailed, explicit ways to teach reflectivity were the golden
nuggets I had retrieved from the sifter of reflectivity.
Lenore
Entering the third year of the study, I implemented the changes I have
mentioned in previous chapters from the moment of the first meeting with
my supervisees in August through to the end of June. An excerpt from the
transcript of that meeting illustrates how I framed the issue of my authority
within a collaborative supervisory relationship:
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What I want to move towards in the ideal state that I want us to be able work
in is as adults collaboratively. And everything I'll do initially with you will
be to set up a collaborative, self-initiated process, and if at different points in
time I get the feeling that your ability to take the initiative is not clear, then I
may take more initiative, and tell you that I'm doing that and why I'm doing
that, so that the steps are very clear. So what I'll probably do is start out
relatively non-directive and try to work as much from you telling me what you
need, and my giving suggestions. So I'll probably begin with your goals and
what you want to do, what you want to work on. If I get a sense that you've been
trying to work on this particular goal and there's no sense of progress on it, then
I might get more directive and say, "Okay, here's some strategies, try these
tomorrow." So I'll move in and out of directive and non-directive ways of
working with you, depending on how much you pick up the ball and run with
[it], [and on] your level of initiative. (8/11/92)
Tliis was my way of making my authiority as their supervisor transparent, by
describing botli general attitudes I wished to maintain, as well as specific
actions I would take during the lYTP. Later on in the meeting I discuss my
expectations that they work "wholeheartedly", that reports be done according to
the guidelines I give them. One woman asks if the guidelines will be clear so
that she will know what to do and I assure her they will. I believe that
because of the tone I set in the first meeting, I was able to establish
supervisory relationships in the third year of the study that had only a few
rough spots.
My work with Lenore had one rough spot in it, but luckily, the lessons
I had learned from Gloria and Gina served me well as a supervisor and
benefited Lenore greatly as a teacher. The rough spot in Lenore's case was
around her health. When Lenore met me at the bus station in the town
where she taught, she told me right away that she had been very sick for a
long time. I arrived on January 12th and she said she'd been sick since before
Thanksgiving.
Lenore seemed very sick - my lay person's diagnosis was that she had at
least a bronchial condition and at worst some form of pneumonia. But she
had decided to push herself to teach that week because she knew it was the
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week we had decided on together and the plans would be difficult to change.
As I watched her teach her classes on Monday, I could see that she had little
energy to put into her students and her teaching, because so much of it was
needed just to keep her physically standing up and moving. That afternoon,
our post-observation discussion was limited because I could see she was quite
weak and tired.
The next morning, before going to school with Lenore, I decided to take
time to write in my journal. I had gained some clarity over night about my
feelings and I wanted to put them on paper and understand them better.
While I was sympathetic to Lenore who was clearly very sick, I was also angry.
I was angry because in my mind, Lenore had not taken responsibility for
herself and her graduate school work. Why hadn't she gone to see a doctor
sooner, knowing that we would be working intensively in mid-January? I
was angry because it put me in the position of having to adjust my schedule
in order to accommodate Lenore.
Luckily, the journalling allowed me to see and understand the anger
and then to clarify what needed to happen next. Accepting my feelings and
opening up to them by journalling allowed me to clear the way to imagining
a next step. I did have some flexibility in my schedule because I had added a
few days at the end of my trip for research purposes. With some creative
planning, I was able to see how I could leave Lenore at that point, making it
clear that she needed to do everything possible to get healthy. Then I could
supervise the other two women in the area and return to see Lenore three
weeks later when she would be healthy and able to work to her full capacity.
Along with the clarity of how to re-arrange my schedule came clarity in
how to work with Lenore. In our pre and post-observation conferences,
resistance had been present in some similar ways that I had experienced with
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Gina. I heard the following messages of helplessness in what Lenore told me
about her teaching: "I want to be the best teacher I can be, but my students won't let me", "I
want to find time to plan my lessons, but I can't" , " 1 want to use good materials that are
appropriate for my students, but I can't find any." (1/10/93) Along with the helplessness
came a call for evaluation, "And 1 also realized today that it's really important to me
that you see me as a good teacher, that you see me as caring for my students." (1/11/93)
These messages were corroborated by Lenore's illness. I grappled with
how to work most effectively with her, given what I was picking up. Again
from my journal:
How to work with what I see? [T]he parallel that is the strongest and
where I will have learned from Gina and applied what I learned, I need to say
to Lenore:
1) Just because I think you're working well interpersonally does not mean that
1 think you're a 'good teacher': Linguistic, Professional, Cultural, SLA,
Pedagogical areas all need a lot of work. (Need MAT Handbook)
2) What we assess now is not what helps her pass the course; passing the
course requires work, energy, time devoted to this 7-credit course. It doesn't
mean doing the same things in the same ways for this whole year.
3) She needs to take time and make the effort to reflect, write, integrate new
processes, change. If she doesn't, she will not pass the course. This will mean
sacrificing personal time, social time, devoting more time to the lYP than just
the time when the papers are due—commitment.
4) Put in the context of her desire to do doctoral work, her work needs to
become far more professional—both the content of her teaching, the processes
she uses with students and her own ability to analyze her work, learn from
herself and her students.
5) There are surface structure issues—changing technique and there are deep
structure issues—changing her approach and method . She needs to do both.
6) I'm concerned that the "this is nothing new" comment reflects her knowing
about these things and not doing anything about them . Deep structure
resistance:
conronitment
professionalism
self-reflected /valued (1/12/93)
By writing out what I needed to say to Lenore, I was able to talk it
through with her later on without any negative energy on my part. The force
of the anger was dispersed, and the clarity of my expectations for her to pass
the course was revealed. I was able to communicate everything I had written
in my journal in a way that made sense to Lenore, that conveyed my concern
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and care for her as a human being, and that affirmed my authority in a way
that was still collaborative. Along with explaining the requirements of the
course, I also talked openly about Lenore's concern that I "see [her] as a good
teacher." As I had written in my notes, I affirmed the strength of the
interpersonal dimension of her classroom. But I was also able to refer to the
competency areas in the MAT Handbook and discuss both global and specific
areas where she needed to work.
Three weeks later, as Lenore was walking me back to my hotel on the
last day of our work together, she talked about how wonderful the experience
of supervision had been for her. I referred back to our conversation about her
commitment to the lYTP and the work she needed to do in between visits
and for the rest of the year. I asked her if I had seemed authoritarian. Her
response was that she hadn't experienced it that way, that for her I had simply
explained the requirements of the course.
I believe several factors contributed to the relatively smooth rough spot
between me and Lenore. To begin with, the meeting held in August at SIT
with all of my supervisees had set the tone for a possible situation like the
one that occurred. Since I had stated clearly at that time that I would move "in
and out of directive and non-directive ways of working " depending on the Student and
the messages I was getting from her, I believe Lenore was prepared for what I
told her. Another factor was the journalling and the fact that once I was able
to talk with Lenore, there was no anger or blame in what I said. It was what I
have since come to call a clean communication. Then, because I had worked
through my emotions, Lenore did not get defensive - she could hear the
power and the caring as an integrated whole in my message.
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To conclude, I would like to make a final comment on the experience
of putting my teaching practice as a supervisor to the scrutiny of reflectivity -
on my experience of "studying up." As I stated initially in the chapter, not
many teacher educators have undertaken this exercise. I now know why. It's
an arduous experience that is often embarrassing and painful. If I had not set
myself up for it by making it part of my research, I might have abandoned the
project altogether at several points.
Having made it through to the conclusion, however, I cannot
overemphasize the layer upon layer of learning on personal and professional
levels and the great feeling of satisfaction that comes from breaking through
to new understandings. This is the essence of learning - a gift we can and
need to give ourselves as teacher educators.
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Chapter Eight
A Relational Theory of Reflectivity
and Its Implications for Teacher Education
This research project began by examining the affective dimension of
reflection. How do teachers feel as they attempt to develop reflectivity?
What helps or hinders their development and in what way can the
supervisory relationship catalyze the learning and implementation of
reflective teaching? In answer to these questions, a theoretical framework has
emerged which is grounded in the experience of reflective practice in
everyday life. Below, I will present the theoretical frameworks and practical
applications, followed by implications for supervisors of teachers and teacher
educators.
Theoretical Frameworks and Practical Applications of Reflectivity
The findings of the study highlight three new contributions to the
understanding of the activities of reflection. The first contribution is the
capacity for reflection which has been described as the ability to engage with
the reflective process, to open one's self, one's students, the classroom, and
the context to the scrutiny of investigation. Personal, professional and
contextual factors shape a teacher's capacity for reflection.
Once the teacher has engaged with the reflective process, she needs to
develop a capacity to sustain it. This happens on conceptual, experiential and
emotional levels. It is necessary to develop a clear conceptual and
experiential understanding of what it means to reflect, of learning what it is
and what it is not through trail and error. By thinking, feeling, talking and
acting reflectively with a supervisor present to give feedback, the reflective-
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teacher-to-be can work through what reflection means to her, how she
experiences it, and how she can feel successful at it.
Thus, the second contribution of the findings is the recognition of the
relational and interactional nature of learning to reflect. What has been
described in the last paragraph may seem similar to the coaching model
presented in Schon (1983, 1987). However, what I am describing is quite
different. The supervisor who is present to and present for the reflective-
teacher-to-be receives the impact of the teacher's learning to become
reflective. The teacher's learning has a direct impact on the supervisor and
triggers her own professional growth and development. As they dialogue
with one another, the teacher and supervisor learn or deepen their ability to
sustain internal and external reflective conversations. In this study,
interactions between the supervisor and the teacher, as well as interactions
within the teacher and supervisor as a result of their work together, forged
new levels of personal and professional growth for both of them.
A third contribution is the notion of spheres of reflection. They are not
sequential stages, although they are sometimes experienced as such when a
teacher is first developing the capacity to engage with and sustain the
reflective process. The spheres of reflection are thinking, teaching and
practicing reflectively. Sequentially speaking, a teacher must first understand
what it means to think reflectively before she can integrate this way of
thinking, feeling and seeing into her teaching. Then she needs to practice
thinking and teaching reflectively for a long time before she can say she is
practicing reflectively. Practicing reflectively means accepting the life-long
journey of integrating reflection into every aspect of one's work as a teacher.
Two of the three contributions of the findings - the capacity to engage
with and sustain reflection, the relational and interactive dimensions of
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reflection - will be presented in more detail below. The final section of this
chapter dealing with implications for supervisors of teachers and teacher
educators will include a discussion of the spheres of reflection.
The Capacity to Engage with the Reflective Process
What personal, professional and contextual factors did the teachers in
this study bring with them as they stepped into the Interim Year Teaching
practicum and its agenda to help them become reflective teachers? Whatever
they were - issues of self-esteem, experience with reflection in the context of
Zen meditation, first year of tenure, second year of teaching in a new context,
a working day filled to the brim with no room to breathe, or a teaching
schedule with some flexibility - each of these factors influenced the teacher's
initial capacity for entering into and engaging with the process of reflection. I
will outline the personal, professional and contextual factors by giving
examples from the stories of the seven women in the study.
Personal Factors
Personal factors for many of the teachers in the study were a
combination of emotional and cognitive issues that were part of her person,
either consciously or unconsciously at the beginning of the study. On a very
concrete level, was she comfortable looking at herself, either on a videotape
or in a reflective journal? Could she look carefully at her students, and
connect to their feelings and thoughts, language learning abilities or
difficulties? When she talked to herself about her teaching, did she
reprimand herself harshly or did she gloss over problematic areas? When
talking about her students, did she describe them in overly critical or
protective ways? The answers to these questions served as indicators for
assessing a teacher's initial capacity to engage with the reflective process.
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A teacher's personal history, cultural conditioning or life experience
can lead her to initially resist or embrace the process of reflection. A
summary of the relational stories from Chapters Six and Seven will highlight
what I mean here. Gloria and Lenore had looked to outside authorities to tell
them what to do in their classroom for twelve years. Supervisors from their
school, experts presenting at professional conferences, and authors of
textbooks had shaped the way Gloria and Lenore taught and the way they saw
themselves through the eyes of another person. They had to be jolted out of a
hierarchical relationship in order to embrace a reflective relationship to their
work.
Maya and Gina talked openly about issues of self-confidence which I
found were a hindrance to their capacity for reflection. In Maya's case, she
alluded to her feelings of being overly sensitive which came from childhood
experiences. For Gina, her Chinese heritage which had taught her to be
"humble even to the extent that you're giving the wrong message," combined with her
"own personal insecurities" presented a barrier to engaging with reflection.
While Isabelle, Sabina and I all experienced feelings of self-doubt, guilt,
discomfort, or even pain when reflecting on our work, these feelings did not
stand in the way of our engagement with reflection. We seemed to accept
that they were part of the process. Also, each of us experienced enough
positive feelings when thinking or teaching reflectively that they balanced
out the difficult feelings.
Isabelle did not refer to any personal history or life experience that
would have led her to readily accept the sorrows and joys of reflection. I can
only guess that her French identity and schooling had been helpful. Sabina
mentioned her Zen meditation practice and struggle with her sexual identity
as factors which had helped her develop self-awareness, a useful attribute
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when undertaking reflective teaching. For me, therapeutic and meditation
experiences, and fifteen years of practice with Rogerian counseling as applied
to education provided a background in investigation. It was already a habit of
mind. Thus, the personal factors recounted above defined our capacity for
reflection and served to either help us or keep us from initially engaging with
the reflective process.
Professional and Contextual Factors
Professional and contextual factors were equally important. The
number of years of teaching experience seemed to have been a factor for the
teachers in this study. Having only a few years of teaching experience to have
developed a strong professional identity, or having many years of experience
and an established professional identity may have been one of the reasons
why Maya, Gloria, Gina and Lenore needed guidance to develop their capacity
for reflection.
In the same manner, the teachers whose work days were packed
without a minute's breathing space simply did not have much time to
develop their reflective thinking or teaching. It has been documented that if
schools want their teachers to become reflective, they will need to develop
support systems to enable teachers to do the necessary work, including time,
resources and personnel (Day, 1993, Wildman & Niles, 1987). It goes without
saying that where there are issues of physical or personal safety, or political
turmoil, a teacher's energy will naturally be drawn to solving those problems
in any way she can. This may be the reason why there is such a strong call in
the literature for the development of critical reflection as a tool for facing and
resolving the many and real political problems present in public school
systems today.
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For this reason, one might see the kind of reflective teaching that I am
advocating in this paper as a function of privilege. If a teacher is working all
day long and into the evenings either to fulfill her responsibilities or in order
to make enough money to live, little time or energy is left for reflection. This
was true for Gloria who needed to make enough money within the Bolivian
economy just to make ends meet, and for Maya who needed to prepare her
classes sufficiently and then call parents about behavioral problems with
students in her public school. Maslow's hierarchy of needs applies quite
directly here (Maslow, 1987). If basic physical and emotional needs are not
met, the teacher's attention will focus and stay there, not allowing her to
move into meeting higher level needs, which are in the realm of reflection.
The contextual factors, which often pose a threat to the teacher's basic needs,
remain the most troubling hindrance to the capacity for reflection, if all other
factors are accounted for. School systems cannot talk the rhetoric of reflection
and still make work environments which are not conducive to reflective
thinking and teaching.
The Capacity to Sustain the Reflective Process
Once an initial capacity to engage with reflection has been established,
the teacher needs to find ways of sustaining this capacity. As just noted,
contextual factors exert an influence on a teacher's capacity to engage with
reflection, and they can continue to hinder her capacity to sustain reflection
even if she is quite receptive to reflective thinking and teaching. But other
factors at the individual level also have a significant impact on a teacher's
ability to sustain the reflective process and to maintain a reflective stance.
First, the teacher needs to have a clear conceptual understanding of reflection,
which means that she can talk and think reflectively. Second, she needs
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concrete experiences with reflectivity which allow her to feel results or
success with it, and finally she needs to be able to emotionally withstand the
pain that is an inherent part of reflection.
Conceptual Knowledge of Reflection
As ouflined in Chapter Two, my deflnition of reflection centered on
the teacher's interest and willingness to investigate the impact of her teaching
on her students' learning, as well as the impact of her students' learning on
her teaching. Based on her assessment of her work in relation to her
students, she was asked to discuss how she might teach the same activity
differently, or to generate next steps for that particular class.
However, a clear conceptual understanding of what reflection is has as
much to do with understanding what it is not. Questions which seemed
quite straightforward and neutral such as "What went well?" and "What didn't go
well?" when talking about a particular activity became opportunities for self-
criticism. Gina and Maya in particular needed to understand that reflection
was not a time for tearing themselves apart or for blaming oneself or one's
students for any situation that may have arisen in the classroom. Gloria also
mentioned how in her journals she was often either "too rude" or "too polite"
with herself. Taking time to reflect on one's teaching can give rise to
imperative statements such as, "I should have done something else or I
shouldn't have done what I did." Angelika Wagner in her study (1987)
uncovered what she calls "knots" in most teachers' thinking, that is to say
when the teacher does not focus on what is, but rather frames it as what
should or must be.
Some teachers may need to work with uncovering the feelings
underlying the self-judgments and knots in their thinking. This is neither an
easy nor a fast process, which connects to the Jung quote mentioned earlier on
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how making the darkness conscious is a disagreeable procedure. For the
teacher and supervisor, this kind of work may enter into the realm of the
therapeutic. It is important to recognize the degree to which the teacher-
supervisor relationship can be helpful in recognizing and accepting what
happens in the classroom, and then the degree to which other professional
help may be needed for the teacher to work with old patterns which are
surfacing in her work.
On the other hand, reflective journal writing can be extremely useful
in getting underneath a situation in order to understand the ideas and
feelings that are perpetuating a pattern of communication or action. In our
work together, Lenore was able to discover her pattern of dependence on
external authorities to define her approach, technique, materials and content
in the classroom. The work we did together examining the systemic reasons
for difficult situations in her classroom, both through journal writing and
reflective conversations, allowed her to say, "It's being driven by the book. Am I in
control, or who's in control of the class? And I'm feeling much more in control." Through
journal writing and reflective conversations, as well as feedback between
teacher and supervisor, the teacher can acquire a conceptual understanding of
reflection which may also mean working through the knots and self-
judgments in her thinking.
Experiential Knowledge of Reflection
Clarity can be gained experientially when a teacher talks through a
reflective sequence about her class, generates solutions that are implemented
in subsequent classes and thereby has an experience of results or success. In
behavioral terms this would be called positive reinforcement. But
relationally, it means standing with another person, the supervisor, to see
into the complexity of whatever the situation might be and then getting
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feedback from both the students as they respond in different ways in
subsequent classes, and from the supervisor who can witness aspects of
change as a result of reflection. Lenore describes our interaction and her
experience of success in figuring out the problematic situation in her class
through dialogue with me in the following quote:
I mean the writing has shown me that I can do it, that I do know what's going
on in my classroom, that I do have a sense of why, I mean the thing we did
yesterday where I said, "OK, I don't know why it happened" and you said,
"OK, I want us to talk about why" and it just came right out of my mouth. You
know, it was really, when you said that 1 thought, "what?" but it just came out.
So obviously 1 do know and 1 think that the writing, the journalizing is the
place where, at least for me, I'm going to get, 1 don't want to say the most, but a
really big boost from. 1 think it's really going to make a significant difference.
She expresses the feeling of success in analyzing her class and in working
with the reflective journal. When, in a subsequent teaching situation, Lenore
could then see how the insight she gained through reflection played itself out
in the classroom, she would have a complete experience of reflection at both a
conceptual and experiential level.
Thus, feelings of being successful at reflective thinking and writing,
coupled with the experience of seeing how reflective thinking translates into
action in the classroom in a way that benefits the students. If the conceptual
learning of reflection through internal and external conversations transforms
into experiential learning of reflection in the classroom, the teacher is likely
to sustain her capacity for reflection over time.
Working with the Emotional Dimension of Reflection
Another major obstacle remains, however, which entails the other
myriad emotional responses one may have to what a teacher discovers when
she reflects on her work. The capacity to engage with reflection is often
crippled by a fear of discovering difficult or painful aspects of oneself and/or
one's teaching. And this may be a wise reason to resist if a teacher knows she
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cannot tolerate the discomfort that such findings might generate. But after
one has willingly adopted a reflective stance, it is still necessary to maintain
personal strength, courage and patience when investigating one's practice.
Anticipated pain may keep a teacher from even beginning to reflect on her
teaching, and actual pain may keep her from sustaining reflective thinking
and teaching.
Isabelle captured the pain of insightful reflection perfectly with the
metaphorical image of an arrow which penetrates into the bone. In order to
maintain a reflective stance and be able to work through the sometimes
painful feelings triggered by reflection, the teacher needs to establish a strong
relationship with herself in order to sustain her capacity for reflection.
Belenky et al (1986), through their framework of women's development of
self, voice, and mind, suggest that reflective work can only be undertaken
when a woman has clearly established her self-identity.
My experiences with reflectivity illustrate the need to continuously
work with the emotional reactions as they arise during the reflective process.
Before undertaking this study, I believed that I had scientifically and
dispassionately examined my work. Based on my experience, I recommended
to the teachers that they adopt a scientific attitude towards their work, that
they divorce themselves from their feelings. I caught myself in the trap of
assuming that this could be done when I found numerous quotes in the
transcripts where I ask the teachers to "dispassionately analyze" their work.
What I see in retrospect is that, as a teacher educator examining my
practice, I was able to maintain a so-called scientific stance when I was
investigating successful lessons or situations which did not highlight errors
in my teaching and did not create harmful effects for students. But when
thorny situations developed, or I felt I wasn't communicating effectively with
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a teacher and grappled to understand why, a host of feeUngs arose which
easily pulled me into a more reactive and less reflective stance. As reported
in Chapter Seven, I felt strong waves of fear, guilt, self-doubt and self-
judgment in relation to the examination of my transcripts the first year of the
study. Even after three years of work with the transcripts, I still needed to
find a way to work with my emotions while reflecting on my work.
This is one of the benefits of having undergone the same task I asked
the teachers to undergo who were participating in the research. By "studying
up," I was able to understand our experiences as women and as teachers.
Likewise, I was able to discover for myself a way of working with the
dilemma of emotional reactions to reflecting on one's work. Previously,
there seemed to be only two positions possible in relation to this
phenomenon: either to wallow in our emotions, making ourselves more
miserable and not being able to reflect, or to suppress them altogether,
denying the reality of our experience in favor of a rational or scientific model.
A new position emerged from my work, that of experiencing the emotions,
not denying them, and in fact, balancing the analysis through working with
the emotional dimension as part of the process of reflectivity.
I now feel quite strongly that reflectivity should not be used as one
more device to make teachers feel bad about themselves. A way of working
within the framework of reflectivity must be established, so that a teacher can
benefit from this powerful tool to learn about herself and her teaching and
thus sustain and maintain a reflective stance. I will return to the
implications of the findings of the study to the teaching of reflectivity later on
in this chapter. Suffice it to say here that the emotional dimension of
reflectivity, if left unaddressed or isolated, can be an inhibiting factor in
developing any level of skill as a reflective practitioner, or any continuing
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commitment to a reflective teaching practice. Working with other people
both initially and over time seems to be the most skillful way to address the
emotional dimension of reflection through conversation.
A Relational and Interactional Way of Learning to Reflect
The need and use for learning and practicing reflection with other
people has been documented in several studies (Hatton & Smith, 1995,
Nofflce & Brennen, 1988, Rodgers, 1993, Valli, 1992). Using what Hatton &
Smith call a critical friend or Rodgers calls a community of reflection are
presented as skillful ways to address the need for a testing ground in which to
learn and grow as a reflective teacher. Richert, in the Valli study (p. 189), talks
about the need for other people in conversation as part of the process of
learning to reflect. She feels that one of the most valuable aspects of the
conversation, however, is learning to listen to and understand not only
others but also oneself. She underlines the need to learn how to truly listen,
which she notes is not a common characteristic of teachers or teacher
educators.
These contributions to the literature on the development of reflection
point to the relational and interactional nature of learning to reflect. Each of
us in the present study worked with one another in a way that developed a
holding environment (Josselson, 1992, Kegan, 1983, Surrey, 1986, Winnicott,
1965) in which the conceptual and experiential knowledge of reflection could
grow. Our relationship was also a place to feel the emotional dimension of
reflection and when possible, work with it in a way that allowed us to sustain
the capacity for reflection.
There were several layers to the relational nature of our work. First of
all, it meant that the way in which we learned about reflection was by telling
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stories about ourselves, our students, and everything that created our
teaching world. Secondly, we told these stories to each other and to
ourselves. My skills in listening, as described in Chapter Seven, helped us to
hear ourselves and one another as we told the stories. Thirdly, within the
storytelling, there were segments of conversations which becanne more
reflective, and in those segments, new learning about the self or the self-in-
relation-to-reflection took place.
At different points in time when working with a teacher, I also asked
her for feedback. As the texts in Chapter Six reveal, many of the teachers were
able to talk about their own process of learning to reflect on their teaching.
The feedback was a way for the teacher to hear herself in process and to learn
from that as well. We could call these reflections on learning to be reflective.
Each of the different kinds of conversation - storytelling exchanges, reflective
conversations, and reflections on reflection - helped us to learn and grow as
reflective thinkers, teachers and practitioners. These relational conversations
allowed us to develop aspects of our professional as well as personal identity.
The interactional nature of our work speaks to the mutual impact
received through these conversations: the supervisor helps the teacher learn
about reflection and the teacher helps the supervisor learn about reflection.
Most teacher educators and teacher supervisors who have written articles
about reflectivity will accept that it is their responsibility to teach the teacher
more about effective teaching and more about the processes of reflection. As
stated earlier in Chapter One, this is done through defining the concept,
processes, content, circumstances, and outcomes of reflective thinking. In my
work with teachers, I too, have sought to define and operationalize the same
content and processes of reflective teaching with those I have supervised.
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How I go about doing this seems different from what is proposed in the
literature, however.
By connecting with the teacher through a mutual exploration of what
it means to reflect, I seek to teach her based on what she can show me that she
already knows. While it is not the teacher's responsibility to teach me
anything, she can, through her responses to reflective thinking and teaching,
teach me more about the processes of reflection. At the same time, she shows
me how to most skillfully help her learn. Because our work is interactive, it
is unique to each teacher. As the texts in Chapter Five and Six demonstrate,
the relational and interactional dimension of work with each teacher was
quite different. This is because I started wherever the teacher was in relation
to her teaching and her learning of reflectivity and moved forward from
there.
The reflective conversations in Chapter Five and Six are illustrations
of cognitive development through a relational and interactional way of
teaching. The reflective conversations are zones of proximal development
(Vygotsky, 1978) in which I am attempting to attune myself to the teacher's
learning in such a way that she can take the next step in her learning. As I
develop understanding and skill of how to work best with this particular
teacher, I also develop, through reflection, understanding and skill in how to
work with other teachers. Gloria in essence taught me a way to work with
Gina, and Gina taught me a way to work with Lenore. My learning came
through working with the teacher in a relational and interactional way.
Another way of learning from the teacher and of working effectively
with her in the zone of proximal development is to assess her capacity for
reflection and the sphere of reflection she seems able and ready to enter. The
following section will weave a discussion of the spheres of reflection with the
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implications of this way of working for teacher supervisors and teacher
educators.
Implications for the Field of Teacher Education
The findings of this study suggest that teacher supervisors and teacher
educators need to recognize that learning to think and teach reflectively is a
relational task which can be taught in relational and interactive ways. While
some teacher educators have acknowledged that reflection is learned through
conversation with oneself, with another person, or groups of people, (Ayers,
1989, Grimmett & Crehan, 1990, Hatton & Smith, 1995, Hoover, 1993,
Johnston, 1994, Korthagen, 1993, Lucas, 1988, Noffke & Brennen, 1988), few
authors have actually outlined an approach to teaching reflection.
The following will attempt to describe such an approach. In revisiting
the concept of the spheres of reflection, I will suggest ways to work with
teachers who show characteristics from each sphere. This initial presentation
of the spheres appears sequential and developmental because for a teacher
who is encountering reflectivity for the first time, she may need to work
within one sphere before moving onto the next. This was true for four out of
the six teachers in this study.
The spheres are not sequential, however, once a teacher has gained
comfort and skill in all three areas. She will move in and out of each sphere
depending on the situations that arise. New circumstances in her teaching, or
a particularly challenging group of students may move the skilled reflective
teacher into one sphere as a predominant area of reflection to re-consider.
The following descriptions of the spheres of reflection attempt to
characterize a teacher's attitudes and skills within each sphere. The
descriptions will be followed by a discussion of ways to approach working
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with a teacher who is primarily in that particular sphere. For the sake of
efficiency, I will use the term supervisor exclusively below, however, teacher
educator could be substituted for those who teach reflection primarily in
classroom settings.
thinking reflectively
•descriptive thinking with flash moments of reflection
•reflecting mostly at the macrocosmic level
•occasional reflection at the microcosmic level
•generating a few reasons for ss' or teacher's actions in class
•struggling to find time for reflection
Perhaps the most important aspect of working with a teacher who is learning
to think reflectively is the need to give her the space and time needed to own
the process. Since her capacity for reflection is just beginning to develop, she
will need to work in ways that allow her to feel successful in meaningful
ways. The work will primarily focus on reflection-on-action discussions, and
if the supervisor is skilled enough, she will be able to detect situations which
the teacher is willing and able to examine at the micro level and others which
are best discussed at the macro level.
Listening is important for the teacher and supervisor in each sphere,
but it seems particularly crucial when the teacher is learning to think
reflectively. With careful listening, the supervisor will be able to detect
sequences of thinking which are reflective and help the teacher see her
process in order to learn from it. Recordings of conversations, journal
entries, and feedback discussions can help the teacher to learn more about
what reflective thinking is. Both Maya and Gina wrote in their response to
the second member check that role playing a reflective conversation might
have been helpful for them to begin to learn what reflection was and how it
felt to think that way.
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teaching reflectively
• gaining more precision in microcosmic level
•using a systemic framework of analysis
• generating multiple reasons for student or teacher actions
•generating multiple responses to situations
•making a separate time for reflection a part of every day
•mostly working with reflection-on-action with occasional in the
moment experiences
•able to work at a macrocosmic level which includes addressing larger
systemic issues that impact the teacher and ss because of contextual
factors
In this sphere, the teacher is focusing on how to apply her reflective thinking
to her teaching. I have found that teachers in this sphere are receptive to
working with a systemic framework of analysis, whereas those primarily in
the thinking reflectively sphere do not find the framework useful. The
framework seeks to deconstruct the act of teaching into the people, materials,
processes and contexts which affect the classroom. With this framework in
mind, the teacher can usually generate multiple reasons for the success or
failure of a particular activity, and then plan the next class for that group of
students, based on the analysis of the previous class.
The supervisor can be useful to the teacher at this point by talking
through the framework of analysis with her, conflrming her assessments and
helping her generate new responses to problematic situations. Since the
teacher may also be going deeply into her reflections and unearthing painful
insights, the supervisor can help her to move back and forth between feeling
and thinking as part of the reflective process. This is the crucial time when
the capacity for reflection needs to nurtured so that it will convert into the
capacity to sustain reflection.
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practicing reflectively
•more frequent experiences of awareness of reflection-in-action
•able to generate multiple reasons and responses in the moment
• looking forward to reflection-on-action, anticipation of learning
•desire to talk to other teachers in this way about their work
•able to move in and out of micro and macro levels as needed
•interest and willingness to address larger issues of education in both
personal and political ways
A teacher's ability to reflect-in-action can be strengthened through detailed
narrative accounts of moments in her teaching. The skilled reflective
practitioners that I know can often recall an entire class moment by moment:
what a student or group of students said, what they thought in response, how
they deliberated what to do next, and why they chose to make a particular
decision for the next move in the class. Practicing detailed narrative
accounting of reflective classroom teaching can deepen a teacher's skill in
both her teaching and reflecting. The supervisor can almost rewind or fast
forward to particular moments within the narrative to discuss thoughts,
feelings, or analyses in and of that moment.
While reflective teaching has become an internalized process for the
teacher at this point, she still needs to continue practicing reflectively in order
to get better at it. She begins to understand this as a life-long process, and may
even see the implications of this way of working for other aspects of her life.
Conclusion
What I have described above represents an evolution of my thinking
over the three years of the longitudinal study, and a year of data analysis and
writing. As such, it represents a next step for me as a supervisor of teachers
and a teacher educator. In continuing to practice reflectively, I have
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investigated with interest and care what it means to think and teach
reflectively in my own practice as well as in the those of the participants in
the study. As mentioned earlier, few teacher educators seem to have taken
the time to undergo the trials and tribulations of the development of their
own reflective practice, even though they are attempting to teach this practice
to teachers. A few have, and it is heartening to read their stories in the recent
literature of teacher education (Noblit, 1993, Zeichner, 1993).
Just as I have advocated an interactional process of supervision
whereby the supervisor is directly affected by the teacher in order to best learn
how to teach the teacher, I can strongly advocate an interactional process of
learning reflection in the field of teacher education. While it is a highly
complex and volatile process, it is also passionate and life-giving work. If
supervisors and teacher educators were engaged directly with the work of
developing their capacity for reflection, not just intellectually, but
emotionally and experientially, there might not be a call in the literature to
remove the supervisor and teacher educator from the process.
A recent article by a classroom teacher, Wendy Poole, in the Tournal of
Curriculum and Supervision (1994), calls for "Removing the 'Super' from
Supervision." She proposes a model of Supportive Supervision in which
administrators and teachers share the responsibility of coaching in a
collaborative and non-hierarchical model of supervision. Models proposed
for teaching reflection in pre-service programs emphasize peer group and
self-directed work (Valli, 1992). While I believe these to be wise and useful
proposals, they are often framed in a separatist, either/or perspective.
In learning anything new, there is a time for individual
experimentation without interference from anyone, there is a time for
looking closely and carefully with another person, and there is a time for
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working things out in groups. We need not discard the knowledge and skill
of the teacher supervisor or teacher educator if they know how to work
interactively and learn from those they would teach.
Equally important, the supervisor or teacher educator who is skilled in
reflective work, and grounded in her experiential understanding of it, can be
extremely useful to both experienced and inexperienced teachers. Being
aware of the need for the capacity to engage with reflection, and the capacity to
sustain reflection, as well as the relational and interactive nature of learning
to reflect and the spheres of reflection, the supervisor or teacher educator can
become a sensitive instrument attuned to the teacher's learning of reflection.
As a mid-wife teacher educator (Belenky et al, 1986) she may be able to
understand the women she works with well enough in order to help them
birth themselves unto themselves and move along the continuum from
thinking to teaching and practicing reflectively. Between them, a flame of
passionate knowing can grow which keeps both of them intimately engaged
and connected to their own process.
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Appendix
Requirements for Interim Year Practicum
Advisor: Claire Stanley
Overview
The interim school year, between the two summers of course work at SIT, is
an integral part of the Summer MAT Program. It is intended to be a time of
significant professional growth. It is a time for you to reflect on the learning
experiences you had during the first summer, and to experiment with ways to
apply your new skills, attitudes, knowledge and awareness to your job. It is
also meant to provide a way of evaluating your teaching competencies—for
you and your advisor to assess your strengths and weaknesses—and to
determine future directions for improvement and growth.
During this year, you will be working on the following goals:
1. To observe, describe and analyze your teaching, your
students' learning and your own process of learning teaching.
2. To cultivate attitudes of non-judgment, detachment and
openness as you work on your development as a teacher.
The following tasks have been designed to enable you to move toward
accomplishment of these goals: a series of reports about your teaching, a week
of work with me during my visit to your teaching contexts, and a final self-
assessment of your learning during the year as part of your fifth report.
Keeping an ongoing daily reflective journal will help you to complete all of
the reports and the final paper.
RgportS
The purpose of the reports is to generate a dialogue within you and between
us about your teaching, specifically about aspects on which you are working,
how you are working on them and what you are learning from the process. I
will read them and send them back with comments, questions, ideas, and
resources. The form and focus of the reports may vary from individual to
individual, depending upon what we determine together. I have, however,
outUned a basic sequence of reports below from which we will begin.
Due Dates for Reports: Report 1 - October 1
Report 2 - December 17
Report 3 - February 25
Report 4- April 22
Reports - June 10
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Report 1: The purpose of the first report is to assess where you are in your
teaching after your return to your job this fall. The report will consist of three
sections:
(a) A description of your teaching contexts: Briefly describe your teaching
contexts capturing the striking features, including the rewards and challenges
you are presently aware of for yourself as a teacher. This asks you to look
closely at your students and your context using new awarenesses from your
summer in Vermont (to re-view the familiar with refreshed eyes). This will
also enable me to know more about your teaching contexts through your eyes
after you have been here at SIT.
(b) Goals for the year: Any revisions in your goals for your teaching during
the interim year? Any new insights into your goals?
(c) An audio or video recording of one class: Plan, teach and tape a class you
would like to work on with me. After the class write down your general
observations about the class. Note what went well and why. What didn't go
well and why. Note how you might change the class if you were to teach it
again.
Listen to the tape or watch the video. After you have listened to the tape
make comments on the notes you took. Note if there are any differences in
what you were able to observe on the spot after teaching and what you were
able to see or understand better after listening to the tape. Send these
comments with the tape.
Report 2 and 3: These papers will analyze the broad picture of your
development as a teacher. They will address the areas you have chosen to
work on this year. Each paper will discuss a maximum of two goals or areas
and will analyze your development to date and your directions for future
development. Each paper will be 3+ pages in length.
Report 4: This report will have two sections. The first will be a general check
in-how are things going in general? You can comment here on your goals
for the year or on whatever is of most significance in your teaching at the
time. The second part will be another video or audio tape of one of your
classes and your written comments. Follow the same format as part (c) of
Report 1.
Report 5: Overview of your learning for the year and self-evaluation
statement. I will provide more details on this assignment later in the year.
The dates I have included above are when the paper is due here in
Brattleboro. Each paper should be double spaced with margins for my
comments. If you use a computer printout, please be sure to separate the
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pages for me for easier reading. Also please be sure to send the original and
one copy. I will keep one and send one back to you.
Reflective Teaching Journal
The purpose of the journal is threefold. First, it asks you to take time after
each class to stand back and observe, describe and analyze your teaching, your
students' learning, and your process of learning teaching. Secondly, it will
provide you with useful information for writing your reports during the year.
It is an invaluable written record of your teaching and growth as it has
unfolded on a day-to-day basis for the entire year. Thirdly, it will provide
useful information for your ongoing professional development by helping
you identify areas of achievement and possible directions for future change.
When I visit you, I will ask you to share some of your writing with me.
Please keep your teaching journal for a selected class or classes on a regular
and systematic basis. Keep your lesson plan (goals, objectives, step-by-step
procedures), class notes (revisions, additions that occur during the class), and
post-class reflections together in one notebook. When you record your
impressions of how the lesson went, use the format suggested above for
analyzing the video lesson in Report 1. Add comments on how you felt
about the class, how the students seemed to feel, what issues came up.
Address the question: What did my students learn and how did I know they
learned it? Indicate what you think you need to do next in the following
lesson. Also comment on your own learning of teaching in general and what
you may have learned specifically about yourself as a teacher. Include what
you have learned about language learning and about your particular group of
students.
Some SMAT's have found it useful to write the description - lesson plan and
class notes - on the left side of the page of a notebook and then put the
reflective comments on the right side of the page. In that way, both parts of
the process, the past, present and future can be seen together.
My Visit
Since I will be visiting you fairly early on, I assume we will be able to put all
of the above systems including your reflective journal work in place while I
am there. In that way, we will have established a clear way of working during
the year so you will be able to gain the most from the experience of the lYTP.
I truly look forward to our work together this year. It will be a rewarding,
challenging and productive year for all of us.
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